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This thesis investigates techniques for modelling the steady state harmonic awl iHte:rharnionic 
waveform distortion associated with HVDC links. Previous methods are reviewed alld their asso­
ciated problems discussed. A numerical frequency domain model of the single HVDC converter 
is presented. This is used to study the effects of applied waveform distortion, particularly on the 
commutation period, and leads to the development of a new linear small signal analytic model. 
The new model is extremely fast, accurate, and capable of directly predicting the returned 
harmonic and interharmonic spectra resulting from applied small signal waveform distortion. 
Frequency coupling matrices, calculated directly with the new model, are used to represent the 
time variant frequency modulating nature of the converter. These sparse matrices relate the 
linearised transfers of distortion through and around the converter and are used in a linear 
matrix equation that relates the inherent coupling between the ac side phase sequences and 
de. Nodal analysis is then used to connect the full HVDC system together including rectifier, 
inverter and the ac and de systems to form a sparse linear system admittance matrix. Solution 
speed is directly dependent on the matrix size and sparsity. This results in simple calculations 
used to pre-determine the main frequencies involved in the modulating process of the link. Both 
synchronous and asynchronous back-to-back link case studies are developed and the steady 
state harmonic and interharmonic waveform distortion validated against PSCAD/EMTDC time 
domain simulation. 
Finally, critical conditions for harmonic and interharmonic cross modulation are investigated. 
The effects of varying system impedance and operating point are examined, and worst-case sce­
narios demonstrated on a 50-50Hz back-to-back HVDC link with fundamental negative sequence 
unbalance on the rectifier terminals. 
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Chapter 1 
INTRODUCTION 
1 . 1  GENERAL 
Electric power is generated from both renewable and non-renewable resources. As non-renewable 
resources deplete, a greater emphasis must be placed not only on renewable generation, but also 
on the increased efficiency and reliability of the transfer of electric power. The current trend 
towards deregulation and recent technological advances have meant power electronic switching 
devices are becoming increasingly commonplace within the power system. Such devices increase 
the efficiency and power transfer capabilities of existing power networks and are becoming com­
mon in the conversion of power from small and large scale renewable generation and natural gas 
plant alike. 
The gain in efficiency from using such devices is at times overshadowed by the associated Power 
Quality (PQ) problems they create. Power quality plays an important role in both the efficiency 
and reliability of the power system, encompassing a broad range of phenomena including tran­
sient stability, voltage stability and steady state waveform distortion [ l ] .  Poor power quality can 
lead to a variety of dif ferent power system problems including the malfunction of system protec­
tion, increased electrical stresses on power system components, inaccurate power flow metering, 
light flicker and the tripping of ripple controlled relays. 
HVDC links provide one of the largest sources of steady state waveform distortion on the power 
system. Though mature, advances in HVDC technology have meant HVDC systems have become 
increasingly economic and suitable for a wider range of power transfer situations. Since the first 
commercial link in Gotland, Sweden in 1 954, HVDC technology has proliferated to all corners 
of the world both in developed and developing countries alike. There is now over 50GW of 
installed capacity with many more links in the planning stage1 . Not only are HVDC links 
often more economical over long distance transmission, but they also provide reliable power 
flow control, added voltage and transient stability, and favourably are able to provide a power 
transfer between two ac systems of differing frequencies. This last advantage has led to back-to­
back HVDC stations where the rectifier and inverter are enclosed within the same building, often 
without any de impedance or smoothing inductor. Such schemes provide a strong coupling for 
the cross-modulation of waveform distortion between the connected ac systems and are similar 
in nature to the switching devices used in a lot of new renewable energy alternatives becoming 
available. 
This thesis is concerned with the modelling of the steady state cross-modulation of voltage 
and current waveform distortion through and around HVDC schemes. This is perhaps the least 
understood of all the HVDC interactions. Although the work contained within this thesis models 
HVDC only, it is hoped that it may provide a sound basis for the future steady state harmonic 
and interharmonic modelling of power systems containing many power electronic devices. 
1 See appendix B [2] 
2 C HAPTER 1 I NTRO D U CTION 
1 . 2  RESEARCH OBJ ECTIVES 
Previous research at the University of Canterbury has greatly i11ftuenced, euhanced au<l directed 
the work covered in this thesis[3] [4] [5]. This has allowed a higher ba.'le knowledge ou the subject 
area, especially with respect to the modelling of the HVDC converter and link in the harmonic 
and frequency domains. 
To date, the only models capable of accurately mo<lelling the HVDC link harmonic and inter­
harmonic cross-modulation have been time domain simulation models, such as the modular sim­
ulation package PS CAD /EM TDC aud the harmonic domain model developed by Bathurst [5] [6] . 
Though well established, time domain simulati011 is computationally slow havi11g to simulate to 
the steady state, while Bathurst's model, though fast, is complicated , can model interharmonics 
if multiple cycles are modelled, and provides little insight into the frequency modulating nature 
of the HVDC link. 
Frequency domain models are not new. In general two types of models have bee11 developed; 
numerical harmonic domain models, such as developed by Smith[4] and Bathurst, which assume 
the converter is a nonlinear device, and analytic frequency domain models such as that developed 
by Wood[3] that linearise the converter about an operating point. Both types of model have 
their respective advantages and disadvantages and both are used within this thesis. 
Two main advantages of linearised analytic techniques are: computational speed, especially 
when multiple perturbations and large systems are concerned, as well as insight acquired from 
analytic equations. Computational speed is often accompanied by a loss of accuracy. For 
linearised techniques, the accuracy is dependent on the linearity, or sensitivity of the device to be 
linearised. Historically, the problems associated with linearised modelling of such devices have 
not been due to the nonlinearity of the device, but due to various approximations made while 
trying to describe the complicated switching action of these devices. For the HVDC converter 
this relates to the complicated effects of waveform distortion on the commutation period and its 
associated effects on the switching instants. If a small signal analytic model can be defined, then 
insight provided by the model on the effects of certain variables will help in determining weather 
certain variables can be ignored or not, this to some extent is the idea behind the simplified 
modelling concept of chapter 8. 
One key objective of this work is to define 'nonlinear' as applied to the HVDC converter while 
subjected to waveform distortion. Initial investigation using a nonlinear, numerical iterative 
frequency domain model of the converter has helped achieve this definition and paved the way 
for an accurate linearised analysis of the converter, and link, in the frequency domain. 
The accurate analytic equations derived in this thesis can be solved directly and almost instan­
taneously for the frequencies of interest. Once a linearised equation set is developed, it can be 
used for many different studies of various HVDC links topologies. One example is to investigate 
worst-case scenarios for harmonic and interharmonic cross-modulation. 
1 . 3  THESIS OUTL INE 
Chapter 2 identifies the different types o f  cross-modulation, describes previous reported prob­
lem factors thought to influence cross-modulation before a review of previously related work in 
the field. Finally, a detailed outline of the research contained within this thesis is presented. 
Chapter 3 describes an existing harmonic domain model first developed by Smith [7] . This 
modified version allows multi-cycle modelling, enabling interharmonic transfers to be calculated. 
At the same time it is a 'cut-down'  version of the original model, offering investigation into the 
converter in isolation only, without ac or de systems attached. 
1 .3 T H ES IS O U T L I N E  3 
Chapter 4 ,  investigates and describes the linearity associated with the HVDC converter while 
subjected to small signal waveform distortion using the iterative harmonic: domain model. The 
results are influential in the further development and refinement of the linearised small signal 
model of the HVDC converter described in chapter 5. 
Chapter 5 describes a new linearised small signal analytic model of the HVDC converter. The 
model uses a transfer function based approach similar to previous models for the wave shape 
outside the commutation period ,  but during the commutation period describes the transfers in 
terms of a Partial Steady State (PSS),  and Partial Transient (PT) component that are adder! 
together. The model is the first to fully describe the effects of waveform distortion on the HVDC 
converter in analytic form. It is considered a true small signal linearisation and is very accurate 
when the distorting/perturbing source is small. 
Chapter 6 describes the Frequency Coupling Matrices (FCMs) . These matrices incorporate 
all frequency cross-coupling associated with the HVDC converter and preserve the inherent 
phase angle dependence using tensor relationships for the conjugated frequency terms. They are 
sparse and have a lattice like structure. Assuming linearity and superposition, a system equation 
describing the coupling between the positive and negative phase sequences and de is used with 
the FCMs to describe the full frequency coupling of the converter as a whole. This linear 
equation set is then converted into nodal form, the time invariant ac and de systems added and 
the system then solved. The results of fundamental negative sequence unbalance on the single 
HVDC converter are validated with the time domain simulation program, PS CAD /EMTDC, 
giving excellent agreement. 
Chapter 7 extends the nodal analysis by writing the full HVDC link nodal equation and solving 
for various HVDC link case studies, including a modified CIGRE back-to-back scheme working in 
both synchronous and asynchronous operation. The effects of Switching Instant Variation (SIV) 
and the inclusion of the characteristic harmonic transfers are shown. Observation of the returned 
de voltages around asynchronous links helps derive simple equations that describe a reduced 
frequency set. This is then used to reduce the memory requirement of the FCMs and is essential 
for the efficient modelling of the asynchronous HVDC link with small frequency differences in the 
rectifier and inverter ac systems. All results are validated with PSCAD /EMTDC time domain 
simulation showing the validity of the proposed method. 
Chapter 8 ,  looks at system scenarios that may cause worst-case harmonic and inter harmonic 
cross-modulation .  A simplified modelling approach is proposed to help give insight and formu­
late simple approximate 'rules of thumb' for identifying worst-case scenarios. The simplified 
approach is validated using multi-perturbation analysis of the full linearised solution method 
and approximate 'rules of thumb' presented. 
Chapter 9 summarises the research described within the thesis and describes the proposed 
direction for future research and development. 

Chapter 2 
H A R M O N I C  A N D  I NTERHARMO N I C  C ROSS- M O D U LATION I N  
HVDC L I N K S  
2 . 1  I NTRODUCTION 
In  this thesis harmonic and interharmonic cross-modulation are terms used to loosely describe 
a variety of steady state waveform distortion and frequency interactions that occur around the 
two converters comprising an HVDC link. These interactions are complicated and dependent 
on many factors of each HVDC converter and their associated ac and de systems. 
It is easiest to first consider the single converter, which by its switching nature modulates a 
positive sequence three-phase fundamental ac voltage, ensuring a de voltage is always present 
on the de side. This same switching action takes the de current on the de side and switches 
it onto the ac side phases providing a positive sequence fundamental ac side current. The by­
product of all this switching action is the generation of the well known characteristic harmonics, 
principally the ac side currents and de side voltage [8] 1 . The characteristic harmonics are always 
present and ac filter banks at the ac bus almost always filter these. However, if the HVDC 
link is operating in an asynchronous manner, then the characteristics on each side of the link 
are modulated by the same switching action, appearing as non-characteristic frequencies on 
the opposite side. To complicate things further, waveform distortion within the power system 
will also be modulated by the switching action, producing a set of different ac and de system 
frequencies. The research within this thesis is concerned with the accurate and fast calculation 
and prediction of these non-characteristic harmonic and inter harmonic frequencies. This chapter 
identifies the types of cross-modulation present in HVDC links, describing several reported cases 
and discusses modelling techniques. A review of previous models is given, their advantages and 
shortcomings described, before a brief research outline details the research contained within the 
thesis. 
2 . 2  TYPES OF  HARMONIC AND INTERHARMON IC  C ROSS-MODULATION 
Non-characteristic cross-modulation from one ac system to another is classified into two types; 
• Harmonic and interharmonic frequencies on both HVDC converters resulting from the 
presence of a distorting frequency on one or both ac systems, and, 
• Harmonic and interharmonic frequencies on one HVDC converter, resulting from the char­
acteristic frequencies of the other. 
1 Though the characteristic harmonics are well known, it is not well known that they have clearly defined phase 
sequences. For a 1 2-pulse converter the harmonics at 1 2n + 1 are of positive sequence and the harmonics at 1 2n - 1 
are of negative sequence. 
6 CHAPTER 2 H A R M O N I C  AND INTERHARMONIC CROSS- M ODULATI O N  I N  HVDC L I N K S  
These have becu designated as distortion sourced and operating point somced cross-modulation 
respe..t.ively. 
In synchronous HVDC links, distorting frequencies are usually found only at integer harmonics 
of the power frequency and the cross-modulation can be described as harmonic cross-modulation. 
This is not true for asynchronous HVDC links. These links have different ac system operating 
freque11cies and cross-modulate with one another causing interharmonic frequencies. 
Most HVDC systems operate in asynchronous mode connecting two ac systems of the approx­
imate same operating frequency. Even small shifts in the ac system frequeucies will result in 
some form of interharmonic operating point cross-modulation. Asyuchronous links used to pro­
vi<le power links between two differing ac system operating frequencies. suc:h as 50-60Hz HVDC 
links will always have operating point sourced cross-modulation. Distortion sourced cross-modulation is the result of pre-existing distortion, usually on either one 
or both of the ac systems. This type of cross-modulation can be found on all types of links. The 
most common form of distortion is caused by asymmetries in the three phase ac transmission 
systems. This is usually caused by untransposed transmission lines and can be represented 
in phase sequence form as a fundamental negative sequence unbalance. This unbalance2 cross 
modulates with the switching action of the converter resulting always in a positive sequence 
third harmonic and, for a 12 pulse link, results in the uncharacteristic negative sequence 9th 
and positive sequence 15th harmonics. Operating point cross-modulation, is present only in asynchronous HVDC links such as 50-60Hz 
HVDC links or those links which appear in weak ac systems and experience large enough fre­
quency shifts in one or both ac systems to warrant concern. The back-to-back link operating in 
Chandrapur, India is an example of such a link connecting two widely varying ac system frequen­
cies [9]. In this scheme the filters have been designed for a fundamental frequency shift between 
48.5Hz to 50.5Hz [10]. Interharmonic studies for such systems require a range of fundamental 
operating conditions and frequencies to be considered. Such schemes may excite subsynchronous 
oscillations in turbine generator rotor shafts, though there have been no documented cases of 
this. 
2 .3  REPORTED P ROBLEMS 
On occasions harmonic and interharmonic frequencies have been reported to have caused prob­
lems such as protection and hot water ripple relay circuits tripping, telephone interference, 
localised heating and consequent failure of various power system components. Several such 
cases include: 
• Commissioning of the New Zealand HVDC link. Negative sequence unbalance, a result of 
untransposed transmission lines caused problems in the form of telephone interference and 
the tripping of various hot water ripple control relays. The problem was mainly associated 
with a 9th harmonic which was subsequently filtered [ 1 1 ] .  
• The Russia-Finland Vyborg back-to-back DC interconnection has experienced third har­
monic, most likely due to negative sequence unbalance [12] . 
• The Kristiansand station of the Skagerrak HVDC transmission link between Denmark and 
Norway experienced low order harmonic distortion causing tripping of both transmission 
lines and transformers by overload protection. The causes have been identified as the result 
of a positive sequence third harmonic, and the result of transformer core saturation from 
2 Although strictly speaking, this is not a distortion , it is a deviation from ideal operating conditions, and can 
be treated in the same way as other waveform distortion. 
2 .4 O T H E R  APPL ICAT IONS OF TH IS  ANALYSIS 7 
a fundamental component on the <le line. The third harmonic was identified as the result 
of the switching action caused from negative sequence fundamental unbalance as well as a 
parallel ac network resonance tuned to the third harmonic. This situation was avoided by 
tripping a filter bank, detuning the ac system resonance, when required [13]. 
• Geomagnetically Induced Currents (GIC) on the Quebec-New England link caused an 
unexplained resonance due to transformer core saturation. This was later explained using 
a simplified and linearised transfer function analysis of the HVDC converter to calculate 
its impedance [14]. 
• As discussed in the introduction the back-to-back link operating in Chandrapur, India 
is an asynchronous HVDC link that is thought will consistently have nuisance operating 
point interharmonics [9] [10]. It is possible that such schemes may excite subsynchronous 
oscillations. 
• Harmonic instability has been reported in the Swiss rail system and led to some very 
interesting research by the Department of Automatic control at the Lund Institute of 
Technology [15]. Though not an HVDC system, many of the techniques used in their 
research of the rail system are similar to that used for the time-variant modelling on the 
HVDC link in this thesis. 
• Recently, turbine-generator rotor shaft vibrations have been reported on a Norwegian 
oil platform [16]. The cause has been detected as two 7MW variable speed drives (VSD) 
running compressors. The VSD drives are effectively 12-pulse back-to-back current sourced 
HVDC links attached to large synchronous motors. After extensive time domain analysis 
it was found that the cause was primarily due to interharmonic currents from the VSDs 
at certain motor operating frequencies. The problem was partially mitigated by increasing 
the rotor diameter of the VSD. This interesting case is a good example of the nuisance 
effects of interharmonics. 
2 .4  OTH E R  APPL ICATIONS OF T H IS ANALYSIS 
As reported above, HVDC is not the only candidate for the analysis used within this thesis. The 
techniques can be used on a variety of power electronic devices for harmonic and interharmonic 
analysis. However, before embarking on this type of analysis it is wise to investigate weather 
the device in question is linearisable or not. 
2 .5  FACTORS I N F L U ENC ING HARMONIC AND INTERHARMONIC 
C ROSS-MODU LATION 
There are many factors that influence the magnitude of harmonic and interharmonic cross­
modulation around HVDC links. Of these the most important have generally been thought to 
be the power system strength, or its short circuit capacity. The interaction between ac and de 
systems is increased when the ac system is weak or has a low short circuit ratio (SCR). The SCR 
is derived at the fundamental frequency and hence many other interactions at other frequencies 
are ignored .  However, if low SCRs are present then it is likely the ac systems will be of higher 
impedance and more likely susceptible to frequency shifts and harmonic and interharmonic 
problems associated with cross-modulation. 
The impedance of the ac and de systems is important at all frequencies of interest for any particu­
lar system distortion. Due to the time varying nature of the converter and link, many frequencies 
are involved and many impedances and hence frequency interactions must be considered. 
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Back-to-back links without de side harmonic smoothing iml1 1ctors represe1 1t the most significant 
case for harmonic and interharmonic cross-modulation to occur. It  has been found that the 
effective de side impedance of each converter can be estimated as a scaled sum of the positive 
and negative sequence impedance of the ac system and the converter transformers [3] [17] . This 
impedance appears mainly inductive at most frequencies but is influenced by ac resonance con­
ditions at lower frequencies[18] . This fact, and the fact that there is no de line have led to the 
development of back-to-back schemes without the need for smoothing reactors to limit the de 
side harmonics. In most cases this is fine, however resonant conditions in the ac systems are a 
cause for concern and it is possible that harmonic and interharmonic cross-modulation can be 
exacerbated under certain ac system conditions. 
Many other factors such as the total ac and de side impedance (including fil t.ers) , the operating 
point and pulse number of the link are also of importance. The effects of these are not well known 
and chapter 8 of this thesis helps address and identify some of the likely problem scenarios. 
2 . 6  MODELL ING  HARMONIC  AND INTERHARMON ICS IN  HVDC CONVERTERS AND 
L I NKS 
To model harmonic and interharmonic interaction, fast and accurate solution methods that 
provide insight and understanding to the likely problems are required. Time domain simula­
tion, though widely used, is generally too slow and requires many case studies to be looked 
at. However, the use of time domain simulation, though limited in the field of harmonic and 
interharmonic analysis, provides an accurate validated benchmark [19] [20] which has been used 
in this thesis to not only provide operating point conditions, but also for comparisons with the 
frequency domain techniques developed. 
Frequency domain methods on the other hand offer a much broader range of investigative tech­
niques and are many orders of magnitude faster than equivalent time domain simulations. Many 
frequency domain models of the HVDC converter have been presented in the literature. It is 
not intended to describe all of them but to reference those that are important to the models, 
techniques and procedures used within this thesis. In the short history of frequency domain 
modelling of HVDC converters and links, two different approaches have been taken: iterative 
frequency domain modelling, which assumes the HVDC converter and link are non linear, and 
direct frequency domain modelling, which assumes the converter and link can be linearised about 
a base operating point. Both techniques have been used with success, and both have their re­
spective advantages and disadvantages. To understand the difference in these techniques one 
must first understand the operating principle of the device being modelled, in this case the 
HVDC converter. 
The HVDC converter is nonlinear time-variant, exhibiting characteristics such as frequency 
coupling and phase angle dependence. Non-linearity is caused by the dependence of the switching 
instants, and hence transfer of distortion on the magnitude of the applied distortion3 . Time­
variance is caused by the switching action or modulation process and means that any applied 
distorting frequency (perturbation) will result in a returned frequency spectrum. If a device has 
fixed switching instants, such as a STATCOM with a fixed firing angle, then the device can be 
described as linear time-variant. 
Accurate linear steady state solutions of networks including power electronic circuits must incor­
porate frequency coupling and phase angle dependence. Frequency coupling means that a single 
frequency will generate a multitude of other frequencies while phase angle dependence is a result 
of time-variance and can be best understood by considering the modulation of a distortion by 
the device switching action, or in simple mathematical terms the multiplication of two sinusoids. 
3 See chapter 4 .  
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The result of this modulation is the ge11cration of sum an<l differe11ce frequencies where the rela­
tive phase angles are subjected to the same sum and difference process. The summed frequencies 
have a phase angle that is directly related to the phase angle of the applied distortion, and the 
relationship can be described with a complex number. However, the difference frequencies have 
an angle related to the negative of the phase angle of the applied distortion, or its complex 
conjugate. 
Frequency coupling can be modelled in a linear manner using time variant matrix transfers 
where the position of each element within the matrix relates the frequency conversion (transfer) 
from one frequency to another. This technique is relatively new but has recently been used 
by various researchers using various terminologies over the last few years. Several common 
terms include the Harmonic or Frequency Transfer Matrix and the Frequency Coupling Matrix 
(HTM,FTM,FCM). In this thesis they are termed Frequency Coupling Matrices (FCMs). A 
noteworthy paper describing these frequency coupling transfers is that by Fauri [21 J who used 
them to describe the frequency coupling inherent in fluorescent lighting. Carbone [22] used them 
to present a paper for modelling harmonic and interharmonic distortion in multistage conversion 
systems. This paper demonstrated the fundamentals well but failed to present the actual models 
used, and no results were given. Recently, Mollerstedt and Bernhardsson used periodic linear 
time varying theory, developed by Wereley [23], in an excellent article on the harmonic instability 
caused by diode rectifiers in the electric trains used on the Swiss rail system [1 5]. 
The phase angle dependence of the conjugated (difference frequency) terms within the time 
variant matrix transfers can be either dealt with by allowing frequencies to be negative, or the 
relationships between the real and imaginary parts of each transfer can be described separately. 
Usaola [24] did this, and Smith [25] formally described it as a tensor relationship. Complex 
phasors are written as 2 element column vectors, and they are related by a tensor, a 2 x 2 
matrix. This is easy to implement in linear algebra using real numbers, does not require the use 
of negative frequencies, correctly describes the phase angle conjugation that is inherent within 
the modulation process and means the transfer matrices will be square as opposed to rectangular. 
As well as being time variant, the HVDC converter is a nonlinear device. This nonlinearity 
means that the returned spectrum will vary in a nonlinear manner as the magnitude of the 
applied perturbation changes. It is hence easy to conclude that, as the converter is nonlinear, 
iterative methods must be used. However, how nonlinear is the converter? This question must be 
answered before a decision is made on modelling the converter in an iterative or direct manner. 
In fact, this question must be answered before modelling all power electronic switching devices. 
Another important aspect when modelling the power system is system data uncertainty. For 
example, the exact ac system impedance in a real system can be very hard to model being 
determined by the physical properties of the transmission lines and transformers etc. Often 
system databases are incomplete and system data may not be obtainable. It must be remembered 
that any model can only be as accurate as the data that is used. 
Many authors simply state that the device is either linearisable in the small signal sense, or 
nonlinear and therefore modelled in an iterative manner. This is unfortunate as it is these types 
of basic initial assumptions that can either lead to vastly over complicated but accurate models, 
or vastly over simplified inaccurate ones. The fact remains that the converter is a nonlinear time 
variant switching device and should be treated as such. However, for the purpose of which the 
model is to be used, how nonlinear is the device? 
Harmonic and interharmonics tend to be much smaller than the fundamental quantities and 
it is reasonable to assume that linearised models should give good results. Average results 
have been reported using direct linearised models, though due to the modelling of the complex 
commutation process, approximations are always made and no "true" small signal model has yet 
been developed. On the other hand excellent results have been seen with various iterative models, 
for example that developed by Smith [7] for the single converter and extended by Bathurst [26] 
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for the HVDC link. Hence, there are several unknowns that must be answered before a full 
assault on modelling the HVDC link is attempted. How linear (or nonlinear) is the time-variant 
HVDC converter for the purpose of the intended model? If linearised, how accurate will the 
model be? 
The following section reviews previous HVDC converter and link models related to the work 
contained within this thesis, both direct linearised and iterative models are discussed, and their 
advantages and disadvantages described. Following this is an outline of the research contained 
within this thesis. 
2 . 6 . 1  I terative freq uency doma i n  HVDC converter models 
A lot of research has been conducted on the iterative modelling of the HVDC converter in the 
harmonic domain. The harmonic domain is a subset of the frequency domain using iterative 
methods, like Newton's method, to solve the harmonic interaction around the converter and 
link. In general these methods solve an effective harmonic load flow using system mismatch 
equations. Perhaps the most detailed model was that developed by Smith [7] [27) [28] [4] solving 
system mi.smatch equations using an iterative multi-variable Newton solution. The solution is 
very accurate, achieving excellent validation with time domain simulation. A good reference to 
the work on iterative harmonic analysis is the review paper written by Smith [29] . The work of 
Smith was later extended by Bathurst who modelled a full array of HVDC link configurations 
in the harmonic domain [26] [5] [30] [31 ] [32]. Bathurst 's model was capable of multi-cycle steady 
state modelling with base frequencies as low as lHz. 
Both Bathurst and Smith found that solution was often obtained using only one (sometimes two) 
Jacobian updates throughout the iterative procedure. The initial Jacobian is a linearisation of 
the system mismatch equations and if this does not need updating this may prove a good 
indication that the system may be quite linear. Bathurst did not show the effect of repetitive 
iterations on the solution variables, this would have been interesting, as it may have provided an 
early indication of linearity about the converter and link. Despite this, the work carried out by 
both Smith and Bathurst has influenced the work in this thesis. Chapter 3 presents a simplified 
version of Smiths original converter model that is used for linear analysis of the converter in the 
frequency domain in chapters 4 and 5. 
2 .6 .2  D i rect l i nearised HVDC converter models 
Small signal linearised models fall into three categories; 
• Analytically derived for harmonic and interharmonic analysis 
• Analytically derived for control analysis 
• Simulation derived for harmonic and interharmonic analysis 
Analytically derived models generally use a transfer function based approach or can be obtained 
from multiple simulations of the device, although this can be a slow process unless a very 
fast simulation algorithm is available. Both simulation derived and analytically derived models 
for harmonic and interharmonic analysis are reviewed. Many authors have developed models 
specifically for control; some of these are applicable to the methods and work developed within 
this thesis. Notably, there is no single model that stands out and all models developed so far 
have used various approximations making them easier to derive but not exact in the small signal 
sense. 
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S imu lat ion der ived, for harmonic ana lysis 
1 1  
An approach that has seen some popularity is to model the converter in an accurate way, either 
in the time domain or by au iterative process in the harmonic domain, and then by a series of 
small signal perturbations gain the cross-coupling relationships between frequencies around the 
converter. A limited set of these can be used for a specific analysis, and a full set for harmonic 
analysis. The key to this process is to have a relatively fast converter model, so that the 
perturbations can be completed in a reasonable time. In the early stages of this research, multi­
perturbation runs in PSCAD /EMTDC4 were used to model the harmonic cross-modulation 
iu HVDC links [33]. However. though an early basis for the work covered in this thesis the 
computational  time required was excessive. 
Larsen's HMAT program [34] was the first reported full solution by this process. He used an 
unspecified numerical converter simulation technique, and performed a large number of simu­
lations to derive a harmonic cross-coupling matrix for a number of converter operating points. 
The control contribution was explicitly defined. The published verification unfortunately didn't 
include the full spectrum, with magnitude and phase angle, but did make an investigation into 
a control-induced instability, which verified the strongest harmonic transfers. Complex numbers 
were used to interrelate positive frequencies. Larsen also used a system equation, dependent on 
phase sequence to describe the HVDC converter. This equation is used throughout this thesis. 
Ana lytica l ly  derived , for harmonic a nd i nterharmon ic ana lysis 
All the reported methods are based on a transfer function analysis. Transfer functions, defined 
in the frequency domain, are used to represent the action of the switches. In the case of an 
HVDC converter, +1 represents a connection of the ac voltage to the de side (and the de current 
to the ac side), 0 represents no connection, and - 1  represents a negative or reversed connection. 
The operation of a three-phase device can be described by three transfer functions, one for 
each phase. Using phase shifting, higher pulse number converters can be built up easily. By 
multiplication of the transfer functions with the voltage on one side or the current on the other, 
a complete set of spectra around the device can be established. 
In 1985 Sakui and Fujita [35] presented a switching function model of a controlled bridge rectifier, 
extended it to cover an uncontrolled rectifier [36] and then extended it further, by separate 
consideration of each commutation period to model operation under unbalanced conditions [37]. 
Although the effect of firing angle variation was not included, these models gave a good prediction 
for particularly the lower frequency harmonics, and the final paper was a clear recognition 
that the dynamic variation of the commutation period (and hence switching instants) does 
significantly affect harmonic transfers across a converter. 
In 1992 Hu and Yacamini [38] presented a similar model of an HVDC converter, with a more 
accurate description of the current commutation process under undistorted conditions. Hu did 
not include the effect of firing angle variation, and commutation periods were assumed not 
to vary with the applied distortion. However, the approach was successfully used to predict 
steady state harmonic levels [39], and proved particularly good at predicting operating point 
interharmonics present in asynchronous HVDC links [40]. 
In 1 995 Wood and Arrillaga [17] presented an analysis of an HVDC converter that reverted to 
Sakui's earlier approximation of a linear transfer of current from one phase to the next. How­
ever, it wrote equations that linearised the relationship between the applied distortion and the 
consequent variation of the commutation period. The spectrum associated with this variation, 
and firing angle variation, was included in the converter switching function. It was shown that 
4 See Appendix C .  
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dynamic commutation period variation, both from the switching inst.ants a11d during the com­
mutation periods affects the largest frequency couplings significantly. Although good for lower 
frequency harmonics, accuracy was quickly lost at higher frequencies due to approximations 
made in the commutation shape. 
In 1998 Osauskas [41 ] reported a Thyristor Controlled Reactor (TCR) model based on a transfer 
function analysis. Although the TCR switches do not modulate between AC and DC, a similar 
approach to that used for HVDC converters was found to be appropriate. The model showed 
excellent accuracy up to quite high distortion levels and frequencies, and also described the 
effects of fast variation of the TCR firing angle. 
More recently a similar model using the techniques developed in [17] and [41 ] as well as the 
work presented in this thesis is that developed by Laird [42] for the single-phase voltage sourced 
rectifier. Like the 6 pulse HVDC converter, the single-phase converter is nonlinear time-variant. 
The sensitivity or nonlinearity of the single-phase diode rectifier is unclear. The model developed 
was shown to be accurate for very small distortion magnitudes ( < 0.005pu) and is good for 
approximate harmonic and interharmonic distortion analysis but possibly better for small signal 
transient control analysis. This is perhaps a case where perturbation analysis on either an 
iterative model or time domain simulation could have better determined the appropriateness of 
a linearised model. 
Ana lytica l ly derived , for control a n a l ysis 
For control analyses, the strongest interactions that lead to closed feedback loops can be reduced 
to a set of three coupled frequencies around a converter that are referred to as the ''3-port" trans­
fers [34]. Thus it is important for the model to have the 3-port relationships represented correctly, 
while transfers to other frequencies are far less critical. Although most of these models were 
intended for control only, the techniques used are also applicable to the generalised modelling of 
the HVDC converter for harmonic and interharmonic studies. 
In 1970 Persson [43] presented an early and thorough transfer function based analysis of an 
HVDC link. His model directly described the frequency transfers through a converter using 
individual phase firing, including an approximation of the effects on the commutation period. 
The effect of distortion on the firing angle control was modelled exactly in the small signal sense, 
though Persson and others most likely didn't realise this. The model was expanded to describe 
a full mono-polar 12-pulse HVDC link, and used to draw Nyquist diagrams for the link for a 
control analysis. This very noteworthy contribution has been largely overlooked. 
In 1974 Sucena-Paiva and Freris [44] simplified the model by assuming equidistant firing, but still 
incorporated the effect of firing angle variation. This was also used from a control perspective, 
and considering only the main cross-coupling terms, Nyquist plots were generated, and stability 
predicted. 
In 1995 Wood reduced his transfer function analysis to the strongest interactions, and used the 
model to describe the frequency dependent impedance of an HVDC converter [45], and composite 
resonance, a description of the coupling between impedances on both sides of a converter [46]. 
The model was subsequently used by Chen [47] to describe the mechanism of converter core 
saturation instability. 
Recently Mohaddas [48] published an analysis of the AC side frequency dependent impedance 
of a STATCOM, based on transfer functions. Excellent agreement with time domain simulation 
was shown, and although higher frequency harmonics were not predicted, the model was capable 
of doing so accurately. 
The frequency transformations implicit in a modulation process cannot be described using s­
domain or state variable analysis directly, but if interactions at other frequencies are referred to 
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just one frequency, a model can be derived for that frequency. For an HVDC converter, the DC 
side suits, as a single dominant frequency is involved, associated with two on the AC side. 
Todd [49] referred the frequency domain model presented by Wood [17] to the DC side, and 
fitted an s-domain rational function to the result. He was able to demonstrate a traditional but 
effective control design, based on the system model. 
Simplified linearised converter models have been used to good effect in a number of practical 
situations. On the Quebec - New England link, an unexplained resonance excited by geomagneti­
cally induced currents and transformer saturation was explained using a simplified and linearised 
transfer function analysis to calculate the HVDC converter impedance [14]. Stemmler also used a 
linearised model to design a control system to avoid core saturation instability on a back-to-back 
link [50]. 
Recently Mollerstedt and Bernhardsson presented a linearised harmonic transfer function model 
for a diode converter train. This linear time periodic model, though quite simple, used new 
LTP techniques, analogous with control techniques of LTI systems. This including a special 
Nyquist criterion used for LTP systems and was used to estimate the harmonic instability expe­
rienced in the Swiss rail system. Several papers have been published on this excellent modelling 
approach [15] [51 ] [52]. 
2 .6 . 3  HVDC l i n k  models 
Apart from time domain simulation there is a noticeable lack of published papers on full HVDC 
links in the frequency domain. The harmonic domain algorithm developed by Bathurst [5] is 
a full iterative frequency domain method capable of modelling the HVDC link with various 
control systems. The technique is modular and uses a multi-variable Newton method to solve 
the system mismatch equations. As the technique is iterative, it is not as fast as direct analytic 
techniques and also lacks the ability to model asynchronous links of close operating fundamental 
frequencies, though a 1 second steady state has been achieved. It is also complicated due to the 
assumption of nonlinearity and it is more of a "black box" description of the system, lacking 
insight into the mechanisms of waveform distortion interaction. 
On the other hand, Hu developed direct frequency domain techniques using linearised transfer 
functions solving the main interactions about the link [38] [39] . Unfortunately, his model of 
the converter approximates the commutation period dynamics and the results are only approx­
imate when modelling the distortion sourced interharmonics. Also no phase angle information 
is presented and it is assumed that phase information is ignored. However, a recent publication 
modelling the operating point interharmonics on an asynchronous HVDC link shows the result­
ing interharmonic magnitudes to be extremely good [40]. This indicates that linearised methods 
are capable of modelling operating point sourced harmonic and interharmonics accurately. Hu's 
success in modelling the operating point interharmonics is due to the frequencies involved, which 
are the direct result of the characteristic harmonic transfers. No switching instant variation is 
involved with these transfers as they are effectively part of the operating point of the link, mod­
elled easily under the assumption that they stay constant. Once again Hu did not present any 
phase angle data in his results and it is unclear whether phase angles were used in his analysis. If 
improvements can be made to the existing linearised HVDC converter modelling techniques, and 
linear time variant frequency techniques used correctly, it is hoped that the accuracy of direct 
linearised calculation of the harmonic and interharmonic waveform distortion can be improved. 
The following section gives as brief outline of the research contained within this thesis. 
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2 .7  R ESEARCH OUTL INE  
There exists little or no  information on the nonlinearit.y of the HVDC converter in the literature. 
Even an explanation of the converter linearity /nonlinearity is lacking. Many authors assume 
time variance implies nonlinearity, however this is not necessarily the case. To decide whether 
iterative or direct linearisation is required a thorough investigation into the converter linearity 
must be undertaken. With this in mind chapter 3 presents a complete iterative frequency domain 
model of the HVDC converter, assuming the converter is nonlinear. The model derives mismatch 
equations that describe the switching instants. These equations are then solved using a single 
variable Newton iteration. The model is based on that developed by Smith, but is 'cut-down' 
representing the coHverter in isolation with llO ac or de systems. This model is then used in 
chapter 4 to investigate both the nouliuearity associated with the converter and the switching 
dynamics of the converter when various small signal waveform perturbations are applied to its 
terminals. The observation of the converter under small signal waveform distortion has lead to an 
enhanced understanding of the commutation period dynamics and switching instant variation . 
The promising results of chapter 4 lead to chapter 5 where a complete linearised small signal 
HVDC converter model is developed. This model is a small signal linearisation that is very 
accurate for small signal distortion. As analytic equations are used to derive the transfers, the 
calculation is direct and extremely fast. 
Up until chapter 6, the research is concentrated on the modelling of the single HVDC converter 
in isolation from external ac and de systems. Chapter 6 describes the methods used to model 
the converter embedded within a power system. The methods are relatively straightforward so 
long as linear time variant techniques are used correctly. First, time variant matrix transfers 
and tensor elements are used to describe the frequency coupling and phase angle dependence 
associated with the various HVDC converter transfers. These are then combined using system 
equations dependent on the sequence modulating nature of the HVDC link and can be rearranged 
accordingly so that the full system can be combined with the associated ac and de systems. This 
is achieved using Larsen's equation and simple nodal solution methods forming the system time 
variant admittance matrix. This is then solved for the known and unknown distortions about 
the system. 
Chapter 7 extends the time variant modelling to the HVDC link. Advances are made for the 
modelling of asynchronous links with the inclusion of the characteristic harmonics to model the 
operating point interharmonic cross-modulation. To avoid large matrices a reduced frequency 
set is proposed, reducing memory requirements and making matrix inversion much faster. The 
reduced technique allows any asynchronous HVDC link to be modelled with similar memory 
requirements of normal synchronous link operation. The techniques are demonstrated with 
excellent validation with PS CAD /EMTDC time domain simulation. Finally, chapter 8 reduces 
the complexity of the transfers clown to the main transfers, investigating the conditions where 
harmonic and interharmonic cross-modulation may be exacerbated by both operating point 
conditions and different system impedances. 
Chapter 3 
ITERATIVE FREQ UENCY DOMAI N  MODELLING OF A 6 PULSE 
HVDC CONVERTER 
3 . 1  I NTRODUCTION 
There have been two distinct approaches to the steady state modelling of the 6 pulse HVDC 
converter in the frequency domain. The first assumes the converter is nonlinear, solving the 
harmonic and interharmonic interaction using iterative methods. The second assumes the con­
verter is linear, or at least linearisable, solving the interharmonic interaction directly by linearis­
ing about the base case operating point. Both methods have their individual advantages and 
disadvantages and these have been discussed in the previous chapter. 
This chapter accepts that the current sourced 6 pulse HVDC converter is nonlinear, and hence a 
detailed description is given of an iterative frequency domain model. The model is based closely 
to that first developed by Smith [7] but is simplified, assuming strong ac and de systems, and 
only a single distorting source. The model is validated against time domain simulation and used 
further in chapter 4 to assess the converter linearity as well as the commutation period dynamics 
for small signal distortion levels. 
3 . 1 . 1  The HVDC converter i n  isolation 
In the following three chapters the current sourced 6 pulse HVDC converter is considered in 
isolation, with only a fundamental ac voltage source on the ac side and a constant de side 
current source on the de side and any single arbitrary, ac side voltage or de side current, distorting 
frequency source present. This isolates the nonlinear switching action of the converter from the 
associated effects of the ac and de system impedances. 
Under ideal conditions with no applied distorting source, the operating point of the converter 
is defined using the fundamental ac terminal voltage, the de side current and the average firing 
angle. These quantities define the average commutation period which remains constant so long as 
no external distortion is applied to the converter terminals. However, under distorted operating 
conditions, the switching instants vary, affecting the average commutation period and hence 
operating point. This behaviour is inherently nonlinear as the distortion causes an operating 
point change and hence a change in the converter transfers. This chapter describes a full HVDC 
converter model using iterative methods which can model this non-linear behaviour. Chapter 4 
proceeds to investigate the non-linearity using the model described in this chapter. 
The current sourced 6 pulse HVDC converter can be thought of as a frequency modulator 
which transfers an ac voltage to de voltage and a de current to ac current via the characteristic 
switching transfers. The normal switching action of the converter switches the fundamental 
positive sequence ac voltage and de side current, producing characteristic harmonics on the de 
voltage and ac current respectively. The de side voltage characteristic harmonics are produced 
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at frequencies 6n9n!J1111 , where fJun is the fun<lamental frequeucy, n9 the munber of phase­
shifted six pulse groups in series and n is any positive integer. The ac side current characteristic 
harmonics are sequence dependent and are at frequencies 6n9nfJun + !Jun and 6n9n!Jun - J fun 
in positive and negative sequence respectively. Interestingly, the power conversion process of the 
converter occurs when n = 0, here the de voltage is at de, the positive sequence current is at 
!Jun and the negative sequence is at -f fun or effectively at a positive sequence /Jun in positive 
sequence. 
When a known arbitrary distorting frequency (perturbation) is applied to the ac side voltage, 
the converter modulates the perturbation to not only the de side voltage but also to the ac side 
currents. As the ac an<l de systems are assumed infinitely strong, the ac side voltages and de 
side current are not affected by the returned frequencies of the converter, remaining at their 
fundamental values. When ' in situ ' within the power system the change in the fundamental 
ac side current and de, de side voltage will cause the operating point to change. This effect 
is ignored in this chapter. However, the following chapter investigates the effects of the likely 
operating point change by observing the change associated in the characteristic harmonic ac 
currents and de voltage while the converter is under the effects of applied distortion. 
The 6 pulse HVDC converter is a three-phase device (and is modelled this way in this chapter) 
it switches positive and negative sequence distortion in opposite ways. Both Larsen [34] and 
Wood [17] recognised this and used it to their advantage in their respective models. The converter 
is also insensitive to zero sequence components so these need not be considered. 
The converter can be thought of as an input/output device. If no distortion is present, the 
input sources consist of the fundamental positive sequence ac voltage, the de current and the 
firing angle, all of which define the converter operating point. If a distortion is present, in 
the form of a known perturbation of arbitrary frequency, then these are also included in the 
input. The outputs consist of the resulting ac current and de voltage spectra. If no distortion 
is present, the output spectra of both the ac current and de voltage consist of the characteristic 
(base case) harmonics. However, if some distortion, or perturbation, is present then the outputs 
consist of the characteristic harmonics plus other frequencies resulting from the modulation of 
the applied distortion with the characteristic frequencies. F igure 3.1 shows the input sources 
(b. Vacp ,b. Vacn ,b.I,1c and b.o:) and the resulting outputs (b.Iacp ,b.Iacn and b. V,1c) -
b. Vacp --- --t 
b.I(/,cv--- --1 
b. Vacn _ _ _ .., 
b.J acn ___ _  __,
AC side 
b.o: ----,1 
----- b. I,1c 
...----- b. Vdc 
DC side 
Figure 3 .1  Inputs and outputs of the single HVDC converter in  isolation. 
The convolution of the characteristic harmonic spectrum with an applied distorting source results 
in what are termed the first order frequencies. These frequencies are described in row 1 of 
table 3.1 1 for any de side frequency distortion f dck . The term order is used here to describe the 
1 This table giYes the returned frequencies for a frequency distortion fdck on the DC side. To find the returned 
frequencies from an AC side distortion the equivalent DC side distorting frequency must be found. For a positive 
--




J S ' 
2 n d  
:y·d 
of f req11e11cy shifts associated with the returned spectrum re:rnlting from the applied 
1g frequency. fdck ·  
D C  side AC side 
Posit i ve Sequence Negative Sequence 
(6ng nf un+f u n ) ± fdck 
(6n9 nf " "  ± J,1. -1.- ) ± fc1d· ( (6ngnf u.11-f ,, ,, ) ± fdcd ± fdck 
(Udck+f J u n ) ±  fdck ) ± fdck 
( ( 6  
Table 3 .  1 Returned frequencies for a single n9 x 6 pulse HVDC converter in  isolation , resulting from a distorting 
/dck on the de side, where n = l ,2,3 . . . . This table was developed from use of the iterative frequency 
node] and the PDM spectrum derived in appendix E. 
frequency 
domain 1 
In the h armonic and frequency domains it is easiest to scale by the fundamental frequency !Jun of 
verter. If the harmonic number of the returned frequencies is required, then the resulting 





s a secondary effect of the applied distortion. This is the resulting effect of distortion on 
ation of the switching angles. This variation affects the first order terms and produces 
rder terms at frequencies that are shown in rows 2 and 3 of table 3.1 .  This effect contains higher o 
non-lin ear terms altering the characteristic harmonics and hence operating point. Primitive 
models 
however 
of the HVDC converter ignore the effects of the distortion on the switching instants, 
Wood [3] showed that the effects of Switching Instant Variation (SIV) are important 
a full model this must be included. The model developed in this chapter is capable 
mining the exact switching instants, and hence the higher order frequencies using an 
and for 
of deter 
iterativ e solution method. Hence, using this model, the non-linearity of the converter is examined 
detail in chapter 4. m more 
3 . 2  T H E  ITERATIVE FREQUENCY DOMA IN  MODEL 
The mo del described in this chapter has been developed specifically for harmonic and inter­
ic perturbation studies and analysis of the converter nonlinearity and commutation 
dynamics. It is a simplified version of Smiths [7] harmonic domain model, assuming 
arity when solving the switching instants, but considers the converter in isolation from 
de system impedances. This makes the model less complex, and computationally faster. 
tion to the Smith model two main extensions are also employed, multi-cycle modelling 







increase s in the convolution process. Multi-cycle modelling refers to modelling the converter for 
ban one fundamental period. This means interharmonic frequencies can be modelled, ie, 
intervals if five fundamental cycles are modelled. Hence the term 'iterative frequency 






for an ac 
distortion it is the AC distortion frequency - fJ,,11 , and for a negative sequence distortion it is the 
rtion frequency + fJ,, ,, ,  where f!u n  is the fundamental frequency. Note also, that if a returned frequency 
current is negative then it is positive in the reverse sequence. 
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When the 6 pulse HVDC converter, in  isolation, is thought of as  a frequency modulator, the 
returned frequencies aml their order can be easily predicted using sirnple modulation theory. The 
returned frequencies from a single frequency perturbation are shown in table 3.1 . Predetermined 
frequency selection can be used under the assumption that the converter terminal voltage and de 
current are known in advance. Hence, for perturbation studies of the converter (in isolation) the 
perturbing frequency is known and hence the returned frequencies are also known in advance. 
This gives a major speed increase in the convolution algorithm, especially when multi-cycle 
modelling is used. 
3 . 2 . 1  Def in it ion o f  base and  d istort ing Sou rces 
The general specification of sources around the HVDC converter is important. The HVDC 
converter has both base and distorting/perturbing sources, and both must be defined clearly. 
The ac volt.age, de current , and firing angle of the converter are represented as a combination of 
a base component and a distorting component, 
a 
V1 -rp + L:!. V-rp 
I de + L:!. idc 
ao + !:la 





where cp is the voltage phase angle, and the 7./; operator denotes t he three phases, A ,  B, C with 
angles 0, 1 20 and 240 respectively. Also included are the de value of the de current (Ide) and 
average firing angle ( a0 ) t hat are both constants. These values define the base operating point 
of the HVDC converter. 
The distorting sources are defined as sinusoids with arbitrary magnitude, frequency, and phase 
as follows, 
Vnsin(nw0t - s'lj; + bn) 
hsin(kw0t + bk) 




The ac side distortions are denoted with a frequency nw0t, while de side and firing angle distor­
tions are assigned a frequency kw0t ,  and are in general any real number, s represents the applied 
sequence of the distorting frequency source tlv-rp , + 1 for positive sequence, and - 1  for negative 
sequence. This is very important as the converter modulates opposing sequences in different 
ways as previously mentioned and shown in table 3.1 .  The base and distorting components 
defined here are also used within the following chapters. 
3 .2 .2  P iecewise l i near representation of  t he HVDC converter 
The single 6 pulse HVDC converter passes through 12 switching states each fundamental cycle. 
The circuit topology of each of these states depends on the switching characteristics of the 
converter. In the steady state, the order of the switching characteristics is periodic and known 
for a periodic steady state equal to the fundamental period. 
The total number of states that must be modelled depends upon the lowest perturbing ( or dis­
torting) frequency. For example, the base frequency for a 50Hz converter with a l OHz perturbing 
frequency is lOHz. Hence, the periodic steady state is achieved every 0. 1 seconds or every 12 x 5 
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couverter states. Likewise, if a l Hz perturbation is applied then 12 x 50 states must be modelled 
over the 1 second periodic steady state. The model described in this chapter is capable of mod­
elling as many states as required to satisfy the lowest distorting frequency source. In general 
the required number of states is 12n where n = 
1
1tun , !Jun and !base being the fundamental and base 
base frequencies respectively. 
Of the 12n states per base frequency, 6n are direct conducting states and 6n are commutating 
states, the converter switching successively between the two different states. Each state can 
be described as the sum of a steady state response and a transient response of the appropriate 
linear circuit. As the converter is continually switching, the true steady state is never achieved, 
hence the steady state and transient responses can be described as the Partial Steady State 
( PSS) response and the Partial Transient (PT) response. Contreras described these terms as the 
transient and steady state terms in his fast steady state algorithm [53]. Figure 3.2 shows the 
direct and commutation states of the HVDC converter, corresponding to the switching table of 
the converter shown in table 3.2. 
X 
x �  
(a) Direct conducting state. State 4, table 3 .2 (b) Commutating state. Stnte 5, table 3.2 
(c) Direct conducting state. State 6, table 3.2 
Figure 3.2 Example circuit for commutation analysis, showing states 4-6. 
During a direct conduction state (all even states in table 3.2), the steady and transient responses 
are achieved instantly and the resulting ac current and de voltage wave shapes are simply the 
value of the directly connected source (plus any perturbing source present), figure 3.2(a) (c). Dur­
ing a commutation state (all odd states in table 3.2) the effects of the commutating impedance 
mean the wave shape has both a PSS response and a PT response, figure 3.2(b). 
Each commutating state can be described as the addition of a PSS and PT response. The 
PSS response is found assuming piecewise linear circuit analysis of the commutating circuit for 
the particular switching state in question. However, the PT response depends upon the value 
of impedance being switched, and in particular for the HVDC converter, the resistance in the 
commutating circuit. The PT response per state is an exponential decay of the general form, 
I0e- r t where R and L are the values of commutating resistance and inductance and 10 is the 
initial condition. When R is zero the decay becomes a constant offset dependent solely on 
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State Phase Currents DC Voltage 
Z A i s ic VB VE vo V+ v_ eqn. 1 ic , - Z dc idc - ic1 A C B 3 . 1 2  2 idc - Z dc 0 A B 3 . 13  3 Z rtc -ic2 - i dc ic2 C B A 3. 1 2  
4 'l rlc 0 -Z dc A C 3 . 13  
5 i dc - ic3 -ic3 -i r1c B A C 3. 1 2  6 0 Z dc -idc B C 3 . 13  
7 ic4 i r1c -ic4 - idc A C B 3. 1 2  8 - idc Z dc 0 B A 3 . 13  9 - l dc l rfc - i c5 1 C5 C B A 3 . 1 2  10  - l tfc 0 l rfc C A 3 . 13  1 1  - ic6 - Z dc ic6 ldc B A C 3 . 12  1 2  0 - i r1c Zdc C B 3 . 13  
Table 3 .2  Switching pattern for the ac  current and de  voltage samples for  one fundamental cycle. 
the current flowing, 10 , at the firing instant. The model described in this chapter ignores the 
effects of commutating resistance (and snubbers) , modelling the thyristors as ideal switches. This 
assumption means the PT response is simply some constant offset acting upon each commutating 
state, each of which is dependent on the initial switching conditions. 
The part ia l  steady state ac currents 
The partial ac currents during a commutation are found from the summation of the PSS and 
PT responses for each of the 6n commutating states per base period. The PSS commutating 
currents are found from analysis of the star connected commutating circuit. They are derived 
as simple sinusoids describing the shape of the commutating current, while the partial transient 
response is added later to ensure they are offset accordingly. The value of each partial ac current 
is valid only during the commutation periods and each must be sampled with the appropriate 
sampling function. 
Figure 3.2(b) gives an example of the commutating state. Here, phase a is commutating off while 
phase b is commutating on. In frequency domain phasor representation, summing the voltages 
around the commutation loop, including the commutating phases at harmonic multiple h, and. 
solving for the commutating current with respect to figure 3.2 and table 3.2 gives the general 
PSS ac current magnitude, 
VBh - VEh ± Zdc1i 
2jhX 2 (3 .8) 
where ± indicates the sign in the cases of positive or negative rail commutations. X is the 
commutating reactance. For a single perturbation the total PSS commutating current is the 
summation of the fundamental (h = 1) and distorting (h ) components, ie, 
(3 . 9) 
The part ia l  transient ac cu rrents 
The offset required to ensure that the PSS commutating current phasors are zero at the firing 
instant can be modelled as the addition of the PT response. As the commutating impedance 
is inductive only, the PT is a constant current acting over each of the commutating states. It 
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is achieved instantaneously when the appropriate thyristor i s  fin,d and is simply the negative 
value of the PSS response at the firing instant. Hence the PT response is a function of the PSS 
response and the firing instants. 
(3.10) 
Where, Bi are the firing instants. As shown, the PT response contains an offset resulting from 
the fundamental part of the PSS current response as well as an offset resulting from the distorted 
PSS current response. The total partial commutating current, is the summation of the PSS and 
PT responses and written as, 
(3 . 1 1 )  
The part i a l  steady state D C  voltages 
As the PT response is a constant offset occurring during the cornmutating state no voltage is 
induced in the commutating impedance under the assumption of no commutating resistance. 
Hence, only the PSS response for each of the 12n states per base frequency cycle need to be 
modelled for the DC voltage samples . 
The DC voltage during a commutation can be found by summing the voltages around the 
commutating loop including the DC current source. Analysis of figure 3.2(b) yields the general 
description of the DC voltage during a commutation, 
(3. 12) 
During the direct conduction the de side is connected directly to the ac side via the transformer 
commutating reactance. From analysis of figure 3.2(a) (c) the de voltage can be acquired for 
some de side harmonic distortion, idch . 
(3.13) 
Similarly to the AC current PSS, the total DC voltage is the summation of both the fundamental 
( h = 1) and distorting ( h) components. 
Table 3.2 shows the switching sequence of the phase voltages and how the de side voltage is 
related to these through equations 3. 12  and 3.13, where VB and VE are the phase voltages 
beginning and ending commutation and vo the other phase voltage during a commutation state 
and v+ and v_ the phase voltages which are connected directly during a direct connecting state. 
3 . 2 . 3  The  f ir ing i nstants, f)i 
The valve firing depends on two aspects; the firing and converter controllers. 
The firing controller consists of an ideal phase locked oscillator (PLO) tracking the fundamental 
positive sequence power frequency, generating equal-spaced timing references, (3. The PLO is 
assumed unaffected by distortion, having a time constant of similar order as the fundamental. 
However, in practice lower order frequency distortion can affect the PLO timing references. 
This is not modelled, however the effect can be later incorporated using additional transfers. 
Figure 3.3 shows the effect of a large firing angle distortion, 6.ak on the firing instants, Bi . The 
timing reference lines, degree per degree, are generated by the PLO and are assumed perfectly 
equidistant, spaced by 60°. The instant when these intersect the modulated firing angle is the 
point when firing occurs. This is a nonlinear problem and the point of intersection can be found 
using an iterative Newton solution that is described in the following section. The nonlinear 
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Figure 3 .3 C'alr1 1 lat.ion of deYice turn on's for a controlled convert.er. 
mismatch, Fe, ,  is written as, 
(3.14) 
where i = 1 -, 6n for one fundamental frequency cycle. The mismatch, Fe; ,  is then solved 
for zero using the iterative Newton method with some predetermined tolerance as described by 
equations 3.17 and 3.19 for the end of commutation instants. 
This method must be used for the accurate solution of the firing instants. However, as the firing 
angle modulation tends towards zero ( ak -, 0) the firing instants ( Bi) effectively become the 
product of a sampled sine wave. In this case a small signal linearisation can be made and the 
firing instant modulation described in a direct algebraic manner. This is discussed in more detail 
in chapter 5. 
The converter controller can be any number of control transfers that are designed to reduce 
transient over voltages from either fault or sudden operating point change. These control trans­
fers are dependent on the particular link and their design is often influenced by the strength and 
impedance of both the ac and de systems. For the research covered in this thesis the controller 
is considered as a simple PI control transfer between the de current and firing angle. Hence, any 
de current distortion will affect the firing instants through the PI controller. The controller can 
be linearised about a base operating point and the effects of the controller added as additional 
transfer functions, as described further in chapter 6. 
3 . 2 . 4  The  end  of com m utation i nstants,  <Pi 
The end of commutation instants are found at the instant the partial ac commutating current, 
ic equals the de current, idc · This is the instant when the thyristor ceases conduction. The 
partial ac commutating current is the addition of the partial transient and partial steady state 
responses. Once the firing instants, ei are found the following equation can be written . 
PT response 
ifT + if SS 2dc 
PSS response 
Ide + h sin(k</>i) (3.15) 
DC current 
Hence, a mismatch equation Fcp; can be written, and solved for zero. 
Fcp; = -iffScos (Oi) - if:
scos (hOi) + iffScos (</>i) + ic11 cos (h</>i) - Ide - h sin(k</>i) -, 0 
(3.16) 
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where i = 1 ---t 6n for one fundamental frequency cycle. The mismatch, F</>; ,  is solved using the 
iterative Newton method, solving for the end of commutation angles, <Pi , ie, 
(3.17) 
where, in this case, 
(3. 18) 
where during any solution only either the de side distortion k is present or an ac side distortion 
h present. This solution is iterated for increasing N = 1 ,  2, 3 . . .  until, 
(3. 19) 
Where tol is a predetermined switching tolerance and Bi 1  and <Pi l  are the initial guess at the 
firing and commutation angles found using the base case operating point conditions. 
If the firing instants ( Bi) remain fixed, then the commutation instants ( <Pi) are all that is required 
to construct the sampling functions, described in section 3.2.5. Figure 3.4 shows a distorted 
partial commutation current, ic. The end of commutation instant ( </>i) is solved when this 
partial commutating current equals the undistorted DC current, Ide · 
(} 
Distorted partial commutating current, ic. 
_, Firing instant , B 
-2�-- �- --�-�-�-- ��--�---�---�- - �- -�---� 
0 0.001 0.002 0.003 0.004 0.005 
nme (seconds) 
0.006 0.007 
Figure 3.4 Solution of end of commutation. 
3 .2 .5  The samp l i ng functions 
0.008 0.009 0.01 
To generate a complete ac current and de voltage spectrum the partial ac currents and de voltages 
for each state must be sampled with the appropriate sampling function for that state. This is 
achieved under the assumption that the converter is piecewise linear. 12n sampling functions, 
of value 1 during their intended interval, are required. The total spectrum is built by adding 
each of the sampled partial wave shapes together. The bounds of each of the sampling functions 
are the calculated switching instants, as discussed in the previous sections. These are shown in 
table 3.3 below. Fourier analysis of each of the rectangular pulses Wpk , of height 1 ,  gives the 
following complex Euler coefficients at harmonic k ,  
1 1 
WPk = -k (cos (kap ) - cos (kbp
) )  + j -k (sin(kbp ) - sin(kap ) )  nn nn (3.20) 
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Sample 1i' I W2 
ap t}i c/>1 
bp c/>1 82 
where, 
W 3  iJ, 1 iJ, 5 I}/ 6 W 7  iJ, 8 W g  W 1 0  
(h c/>2 (h <p3 84 </>4 85 q>5 
c/>2 83 q>3 84 q>4 85 <f>5 85 
Table 3.3 Limits of converter states. 
if bp > ap 
otherwise 
iJ, 1 1  . . .  1i' 1 2 x n  
85 . . .  c/>6 x n  
<!>6 . . .  8 1 
( 3 . 2 1 )  
p is the state and ap and bp are the start and end of conduct ion instants for the particular state, 
defined in table 3.3 and shown in figure 3.5. 
1 
2mr 
where n = !Ju n  
!base 
F igure 3.5 Square pulse sampling functions used for convolutions. 
3 .2 . 6  Construction of  the  ac cu rrent and  de  voltage spectra 
The convolution of the correct partial ac current or de voltage with i ts required sampling function 
renders it correct for the required state. This is repeated over all switching instants for the 
base frequency, each convolved state summed to acquire the ac current and de voltage wave 
shape/spectrum for one base frequency cycle. 
When two different time domain waveforms of different operating frequencies are multiplied 
together the result is a set of sum and difference frequencies. Multiplying two sinusoids using 
the trigonometric identity for the product of sine waves can show this. Smith [7] did this and 
converted to phasor form to get ,  
if k 2". l 
otherwise (3 .22) 
To avoid negative harmonics the difference term (if k is less than l) is conjugated. This makes 
the convolution non-analytic, and hence not differentiable in complex number form. However, 
it avoids the need for negative harmonics. In general, the convolution of a partial wave shape 
(S) with i ts sampling funct ion is given as, 
nh 2nh 
S @ iJ!  = L L Sk @ 'i'1 . (3 .23) 
k=l l= l 
Here, S may contain any number of known distorting harmonic frequencies from 1 to nh. Also, 
as sum and difference harmonics are generated from the convolution, the sampling fuuction spec-
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t.rnm ( '11 1 ) must be evaluated up to twice the highest. frequency (n1i ) .  Substituting equation 3.22 
into equation 3 .23 and solving for the kth harmonic phasor component gives: 
,k = 0 
(3.24) 
,k > 0 
This convolution requires all harmonic frequencies from O ---+ nh to be convolved. 
Fast selected frequency convolution 
As only one distorting source is present at any one time, the returned frequencies can be easily 
predicted assuming the converter is operating in the steady state. This means the summation 
blocks of equation 3.24 need only sum those frequencies of interest. 
Table 3.1 shows the returned frequencies around a single HVDC converter for some frequency 
distortion, f dck ,  referred to the de side. The table shows only the first, second and third order 
frequencies as these are the most significant. However, higher order frequencies exist as well. The 
algorithm developed generates lists of frequencies, based on table 3.1 which must be calculated 
for each known applied distortion. It has a built in option of calculating only the first order 
frequencies, the first and second order frequencies or all frequencies that are returned for a single 
frequency distortion. This provides a substantial increase in computational time for perturbation 
studies, particularly when modelling higher pulse number converters and many cycles. 
Extens ion to mu lt i-pu lse models 
For perturbation studies the extension of the 6 pulse model to higher pulse numbers (assuming 
series connected) is straightforward under the assumption the interconnecting transformers are 
balanced. If this is so, then the selected frequency convolution can be used to acquire the relevant 
harmonics for the pulse number required. Hence, for a 12 pulse series connected converter, 
table 3.1 with n = 2 would be used to generate the required frequencies for convolution. 
Construction of the ac cu rrent spectrum 
When modelling the converter over multiple cycles, reducing the total number of convolutions can 
create substantial computational time savings. For the construction of the ac current spectrum 
this can be achieved by using a compound sampling function for the de current contribution 
during the direct conduction periods. This reduces the number of convolutions from 8 x n to 
only n per phase required for the de contribution to the ac current. These compound sampling 
functions are shown in equations 3.25 and 3.26 as parts i and vi. During the commutation 
periods the partial currents contain both the PSS and PT wave shapes. The presence of the 
PT term means each commutation current is unique, having a different. de offset , over the entire 
base frequency period. 
Knowing the converter switching pattern, the following expressions can written for one funda­
mental cycle for the ac secondary side phase currents. 
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IA idc ® (w2 + W3 + W4 + W5 - Ws - Wg - W 1 0  - W 1 1 )  + 
ic 1 ® W 1  - ic3 ® W,5 - ic4 ® W7 + ic6 ® W 1 1  
..___.., ..___.., ..___.., '-v--' 
iii iv V 
(3.25) 
Similarly the phase b and c currents can be written as. 
vi 
I B idc ® ( W 6 + W 7 + 'Y 8 + W 9 - W 1 2 - W I  - W 2 - W :3 ) + 
ic2 ® W 3 - ic3 ® W 5 - ic5 ® W 9 + ic6 ® W 1 1  




The third phase, equation 3.27, is always the negative sum of the first two, as there is no path 
for zero sequence. As shown, eight convolutions, i --+ viii, are all that is required to obtain 
all three phase currents when the base frequency equals the fundamental. Table 3.4 shows the 
number of states and required convolutions for the ac currents when the base frequency is less 
than the fundamental. The total required number of convolutions is half the total states plus 2. 
fbase (H z) Total no. of states Ph. A conv. Ph. B conv. Total convolutions 
50 12 5 3 8 
10 60 21 11 32 
2 300 101 51 152 
1 600 201 101 302 
0.1 6000 2001 1001 3002 
Table 3.4 Required number of states and convolutions for the ac current with different base frequencies, !base . 
1 .5 �-- - � - -r-----�-�-- -�-�- --�-�-- - � - �----r--------, 
0.5 
_ / 
Resultant secondary side ac current, I r1 , eqn 3. 
/ . ),- - ---� 
· , _1__ Sampling function, ((17  
I o 
I 
· • . I 
-0.5 
Partial commutation current sample, -ic4-- .-· 
Convoked partial current 
sample -ic4 ® ((17  
- 1  
-1 .5 <P6 (Js tp3 
States 
Figure 3 .6  Convolution of one state for the ac current. 
t/)5 
Figure 3.6 shows the time domain representation of the converter phase a current with the states 
of table 3.3 shown on the x-axis. The single convolution -ic4 ® 'h of equation 3.25 is shown. 
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Extension to phase seq uence model 
27 
The three phase ac currents can be easily converted into sequence components usiug the following 
transformation matrix. 
2,,-
where, a =  eJ T 





Equations 3.12 to 3.13  and table 3.2 are used to write the PSS de voltage for each state. Figure 3.7 
shows the convolution of a single partial voltage, v{:c55 with its appropriate sampling function, 
'1i l 
J �- - -�--�--�--� - -�-�---�-�---�-- � - � - �  








. . . 
-- i : PSS � o.:  ' . . Convolved PSS voltage sample, vdc ® \JI 1 -----..._ Resultant de voltage, Vd-i:< . 
Sampljng function, '¥ 1 
· .  ·-. - PSS voltage sample, v::,,:.ss 
(]J ,p3 
States 
Figure 3. 7 Convolution of one state for the de voltage. 
The partial transients have been described as a constant current, acting during the commutation 
period and satisfying the thyristor firing instants. Each of the 12n partial ac currents includes an 
additional PT response, making each of them unique over the 12n states. For the transfer to de 
voltage, the PT response has no effect under the assumption that the commutating impedance 
is purely inductive. Hence, the partial de voltages are described by only the PSS response of 
the commutating circuit, being the same for each of the n fundamental cycles modelled. Only 
12 PSS responses are therefore required, independent of the number of cycles modelled. 
Although only 1 2  PSS responses are required, each must be sampled n times. This is achieved 
by using 12 compounded sampling functions containing n single sampling functions per base 
frequency cycle. Though only 12 compound sampling functions are required they are unique in 
that each of the single sampling functions used to build the compound sampling function are of 
varying width dependent upon the switching instants, the switching instants being unique over 
the base frequency period. This is a very important observation as only 12 convolutions are ever 
required to construct the de voltage spectrum, giving a significant computational speed increase. 
3 . 2 . 7  T ime  domain comparison for a h igh ly d istorted system 
To validate the iterative frequency domain model described in this chapter, a comparison is made 
with the PSCAD /EMTDC time domain simulation program. The standard 12 pulse CIGRE 
rectifier, described in appendix D, is used as a test case, with reduced snubbers. The rectifier is 
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in isolation from ac and de system impedances, having a 345k V fundamental ac voltage source 
on the ac side and a 2kA ( 1 .22pu) de current source on the de side with a constaut firing angle 
of 15°. In PS CAD the system is simulated with a time step of lOµS and allowed to settle for 2 
seconds before a large 120Hz de side current distortion (0. 15pn) is applied. The system is then 
allowed to settle for a further second before the ac current and de voltage time domain data are 
recorded for five fundamental cycles, or 0. 1 seconds. The Fast Fourier Transform (FFT) is then 
applied to the time domain data and the results compared. 
The non-harmonic frequency means the converter base frequency must be the lowest common 
denominator between 120H z and 50H z. This is the lowest frequency which gives the periodic 
steady state and means a base frequency of !base = lOH z must be used. Hence the iterative fre­
quency domain model must model five fundamental cycles, or 60 states for a six p11lse converter. 
As the CIGRE converter is a 12 pulse converter only those frequencies associated with the 12  
pulse series connected converter are calculated. As the pulse number and distorting frequency 
are known, the returned interharmonic frequencies, and their order can be predetermined using 
table 3.1 and are given in table 3.5. Figures 3.8 and 3.9 show the excellent agreernent obtained 
Returned frequencies (Hz) 
Order DC side AC side positive sequence AC side negative sequence 
Characteristics 0,600 , 1200 , 1800 . . .  50,650,1250, 1 850 . . .  550, 1 1 50, 1 750,2350 . . .  
1st Order 1 20,480,720, 1 080 . . .  1 70,530,770 , 1 1 30 . . .  70,430,670, 1 030, 1 270 . . .  
2nd Order 0,240,360,600,840 ,960 , 1200 . . .  50,290,410 ,650,890 , 10 10 , 1 250 . . .  1 90 ,31 0 ,550,790,910,  1 1 50 . . .  
Table 3 .5  Returned frequencies from a 1 20Hz de  side current distortion on a 1 2  pulse rectifier. 
with time domain simulation. 
3 .3  CONCLUS IONS 
An iterative frequency domain model, based on that developed by Smith has been described. 
The model is a simplified version of Smith's full iterative model assuming known ac side voltage 
and de side current. The state representation of the switching process is described in terms of the 
Partial Steady State (PSS) response and Partial Transient (PT) response. This is a generalised 
description that can also be used for other power electronic switching devices and is used further 
in the development of an analytic model of the converter in chapter 5. The assumption of 
negligible commutating resistance and no snubbers is assumed adequate and it is acknowledged 
that this simplifies the commutation process. Several extensions have also been included to 
the basic Smith model, including multi-cycle modelling, so interharmonics can be modelled, and 
selected frequency convolution to help speed solution time. The model can be extended to higher 
pulse numbers very easily under the assumption that the connecting transformers are balanced. 
Comparison of a large 0. 15pu de current distortion at an arbitrary frequency of 120Hz gives 
excellent agreement with the time domain simulation. 
The model described here is used in the following chapter to help determine the linearity of the 
converter and investigate the commutation process for small signal distortions. This analysis 
leads to the development of the full analytic converter model described in chapter 5. 
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(b) DC voltage frequency domain comparison. 
Figure 3.9 DC rnltage time and frequency domain comparisons for a 50Hz 1 2  pulse HVDC converter with a 0 . 1 5pu 1 20Hz de side distortion. 
Chapter 4 
HVDC C O N V E RTER L I N EARITY 
4 . 1  I NTRODUCT ION 
This chapter investigates the nonlinearity associated with the 6 pulse HVDC converter, hence 
preparing the way for linear analysis of the converter and HVDC link for harmonic and inter­
harmonic studies in the frequency domain. Linearity is a complex issue with regard to the HVDC 
converter. It might be assumed that the frequency modulating nature, or time variance of the 
converter implies nonlinearity. This is not necessary the case as time variant devices can often 
look linear when viewed in the frequency domain. 
There is no doubt that the HVDC converter is a nonlinear power electronic device. The steady 
state operating point conditions of the converter or link, and the effect of these conditions are 
the result of various complex interactions dependent upon the power system and HVDC link 
requirements. While modelling such nonlinear devices, an iterative AC/DC load flow, dependent 
on the control scheme being used, is required. Iterative power flow methods of varying degrees 
of complexity have been used to accommodate this nonlinear control action [54] [55] [56]. Most 
methods ignore the effects of the higher frequency characteristic harmonics, assuming these 
are much smaller than the fundamental parts. However, the characteristic harmonics of each 
converter alter the average commutating period, and hence operating point, and their omission 
is a source of error. This is particularly so for single phase or low pulse converters whose 
characteristic harmonics are of a high magnitude proportional to their fundamental, or HVDC 
links of the same operating frequency where the characteristic harmonics of both the rectifier 
and inverter may interact with one another. 
All small signal models of the HVDC converter linearise the relationships of small signal wave­
form distortion about a base operating point. The operating point must be known in advance, 
either from an iterative power flow of the system being modelled or possibly from real power 
system data. Linearisation around an operating point is valid as long as the operating point of 
the HVDC converter stays constant, or varies little, when subjected to power system waveform 
distortion. 
This chapter formally describes a definition of operating point with respect to an HVDC con­
verter and investigates the change in this operating point, resulting from system distortion. If 
the operating point changes little when subjected to distortion then the device in question can 
be accurately modelled using linearised techniques. However, if the sensitivity is high, then 
iterative nonlinear solution techniques will be required. 
The commutation period plays a fundamental part in the distortion transfer mechanism of the 
converter. If accurate linearised small signal models are to be used then the dynamics associated 
with the commutation period, due to applied small signal distortion must be fully understood. 
Wood [17] successfully modelled the converter transfers, including the effects of small signal 
distortion, using linearised relationships. However, a few of the linearised assumptions were 
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only approximate, leading to inaccuracy in the small signal transfers. 
Section 4.2 describes the key concepts behind linearised modelling of non-li11ear power electronic 
devices such as the HVDC converter. Section 4.3 describes the base case operating point of the 
HVDC converter in isolation. This is considered as the operating point that is linearised around 
and its definition is important. Section 4.4 investigates the effect that applied system distortion 
has on the base case operating point. Importantly, the effect of the applied distortion on the 
commutation period, switching instant variation, and the resulting effects on the ac cmrent and 
de voltage wave shapes are investigated. The results prove influential i11 the further development 
of an exact small signal model of the HVDC converter that is described in chapter 5. 
4 .2  L I N EARISED MODELL ING  OF  NON-L INEAR  POWER ELECTRON IC  DEVICES 
Power electronic switching devices such as the HVDC couverter exhibit time variance. In power 
electronics time variant devices generally consist of switching circuits, switching from one linear 
time invariant system to another. This makes the circuit a time variant circuit, in this case non­
linear and time variant. Devices which use fixed or controlled switching instants ( using GTOs 
etc), can be described as linear and time variant. Whether linear or not, the time variance 
must be modelled. This is discussed further in chapter 6 using time varia11t Frequency Coupling 
Matrices (FCMs). 
The object of linearised modelling is to linearise the device around a base operating point. It is 
essential that the operating point stays reasonably constant for the linearisation is to be accurate. 
The true operating point of the HVDC converter is known if all switching instants are known and 
all values, and derivatives for all the state variables are known at the exact switching instants. 
The object behind iterative harmonic domain models is to find this operating point, whether 
the converter is part of a large HVDC system [6] with many system distortions or whether it 
is in isolation, such as that described in chapter 3. This thesis linearises the HVDC converter 
around an initial base case operating point, gaining in effect, the linearised operating point. 
In this work, the base case operating point is used to describe the operating point of the HVDC 
converter that is to be linearised about, or the initial operating point. To simplify the analysis 
the base case operating point is defined as the operating point of the single converter, while in 
infinitely strong systems, and without any external system distortion. Hence it is described with 
the fundamental quantities as described in section 4.3 and is an approximation to the 'actual' 
operating point. 
In general, any non-linear function can be described with a Taylor's series expansion. This 
expansion is common in the single function, single variable form, as shown in equation 4.1 
by 1 52y 2 1 53y 3 
Yo + 6.y = Yo + �6.x + , r2 (6.x) + 31 £ .3 ( 6.x) + . . .  uX 2. uX . ux ( 4 . 1 )  
However the converter, by nature of its switching action can be described with n functions of n 
independent variables. In general form, Taylor's series expansion can be written for n functions 
of n variables as follows [57], 
1 
+ 2 [(� � l ; a ox"ox 0 + ox"ox 0 + . . . .6.x ( 02 a 02 1 b b oxb�x" + oxbix" + . . . .6.x 
( 0 2 a 02 1 
b 
) ox" �xb + ox" L.b + · · · 6x
0 
( 0 2 a 02 b 
) 
b 
oxb�xb + oxb�xb + . . . .6.x 
. . -i [.6.xa] 
· _ ·_ ·_ 
tsx• + 
.
. .  (4.2) 
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for n = 1 and 2 where the vector Yo is the base case operating point to be linearised about. 
The first matrix in equation 4.2 is a linearised matrix of first order derivatives. For the HVDC 
converter it is this matrix that has been used in harmonic domain models to iteratively solve the 
operating point of the whole system, including all harmonic frequencies [28] [5]. For linearised 
modelling it is also this matrix that is to be analytically derived. However, there are several 
important steps that must first be considered. First, what is the effect of the non-linearities in 
the higher order terms of equation 4.2, and secondly when linearised, what is the best method 
of modelling the system as a whole? 
The second term of equation 4.2 contains a matrix of coefficients containing second order partial 
derivatives. Each matrix coefficient contains terms dependent on all other variables and each 
term has a 6.xm . 6.xn relationship. Hence, as the distortion magnitude 6.x tends towards zero, 
this second term, and all other terms of equation 4.2 also tend towards zero. This clearly means 
that linearised models are capable of modelling the change in operating point accurately, so long 
as distortions external to the device, ie, 6.x are very small, tending towards 0. However, it is the 
coefficients that determine the degree of linearity and it is these that are effectively investigated 
within this chapter with regard to the HVDC converter. 
4 .2 . 1  Li nearised model l i ng of the  HVDC converter 
Kron was perhaps the first engineer to develop a method or theory for modelling large compli­
cated systems using piecewise solutions of smaller subcomponents [58). Kron called this theory 
Diakoptics which he had used previously in his generalised frequency domain modelling of ro­
tating machinery [59] . 
Larsen [34) used a similar theory for the HVDC converter, relating the effects of small signal 
distortions on the HVDC converter through the use of his linear network equation using linearised 
transfers. His equation effectively describes a method of representing the matrix of first order 
partial derivatives shown in equation 4.2 for the HVDC converter. Hence, it is a linearisation 
around a base case operating point, assumes superposition in the transfers, and relates the effects 
of positive and negative sequence ac, de and firing angle distortions to the ac current and de 
voltage. It is a linear frequency cross-coupling matrix, and is written as follows, 
[ 
6. I acp l [ a b c d l [ � �::: 1 
6.J acn = e f g h 6.J 6. Vdc i j k l 6.!c (4.3) 
where the transfers a to l are matrices built from the returned frequency spectra of many 
applied perturbations. These matrices are linear and time variant, describing the frequency cross­
coupling associated with the modulation process of the converter. They are further discussed in 
chapter 6. 
The inputs of equation 4.3 are the known applied perturbations 6.Vacp and 6.Vacn , (the positive 
and negative sequence applied voltage distortions) and 6.Idc and 6.a, (the DC current and firing 
angle applied distortions). These are small signal sinusoidal distortions. The outputs are the 
resulting ac side currents and de side voltage. These are frequency spectra resulting from the 
effects the applied distortion has on the switching action and commutation period dynamics of 
the converter. For Larsen's equation to hold, the transfers must be of a true small signal nature, 
which in the case of transfer a means, 
1. 
6.Iacp a =  un --
� \'�cp -t O  6. Vacp ( 4.4) 
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The modulation process is complicated by the fact that the commutation periods, and hence 
switching instants, are affected by the applied distortion. The effect of the commutation period 
dynamics is to contribute extra nonlinear and linear terms to the resulting ac current and de 
voltage spectra. 
If the transfers of distortion are linear, or linearisable, equation 4.3 is valid and can be extended 
into a nodal analysis to solve the effects of associated ac and de system impedances 1 . I f  the 
transfers are nonlinear then equation 4.3 is invalid and a full multi-variable iterative model such 
as that developed by Smith [4] and Bathurst [5] must be used. The following sections examine 
the linearity of each of these individual transfers. 
4 . 3  THE HVDC CONVERTER BASE CASE OPERATING PO INT 
Any power electronic switching device operating in the steady state has an operating point. This 
operating point will include the characteristic harmonics associated with the switching action 
of the device and any other non-characteristic frequency distortion present in the associated ac 
or de systems. Non-characteristic distortion will modulate, by the switching action, to other 
frequencies. For the purposes of the work contained within this thesis the operating point of 
the current sourced HVDC converter is defined without any non-characteristic system distortion 
and is termed the base case operating point. It is this base case operating point that is linearised 
about and it is noted that this operating point is an approximation to the true operating point of 
an actual system. However, this is a good approximation as the fundamental base case quantities 
are by far the largest quantities. The main advantages of this it that the operating point can 
be acquired from a single phase ac/dc load flow, or likewise from real power system data and it 
also significantly simplifies the linearised modelling process of the converter2 • 
The base case operating point can be defined in several ways. In the time domain it is defined as 
the ac current and de voltage wave shapes resulting from the switching action of the converter on 
the constant de side current source, Ide , and the fundamental positive sequence voltage source, v 1 ,µ, respectively. Section 5.2 derives the frequency spectra of these wave shapes in algebraic 
form. Figure 4.1 shows the time domain representation of the base case characteristic ac current 
and de voltage, for the 6 and 12 pulse current sourced HVDC CIGRE rectifier. In the frequency 
domain this base case operating point consists of the fundamental voltage on the ac side, a 
constant de current source on the de side, and the characteristic frequencies on both the ac 
and de sides. The frequency domain representation of the characteristics shown in figure 4.1 ,  
are shown in figures 4.2 and 4.3 for the ac current and de voltage respectively. For linearised 
models to remain effective it is important that this base case operating point remains constant, 
or changes little. The ef fects small signal distortions have on this operating point are very 
important if a small signal linearisation is to be used, and it is these effects which are the focus 
of this chapter. 
The base case operating point of a current sourced HVDC converter, with no applied distortion, 
can be defined exactly, knowing only the fundamental positive sequence voltage magnitude and 
angle (equation 3.4)3 , the de side current, Ide, as well as the firing angle, a0 • Using these three 
quantities the commutation period can be found using equation 4.5. 
1 This is described is detail and rnlidated against time domain simulation in chapters 6 and 7. 
2 Chapter 5 
(4.5) 
3The angle of the fundamental voltage is only required if the firing instants are independent of the positive 
sequence voltage. Usually, the firing instants can be considered dependent on the positive sequence fundamental 
voltage through the use of a PLO. 
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Figure 4 . 1  Base case characteristic time domain wave shapes for CIGRE rectifier operating point. 6 pulse -
solid, 1 2  pulse - dotted. ( a) AC current, (b) DC voltage. 
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Figure 4.3 Base case characteristic DC voltage spectra for CIGRE rectifier operating point. 
4 .4 A N  I NVESTIGAT ION  I NTO T H E  L I N EAR ITY OF THE HVDC CONVERTER 
Although small signal techniques have been used quite extensively i n  the past there has been no 
rigorous investigation into the nonlinearity of the HVDC converter while subjected to waveform 
distortion. This section makes use of the iterative frequency domain model, described in chapter 
3, to investigate both the linear and nonlinear behaviour associated with waveform distortion. 
The base case operating point has been described in section 4.3 for the isolated HVDC converter. 
The effects of applied distortion on this operating point are important and must be described 
accurately. Figures 4.4 and 4.5 show the difference between the base case operating spectrum 
(no applied distortion) and the spectrum resulting from an arbitrary small positive sequence ac 
voltage distortion (180Hz in this case) . 
Figure 4.4 shows the change in the positive sequence ac current spectrum, while figure 4.5 shows 
the change in the de voltage spectrum. Each of the figures show the resulting transfer, ie, the 
change in the base case ac current/de voltage, divided by the applied distorting phasor. These 
are effectively transfers a and i in equation 4.3. Transfer a, from AC voltage to AC current, is 
due solely to the change in the commutating current during the commutation period. 
The frequency domain spectra shown in both figures contain frequencies at the base case oper­
ating point frequencies, ie, at 50,350,650Hz, . . .  for the positive sequeuce4 , and at 0,300,600Hz 
for the de voltage. This indicates that the applied positive sequence distortion has changed the 
base case operating point. 
Both figures 4.4 and 4.5 show two different distorting magnitudes, O.O l pu (white) and a O. l Opu 
(black) positive sequence distortion. If the converter is a linear time varia11t device then the 
frequency transfers would be expected to remain constant as the transfer is divided by its 
distorting magnitude. If the converter is a nonlinear time variant device then the transfers 
would be expected to change as the distortion magnitude changes. 
This provides a very interesting result as some of the transfers change little, while others change 
by a considerable amount. Hence, some parts of the resulting spectrum/transfer are more li11ear 
4 There are also changes at 250,550Hz, . . .  for the negative sequence, though this figure is not shown. 
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Figure 4 .5  Difference in transfer i between 0 .01  and 0 . lOpu distortions for a 1 80Hz positive sequence voltage 
distortion. 
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tha11 others. In effect some parts of the transfer contain large linear terms described by the first 
part of the Taylors series expansion while others contain solely non-linear terms associated with 
the higher order terms of equation 4.2. 
As the converter can be <lescribed as a simple modulator the first and higher order frequencies 
can be separated. Table 3.1 in chapter 3 shows the resulting frequencies generated from an 
applied de side distortion f dck · 
The first row in table 3. 1 shows the result of an applied distortion, modulating with the base 
case characteristic harmonics. These frequencies are termed the first order frequencies and 
are the larger terms iu figures 4.4 and 4.5. The second row shows the second order terms, 
falling at frequeucies (6nfJnn ± !<Led ± f<Lck · Two of these frequencies, (6nfJun + fc1ck) - f,1,k and 
(6nfJ 1m -fc1cd +  frtrk fall on the characteristic base case frequencies. Thus the ac side fundamental 
and characteristic harmonic currents change, as do the de side voltage de and characteristic 
voltages. These alter the operating point and are the key to the nonlinear behaviour of the 
converter under applied distortion. In fact, all resulting spectra of even orders affect the base 
case frequencies, however, the higher the order, the smaller the magnitude of the resulting 
spectra, and as shown in equation 4.2 a returned nth order spectrum decays in an x71 fashion, 
from a small signal distorting phasor 6.x. 
The results of figures 4.4 and 4.5 show that the converter is a nonlinear device as the base case 
operating point changes with applied waveform distortion. Although only a positive sequence 
voltage distortion has been used, the same conclusions apply with negative sequence voltage 
distortion, de current distortion and firing angle distortion. 
Though the figures imply nonlinearity the change in the base case operating point is small 
and a second order effect. Also, the change exhibits a nonlinear relationship with the applied 
distortion, decaying to zero as the applied distortion tends towards zero. This relationship is 
mainly dependent on the returned second order spectra which have an x2 dependence on the 
applied distortion, x. This is a promising result as it shows that the converter is linearisable for 
small signal distortions. 
An alternative point of view is to look at the switching instants. The switching instants can 
be used to look at the effects of distortion on the operating point and can in fact be used to 
help describe the operating point. The following section defines a measure used to describe the 
change in the base case operating point, or in effect, the nonlinearity of the converter. This 
is done by measuring the variation of the switching instants, resulting from applied distortion, 
using the nonlinear model described in chapter 3. 
4 . 4 . 1  A measure o f  converter non l i nearity 
As shown in the previous section, when the converter is subjected to an arbitrary applied dis­
torting frequency the operating point changes. The change in operating point has linear first 
order frequencies and non-linear second order frequencies that effect the base case operating 
point. This change in operating point, or the non-linearity of the converter is dependent not 
only on magnitude, but also on the applied frequency of the distortion and also on the base case 
operating point itself. Hence, a measure of the linearity of the converter is useful. In effect, it is 
the numerical determination of the coefficients of the second order partial derivatives in Taylors 
series expansion. 
If a 6 pulse HVDC converter experiences a harmonic distortion from its associated ac or de 
systems at a characteristic frequency, for example a negative sequence 250Hz ac side voltage, a 
positive sequence 350Hz ac side voltage or a 600Hz de side current distortion-'; ,  then the value 
5 It should be noted that the characteristic and modulated harmonics resulting from applied distortion are 
sequence dependent. 
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of the distortion will be the same during each individual comnrntation period and the switchi11g 
instants will all move by the same amount and ill the same direction. This causes the overall 
operating point to change as the average commutation period (µ0 ) over the fundamental cycle will 
change and equation 4.5 will become inaccurate. This effect is linearisable if the characteristic 
distortion is applied to the converter. 
However, if the distortion is at a non characteristic frequency then each of the commutation 
periods shift in different ways, depending on the value of the distorted commutating current at 
the switching instants. Unlike an applied characteristic distortion, the sum of all the changes in 
the commutating periods over the base frequency cycle averages to zero as the applied distortion 
tends towards zero. When the applied distortion is of some finite value, resulting second order 
terms are generated ( as shown in table 3.1 ) ,  some of which fall on the characteristic frequencies. 
These frequencies alter the average commutation period and hence operating point and the 
change can be described as a nonlinear second ( or higher) order effect. 
A single measure of this variation from the base case operating point is useful. As the average 
commutation period is dependent on the base case quantities, v11/> , Ide and a0 , the change in the 
average commutation period £:::,,.µ seems a good indicator. 
Figure 4.6 shows the change in the average commutation period for a set of applied perturbations 
of 0.04pu magnitude from lOHz to 1250Hz in lOHz increments for positive and negative sequence 
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Figure 4.6 Change in  average commutation period ,;:,µ resulting from applied frequency perturbation. 
For the operating point used in this study (see appendix D) the fundamental voltage is set to 
make the average commutation period 22.5°. 
As shown, the change in the average commutation period is very small, the maximum being about 
0.007° when a low frequency positive or negative sequence ac voltage distortion is applied. 
The spikes, which are quite visible in both figures, are either the result of applied characteristic 
frequencies causing the operating point to shift more dramatically, or at a frequency such that 
the overall average switching variation is dependent on the phase angle of the applied distortion. 
Also, some of the smaller spikes are the result of second or higher order effects. 
For positive and negative sequence distortion the minimum average commutation period change 
is shown by points A,B and C, at frequencies of approximately 350Hz, 800Hz and 1 160Hz. At 
these points the average commutation period does not change. 
However, although the average commutation period does not change at these points, it is possible 
that each commutating switching instant has a high variation, yet the overall average change 
is small or zero. If the actual commutation switching instants are recorded, it is seen that the 
minima at 350Hz and 1 160Hz for the positive and negative sequence applied distortions have 
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in fact a large switching instant variation, the average bei11g small over the whole converter 
switching base cycleG. 
The difference in the actual change of the commutation period instants is shown in figure 4.7 
for points A and B for an applied positive sequence ac voltage distortion7. As shown, although 
the same applied magnitude of distortion is used, the switching instant variation is dramatically 
different, even though the average commutation period modnlation is approximately zero for 
both cases. 
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Figure 4. 7 Difference in end of commutation switching instant for two applied frequency distortions of the same 
magnitude. 
Although the switching instant variation produces both linear and nonlinear terms, it is assumed 
that its magnitude is a good indicator of the magnitude of the nonlinear terms. This is a 
reasonable assumption as when there is no switching instant variation there are no additional 
second order frequencies present and the converter can be described as in a completely linear 
manner, while when switching instant variation exists, nonlinear higher order frequencies are 
present. 
The change in the average commutation period cannot be used as an indicator of converter 
linearity when subjected to applied distortion. To overcome this the mean absolute variation 
of the commutation period can be used instead. This is the absolute change in each individual 
commutation period, summed, and then divided by the total number of commutation periods. 
Figure 4.8 shows the absolute average commutation period change. 
As shown in all figures in this section, the change in commutation period associated with the 
positive and negative sequence ac voltage distortion and de current distortions is dependent 
on the applied frequency of distortion while the change associated with firing angle distortion 
appears independent of applied distorting frequency. This is due to the fact that both the 
beginning and end of the commutation period are modulated for firing angle distortions, the 
offset shown dependent on the operating point. 
Figure 4.8 shows interesting cases when an ac voltage distortion of 800Hz, or a de current 
distortion of 400Hz is applied to the terminals of the converter. Under these cases there is no 
switching instant variation, and the converter can be described as a linear and time variant 
device. This means that the converter still behaves as a modulator to the applied distortion, 
but the base case conditions do not change. Firing angle distortion on the other hand is a 
direct modulation of the switching instants, hence the converter under firing angle distortion 
6In this case being 5 fundamental cycles to get a base frequency of l OHz. 
7Point A. is at 350Hz, a positive sequence base case characteristic frequency. Hence, 360Hz is used as this is 
not affected by the base case. 
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always has Houli1 1car frequencies generated by the switching instant variation and can never be 
described as a complete linear time variant device. 
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Figure 4 .8  Change in absolute average commutation period J ii.µJ  resulting from frequency perturbations. 
This section has proposed a single measure, capable of determining the linearity of the converter 
by measuring the switching instant variation. This is useful to the extent that it helps give a 
broader understanding of the converter linearity and switching instant variation due to applied 
small signal distortion. However, only a few models are capable of determining the exact switch­
ing instants. Hence, although this measure is a good single measure for determining switching 
instant variation (and nonlinearity) it is hard to measure without a model such as that described 
in chapter 3. 
Further investigation is needed to determine the characteristics of the commutation period vari­
ation resulting from applied small signal distort ion. The following section further analyses the 
commutation period using the iterative frequency domain model and in particular investigates 
the effect small signal distortions have on the associated ac current and de voltage wave shapes 
during the commutation. 
4.4 . 2 Fu rther  ana lysis of the commutation period var iat ion 
The effects of switching instant variation ( SIV) on the ac current and de voltage spectra are 
important . One advantage of the iterative frequency domain model described in chapter 3 is 
that effects associated with SIV can be easily observed. 
By comparing two different solutions of the converter the effects of SIV can be isolated. The first 
solution method solves for the switching instants without any applied distorting source, using 
these switching instants in the distorted case, while the second solves for the actual switching 
instants. For the first case this means the switching instants are being forced, causing disconti­
nuities in the AC current wave shapes. Comparing the two cases shows the difference between 
assuming fixed switching instants, and calculating their variation. This gives a measure of the 
importance of modelling switching instant variation. 
Effects of us ing unchanged switch ing i nstants i n  pertu rbed system 
To find the effect of calculating the transfers to AC current, with fixed or dependent switching 
instants, an example is given using the transfer from DC current to positive sequence AC current. 
Figure 4.9 shows the positive sequence AC current transfer spectrum resulting from the arbitrary 
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applicat. ion of a O.Olpu, 00Hz distortion to the DC current, with and without the effects of the 
assor.iated SIV. It can be seen that the transfer spectra are almost identical. Figure 4.10 shows 
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Figure 4.9 Effect of switching instant variation on transfer from O.Olpu DC current distortion to positive and 
negative sequence AC current. 
the DC voltage transfer spectrum for the same applied de current distortion, with and without 
the associated effects of SIV. In this case it can be seen that the transfer spectra are significantly 
different. The simulation results have been repeated for all types and many frequencies of 
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Figure 4 .10  Effect of  switching instant variation on transfer from 0 .0lpu DC current to  DC voltage. 
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distortion around the converter. The findings are the same as those described, ie , for transfers 
to ac current the switching variation has little or no effect , while for transfers to de voltage 
the effect is significant. This indicates that the effects of SIV are required only when modelling 
transfers to de voltage for linearised small signal 6 pulse HVDC converter models. 
G ra ph ica l  representation of the  S I V  on the  com mutation period ac cu rrent a nd de voltage wave 
sha pes 
Figure 4.1 1  shows an exaggerated effect of an AC voltage distortion on the commutation period 
(µ) de voltage and ac current waveforms. The dashed line represents the operating point or 
base case waveform (with no distortion), while the solid line represeub, the waveform with the 
distortion present. 
The change in the DC voltage and AC current spectra are dependent on the cha11ge on the 
voltage and current time areas. This change is indicated by the shaded areas and divided into 
two parts, which have been described as the direct and indirect areas [60]. The direct area is the 
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area which is not a result of SIV, it is the combination of the base case switching action with 
the distortion, and is indicated by the lighter shaded areas. The indirect area is the area that 













Figure 4 . 1 1  Exaggerated effect o f  applied A C  voltage distortion o n  the commutation period current and voltage 
wave shapes. 
if a voltage or current time area will contribute to the linear transfer, the ratio of the voltage 
or current time area to the distortion, as the distortion tends to zero must be determined. If 
the ratio tends towards zero then the area will not contribute to the linear transfer, whereas 
if the ratio tends towards a constant, the area will contribute to the linear transfer. In effect, 
this graphically determines whether the effect of the SIV contains linear first order terms, or is 
nonlinear, containing higher order terms associated with Taylor's series expansion. The area is 
of primary importance as the Fourier series expansion of the waveform depends directly on its 
time-magnitude integral, ie its area. 
Figure 4. 1 1  (a) shows the effect an AC voltage distortion has on the AC current. In this case 
the direct area has a fixed width, the base case commutation period ,  and a vertical dimension 
proportional to the applied distortion. As a result the ratio of direct area to distortion tends 
towards a constant, and it will contribute to the linear transfer. Examination of the indirect 
difference indicates that both the horizontal and vertical dimensions are dependent on the applied 
distortion, and it will not contribute to the linear transfer. The area represents a nonlinear higher 
order dependence. 
Figure 4.1 1  (b) shows the effect an AC voltage distortion has on the DC voltage. In this case 
the direct difference has the same characteristics as those described in the previous paragraph. 
The indirect area however has a horizontal dimension proportion to the distortion and a fixed 
vertical dimension. As a result both the direct and indirect areas will contribute to the linear 
transfer. 
Similar diagrams to those shown in figure 4. 1 1  can be drawn to show the effect of DC current 
and firing angle distortion on the voltage and current waveforms. Examination of the direct and 
indirect areas in these cases will indicate that the same observations made in relation to AC 
voltage distortion are valid. In summary it is expected that a direct area will always contribute 
to the linear transfer, whereas whether or not a indirect area will contribute is dependent on the 
44 
individual case i11 question. 
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Effects of  solv ing  the  switch ing insta nces usi ng on ly one  iteration 
The previons section has shown that the SIV linearly affects the de voltage spectrum of the 6 
pulse HVDC converter. Hence, a linear model of the HVDC converter must include the effects 
of switching instant variation. 
The iterative frequency domain model described in chapter 3 solves the switching instants using 
a Newton iterative solution method. This section examines t.he difference in the solved encl 
of commutation switching instants usi11g one iteration. in effect a linear solutiou. with the full 
solution using as many iterations required t.o satisfy the convcrgcrn:e tolerance. Figure 4.1 2  
shows how the iterative method is used to find the exact switching instants. In this figure µ0 is 
the base case end of commutation instant without applied perturbation. 6./t is the actual encl 
of commutation instant while 6.µ 1 and 6./t2 are the resulting end of commutation instants after 
one and two iterations respectively. The reason for examining the difference in the two switching 
Figure 4 .12 Newton method of  solving end of  commutation period. ,::,.µ 1 can be found using direct linearised 
equations. 
angles 6.µ and 6.µ 1 is important to determine whether accurate switching instant variation can 
be determined using linear analytic equations. 
The iterative frequency domain model is run as per normal for O. l Opu distortions on the de 
current and positive and negative ac voltage perturbations. The preset tolerance of the mismatch 
equation 3.19  is set to approximately 3 x 1 0-7 degrees. The end of commutation period function 
is then altered enabling only 1 iteration to be completed, ie 6.µ 1 in figure 4.12. 
Figure 4.1 3  shows the percentage difference ( 61L1,�/'"J.l x 100) in the two solution methods for the 
three different distortions (Vacp , Vacn and Ide) .  The figure shows a very small percentage differ­
ence between the actual solution of 6.µ and the solution after one iteration, 6.µ 1 . This result 
has very important implications for frequency domain modelling of the HVDC converter, indi­
cating that the switching instants can be solved very accurately using direct linearised analytic 
equations. 
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Figure 4 . 1 3  Resulting difference in D.µ1 which can be found using a direct linearisation and :::.µ which is the 
actual switching instant. 
4 .4 .3  Cha nge i n  HVDC converter transfers 
The change in the converter operating point and the effects of distortion on the commutation 
period has been shown in the previous sections. This section investigates the change in the 
small signal matrix transfers of Larsen's equation 4.3 for applied perturbations from 0.0008pu 
to O. lOpu. The matrix transfers are described in more detail in chapter 6.  
As a high number of perturbations are required, time domain simulation is impractical due to 
the long computational times needed. Computational efficiency is achieved using the iterative 
frequency domain model described in chapter 3, which assumes known ac side voltage and de 
currents. 
The data acquired in this section perturbs for each transfer 125 times from 0 .0008pu -t O . lOpu 
distortion magnitude. For firing angle modulation the perturbations were applied up to half a 
degree modulation. The 0.0008pu case is taken to be the small signal case. 
Each magnitude perturbation includes 125 frequency perturbations from lOHz-t 1250Hz, there­
fore 125 different magnitudes at 125 different frequencies are required to investigate the magni­
tude and frequency dependence of each of the 12 transfer matrices. A typical matrix transfer is 
described in chapter 6, figure 6.1 which shows the general sparse structure of the matrix trans­
fers. With the following analysis, problems occur at the "cross over" points when the direct 
and conjugated frequencies lie on top of one another. Hence, twin perturbations, at quadrature 
phase angles, are required to separate the direct and conjugate parts and the analysis is done on 
both these parts separately, the results then combined. The transfers are acquired by dividing 
each perturbation matrix by the actual perturbation phasor and the nonlinear effects are easily 
shown as divergence from the reference or small signal case, ie the 0.0008pu case. 
To gain a better insight into the nonlinear behaviour of the transfers, the small signal transfer 
can be subtracted and an absolute error gained. To show the percentage divergence, the absolute 
error is divided by the small signal transfer and multiplied by 100 to get the percentage divergence 
from linearity, ie, 
ITransfer(x) - Transfer(ss ) I  
Percentage Divergence Transfer (x)  = 
I f ( ) I 
x 100 (4.6) 
Trans er ss 
The output of this equation is a set of matrices whose elements converge to zero for a diminishing 
level of applied distortion. This method shows the linearity of all the first order elements in a 
sparse matrix transfer. 
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Some of the smaller terms in the lattice matrix are less linear than some of the larger terms. 
This can be misleading as all elements in the lattice matrix transfer are given the same weight. 
This causes the converter transfers to look less linear as very small terms can behave in a highly 
nonlinear fashion. Weighting each small signal transfer element by its magnitude overcomes this. 
Equation 4 . 7  shows this, where max lTransfer(ss) I is the maximum element in the "true" small 
signal matrix transfer. 
ITransfer(x) - Transfer (ss) I 
Scaled Percentage Divergence Transf er(:r;) = x 100 (4 .7) max iTransfer(ss) I 
Fignres 4 . 1 4  and 4 . 1 5  show the average divergence from liuearity for all elements in each of the 1 2  
transfers. Figure 4 . 1 5  shows the effect of scaling on the nonlinear elements by their magnitude. 
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9 1 0  
To get the worst case informatiou for all the transfers, table 4 . 1  shows the approximate maximum 
single element divergence from linearity of all the transfers, a through to l for a O. l Opu applied 
distortion. As shown, although the maximum divergence is sometimes quite high, the average 
of the elements in the transfers is always around 1 %-3% and is at least 1 % or less when scaled. 
The results show that , although some elements in the matrix transfers are highly nonlinear, in 
general the first order matrices are very linear even for distortions of up to O. l Opu. This result suggests the 6 pulse HVDC converter should be able to be accurately modelled using Larsen's 
equation and linear matrix algebra to combine linear ac and de systems. 
4.5 CONCLUS IONS 
This chapter has described the base case operating point of  the HVDC converter a 1H.l investigated 
the non-linear change associated with this base case operating point when subjected to system 
waveform distortion. The first and higher order frequencies have been identified with respect 
to Taylor's series expansion, and a through numerical investigation conducted on the effect of 
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these non-linear terms using the model developed in chapter3 .  Essentially, the change in the 
base case operating point is an effective way of describing the nonlinearity of the converter. If 
it changes a lot, then the converter can be described as a nonlinear and time variant device, if 
it changes little, or in some cases not at all then the converter can be described as linear and 
time variant. It is shown that the change in the base case operating point is small, sometimes 
zero, depending on the applied distorting frequency and how this affects the switching instant 
variation. Hence the converter can be described as a linearised and time-variant device for small 
signal distortion. 
The effects of switching instant variation are further investigated on the ac current and de voltage 
wave shapes. It is found that the effect, for small signal distortion, is restricted to the de voltage 
wave shape only. This is due to the vertical step in the de voltage at the switching instants. 
The effect on the ac current wave shape is a nonlinear higher order effect and decays to zero for 
small signal distortion. 
The switching instant variation is therefore considered very important when modelling the de 
voltage. An extra study determining whether the switching instant variation is linearisable 
was conducted using the iterative frequency domain model. A single Newton iteration is a 
simple linearisation around the base case operating point. Hence, section 4.4.2 compared the 
full Newton solution with a partial solution using one iteration of the switching instants. It was 
found that the difference in the full and partial solution was nonlinear, being exact (ie, identical) 
when the distortion magnitude reduces to zero. This ensures that a full linearised model can be 
developed, being accurate for small distortion levels . Chapter 5 describes such a model. 
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Transfer Maximum 2nd Order 
Actual Scaled a 55% 1 2% 
b 48% 9% 
C 19% 0.6% 
d 1 1% 6% 
e 55% 12% 
f 49% 9% 
g 1 1% 0.6% h 10% 7% 
i 56% 12% 
J 42% 8 %  
k 1 1 %  0.3% 
l 22% 8% 
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Maximum 3rd Order Maximum Average 
Actual Scaled Actual Scaled 
28% 6% 3% 1 %  
24% 6% 3% 1 %  
3% 0.2% 1 %  < 1 %  
2% 0.5% 1%  < 1 % 
26% 6% 3% 1 %  
28% 6% 3% 1 %  
4% 0.2% 1 % < 1 % 
2% 0.5% 1 %  < 1 % 
28% 6% 3% < 1 % 
1 8% 4% 3% < 1 %  
4% 0 . 1% 1% < 1 %  
2% 0.5% 1% < 1 %  
Table 4 . 1  Maximum divergence from linearity o f  2nd and 3rd orders as well as maximum divergence of averaged 
elements for O . lOpu distortion. 
Chapter 5 
ANALYTIC FREQ UENCY DOMAIN MODEL O F  THE HVDC 
CONVERTER 
5 . 1  I NTRODUCTION 
The conclusions following the linear and commutation period analysis for small signal distortions 
in chapter 4 have given an understanding of the commutation period dynamics and led to the 
realisation of a complete small signal algebraic converter model. Such a model is described in 
this chapter [61] ,  a joint development with Chris Osauskas and based closely on Woods [17] 
original small signal algebraic model. 
As with similar small signal algebraic models [36] [38] [17] , the model described uses a transfer 
function based analysis, building up the ac current and de voltage spectra for both the base and 
distorting cases assuming piecewise linearity. Section 5.2 starts by describing a very simple case; 
the formulation of the base case ac current and de voltage spectra, while sections 5.3 and 5.4 
derive the linearised change in these spectra, resulting from small signal waveform distortion. 
For the small signal transfers to ac current, the switching instant variation (SIV) caused by the 
applied distortion has a primary nonlinear effect. This is a higher order ef fect and means that 
for small signal distortions the effect of SIV on the ac current reduces to zero and can be ignored, 
as shown in chapter 4. However, during the commutation period the effect of distortion on ac 
current has two components, a partial steady state (PSS) component, and a partial transient 
(PT) component that is required to match the initial conditions at the thyristor firing instants. 
This has been described previously in chapter 3 as the partial transient (PT) and is presented 
here in linear analytical form using a Pulse Amplitude Modulated (PAM) spectra. 
The small signal transfers to de voltage exhibit linear and nonlinear voltage-time areas resulting 
from applied distortion. Both areas are dependent on the switching instant variation (SIV) and 
for a linearised model the linear area must be included. The linear and nonlinear parts of this 
voltage-time area can be separated mathematically using Schwarz's Pulse Duration Modulated 
(PDM) spectra [17] . Small signals result in the PDM spectrum becoming first order and it can 
then be described as an Area, or equivalently, an Amplitude Modulated Impulse Train, AMIT. 
As the de voltage is linearly dependent upon the SIV , this must be modelled. The linearisation 
used to find the SIV are presented in graphical form, giving a thorough understanding of the 
processes involved. 
The major advantages of such linearised small signal models are speed and the fact that any 
arbitrary frequencies can be used. If linearity is assumed, no iterative techniques are required 
and powerful systems of linearised nodal equations can be used to describe the interactions 
between the HVDC converter and the ac systems. This is further presented in chapters 6 and 7. 
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5 .2  THE BASE CASE CHARACTER IST IC  HARMON IC  TRANSFERS 
This section describes the formulation of the base case spectra, lac and v;lc around the converter. 
These can be derived using only the average conmmtation period, /La , the average firing angle, 
0:0 , the fundamental voltage and angle, v 1 ,t L<p, and the de current ,  Ide · The general formulation 
has similarities with that used in the small signal part of the model described in sections 5.3 
and 5.4, without the extra complexity resulting from the effects of distortion on the commutation 
period dynamics. 
5 . 2 . 1  Base case AC current spectrum 
The base case ac current wave shape consists of the DC current during the direct conduction 
periods and an offset sampled sinusoidal wave shape during the commutation periods. 
The direct conduction states , ignoring the commutation periods, require two rectangular current 
pulses per phase, one positive and one negative with the associated phase shifts. The Fourier 
series for a single pulse centred around w0t = 0 and of width 237[ ,  and height 1 ,  is given by, 
1 � 2 ffi7f 
E(w0t )  = -;-- + L., -sin(-)cos (mw0t) 3 m1r 3 
m=l 
(5.1) 
The required phase shifts are - i - a0 - /L0 - cp for the positive going pulse and - i  - 0:0 - µ0 - 1r - <p 
for the negative going pulse. The - i  phase angle shift results from the addition of -I ,  half 
the width of the pulse, and - {f ,  the difference between the line commutated voltage (hence the 
commutating current) and the positive sequence fundamental phase voltage. The addition of 
these two pulses gives the following spectrum,  
ac+-ac 1 " 4 m7f 7f )) \JI ,Ji ' = L., -sin(- ) cos (mw0t - m(- + O:a + µa + 1/J - <p m1r 3 2 (5.2) 
where m = 1 ,  3, 5 . . .  However at m = 3, 6, 9 . . . sin (�1r ) = 0. Therefore, m = 1 ,  5, 7, 1 1  . . .  For 
the purposes of this chapter the base case operating conditions are t hose given in [62] . Hence, 
the de side current for the CIGRE rectifier is 2kA, or 1 .22 p.u. on the secondary side base, as 
shown in appendix D. The time domain wave shape for, Idc'Y�
c+-ac , I is shown in figure 5. l (a). 
During the six commutation states, the commutating current is effectively part of an offset 
sampled sinusoid. This has been described previously for the iterative frequency domain model 
developed in chapter 3, using the PSS and PT responses of a linear circuit. 
The PSS response of the partial commutating current is a function of the line-commutated 
voltage magnitude and angle, v'3Vi L<p as well as the commutating reactance, X .  For each of 
the six commutating states, six sinusoids, valid during each of the commutation periods can be 
written in analytical form as, 
(5.3) 
where i = 1 ,  . . .  , 6. Equivalently, these commutation currents can also be written in three phase 
form as, 
act-ac ·J3 V1 ( 7f ) L PSS = ± - - COS Wat - 1/J - - + <p "'' 2X 6 (5.4) 
The sampling functions for the commutating states can be easily derived analytically and are 
similar to that derived for the iterative frequency domain model in chapter 3, except each pulse 
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Figure 5 . 1  Phase a spectrum development of base case AC current wave shape. (a) Sampling function, 
Idc '¥:c+-ac , I , (b) SPSS component during commutation periods, 1:�SF-?55 , (c) SPT component during commu­
tation periods, 1:�sj.,'':f, ( d) Total base case ac current, 1:c . 
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has the same width. A pulse of width µ0 centred at the origin (w0t = 0) can be written as, 
00 
µo "'"'"" 2 TnJL0 ) E(w0t) = - + � - sin( --)cos (mw0t 21r m1r 2 m=I 
(5.5) 
Each commutating current sample is valid twice during the fundamental period, once during the 
commutation to the positive rail, and once during the commutation to the negative rail. Hence, 
two of these pulses are required, phase shifted by 1r. The actual phase shifts are (- � - � -
D'o + <p - VJ) and ( - � - i - a0 - 1r + <p - 'lj;) giving the following sampling spectrum, '1'�c+-ac,2 . 
ac+-ac 2 Jlo "'"'"" 4 . rnJLo Jl·o 7r 
111 1, ' = - + � - sm( - - )cos(mw0t - m( - + - + a0 - <p - 'lj;) )  �- 1r nrn 2 2 6 m 
(5.6) 
where m = 2, 4, 6 . . . To find the total sampled partial steady state (SPSS) commutating cur­
rents it is necessary to calculate the correct sampling functions convolved by the correct PSS 
commutation currents. The following expression can be derived for each commutating phase 
current. 
1ac+-ac - 1ac+-ac '1'ac+-ac,2 1ac+-ac w ac+-ac,2 ,j;,SPSS ,j; ,PSS ,j; - (1/J+2n/3),PSS (,j;+2n/3) (5.7) 
The first term in this equation represents the commutation on, and the second term the com­
mutation off for phase 'ljJ. The resulting sampled spectrum of equation 5.7 can be written as, 
Iac+-ac 
3V1 µo ( nl, ) .1, SPSS = + -X COS
 w0t - 'f' + <p 'I-' , 41r 
v'3Vi � 1 mµo 7r + -- � - sin ( -)sin ((m + 1 ) - )  1rX m 2 3 m 
sin ( (m + l)w0t - (m + l) (?jJ + i - <p) - m ( �0 + a0) )  (5.8) 
v'3Vi L
oo 1 mµ0 7r + -- - sin ( --)sin ((m - 1 ) - )  1rX m 2 3 
sin ( (m - l)w0t - (m - l ) (?/J + i - <p) - m ( �0 + a0) )  
The time domain wave shape resulting from this spectrum is shown in figure 5. l (b) with the 
dotted lines representing the commutating current samples for phase a. This is the analytical 
derivation of the sampled partial steady state (SPSS) part of the characteristic ac current. 
However, to satisfy the zero current initial conditions at the thyristor firing instants, the SPT 
spectrum must be added to acquire the total commutating current. The magnitude of the SPT 
spectrum can simply be described as the negative of the PSS response at the firing instants. 
The required offset, or PT response, needed for the commutation current is easily included as 
an additional rectangular pulse current waveform of correct height and width. The value of the 
commutation current samples at the instant of thyristor firing is given simply as, 
(5.9) 
where w0ti  are the base case firing angles, w0ti = (i - lH + � + a  - <p, for i = 1 : 6. The sampled 
spectrum is the same as that described in equation 5.6 except that m is now odd, not even. 
This means the sampled spectrum contains one positive going and one negative going pulse, 
rather than two positive going pulses, per fundamental cycle. This spectrum is then multiplied 
by equation 5.9 to acquire the total sampled partial transient, which is shown in 5. l (c). 
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The addition of both the SPSS aud SPT waveshapes shown in figure 5.l (b) and (c) with the 
<lirect conduction waveshapes Idc (JJ�
c+-ac , l shown in figure 5. l (a) gives the total ac side current 
shown in figure 5.l (d). This can be described as 
] _ ] (Jl ac+-ac, 1 + ]ac+-ac + 1ac+-ac 1/.! - de 1/.J 1/.J,SPSS 1/.1,SPT·  
5 . 2.2 Base case DC voltage spectrum 
(5.10) 
The base case <le voltage spectrum can be described as the addition of two sampling spectra con­
volved with the ac side fundamental voltage and summed over all three phases. The rectangular 
sampling functions required for each phase can be described with a direct conduction sampling 
f · ,T, dc+- nc 1 d dd" · l · · d 1. f · ,T,clc+-ac 2 D , unct10n, '±' 1/.J ' , an an a 1t10na commutat10n peno samp mg unct10n, '±' 1/.J ' • urmg 
the commutation, the ac voltage appearing on the de side is half the magnitude of the voltage 
appearing during the direct conduction. Hence, the commutation period sampling function ef­
fectively accounts for the commutation period by making the direct conduction transfer a value 
of ± ! during the commutation intervals. The direct conduction transfers can be written as, 
clc+-ac 1 � 4 . m1r ) ( 7
r 
) ) IJl'I/.J ' =  L -sm(- cos mw0t - m(- + a0 - '{J + 'I/J mn 3 2 m 
and the commutation period transfer as, 
dc+-ac 2 � 4 . (
mµo) . (
m7r ) . ( ( µo 
1r 
)) W.,. ' = L - sin -- sin - sin mw0t - m - + - + a0 - 'P + 'ljJ 'r' m1r 2 3 2 2 m 
(5.11) 
(5.12) 
where m = 1 ,  5, 7, 1 1  . . . The addition of these two sampling functions gives the sampling wave 
shape shown in figure 5.2(a) and described as w�c+-ac. This is then convolved with the funda­
mental positive sequence ac voltage (equation 3.4) , 
Vclc+-ac _ ,T,clC+-acV· 1/.J - '±' 1/.J  11/.J  
The resulting convolved spectrum can be  written in  full as, 
cl � v13Vi . 1r v/+-ac = - L ( ) sm(mw0t - m'ljJ + ffi'/J - (m - 1) ( -2 + O'.o)) m - 1 1r m 
� v13Vi 1r 0 - L ( ) sin(mw0t - m'ljJ + m'{J - (m + 1) (-2 + a0 ) )  m + 1 1r  m 
L v13Vi . mµo µo 7r + ( ) sm(-)cos (mw0t - m'ljJ + m'{J - (m - 1) (-2 + -2 + aa)) m - l 1r 2 
L v13Vi mµo µo 1r + ( ) sin(-)cos (mw0t - m'ljJ + m'{J - (m + 1 ) (-2 + -2 + aa)) m + l 1r  2 m 
(5.13) 
(5.14) 
where, m = 6, 12, 18  . . . This is shown in figure 5.2(b) for phase a. The clotted lines show phases 
b and c. To find the total base case de voltage each of these three convolved phase voltage 
waveshapes must be summed over the fundamental cycle, ie, 
V: _ � Vclc+-ac ctc - L 1/.J 
1/.J 
(5.15) 
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Figure 5 .2  Spectrum development of base case DC voltage waYe shape, Phase a - bold. (a) Sampling function, 
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The summed spectra gives, 
� 3-v13Vi n Vdc = - L ( ) cos (mw0t + m<p - (m - 1) ( - + a0 ) )  m - l n  2 
� 3-v13Vi n - L ( ) 
cos (mw0t + m<p - (m + 1) ( - + a0 ) )  m + l n 2 
� 3-v13Vi mµo . JLo 7f - L ( ) sin ( - ) sin(m
w0t + m<p - (m - 1 ) (- + - + a0 ) )  
771 
m - l n 2 2 2 
� 3 -v13Vi TnJLo . JLo 7f - L ( ) 
sin( - - ) sin (mw0 t + m<p - (m + 1 ) (- + - + cr0 ) )  m + l n 2 2 2 
55 
(5.16) 
where as before, m = 6, 12, 18 . . .  This analytically describes the base case de voltage wave shape 
and is shown in figure 5.2(c). 
5 .3 THE SMALL S IGNAL TRANSFERS TO AC CURRENT 
The small signal transfers to ac current describe the effects small signal distortions have on the 
base case ac current waveshapes. 
The change in base case ac current spectrum, resulting from ac voltage, de current, and firing 
angle distortions can be modelled using Partial Steady State (PSS) and Partial Transient (PT) 
responses. The PT response exists only during the commutating states while the PSS response 
can exist during both commutating and direct conducting states. Both responses are sampled 
for the period (state) they are valid and are called the Sampled Partial Steady State (SPSS) 
and the Sampled Partial Transient (SPT). 
The SPSS is similar to that described previously in section 5.2. 1 ,  except that instead of convolv­
ing the sampling functions with the fundamental PSS quantities, the small signal PSS quantities 
are used. The SPSS currents are found for both the direct conduction and commutation peri­
ods. For the direct conduction periods the current is just a sampled de quantity, while for the 
commutation periods the current is a sampled sinusoid. 
During the commutation the initial commutating current must be zero, hence a SPT is required 
to add to the SPSS to validate these initial conditions. This offset is simply the negative of the 
SPSS sinusoid at the instant of firing. The SPT is modelled by sampling a sinusoidal signal ( the 
partial transient, PT), which is linearly related through scaling, frequency shifting, and phase 
shifting, to the applied distorting source. Effectively, the SPT is a constant offset acting during 
the full duration of each commutation period, its magnitude dependent of the PT response at 
the firing instants. It is modelled using a Pulse Amplitude Modulated (PAM) spectrum. 
In the case of DC current and firing angle distortion, at frequency kw0 the PT responses are 
modulated at the distortion frequency kw0 , while in the case of an AC voltage distortion the mod­
ulation frequency is the distortion frequency, nw0 , less its sequence, or (n - s ) w0 . Although the 
PAM spectrum was not used when describing the fundamental base case offset in section 5.2.1 ,  
it can be used, the end result being mathematically identical to that described in equation 5.6 
with m odd. 
This section is split into three subsections. Subsection 5.3.1 describes the SPSS spectrum for the 
transfers from ac voltage and de current respectively while subsections 5.3.2 and 5.3.3 describe 
the PT response and then the SPT, modelled with the PAM spectrum, required to satisfy the 
initial conditions of each of the commutating currents. The transfer from firing angle distortion 
is an interesting case as it has no SPSS response, only a SPT response. 
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5 . 3 . 1  The sa m pled part ia l  steady state (SPSS) 
The S P SS ac current from AC voltage d istort ion ,  flI��sJss 
The effect ou the transfers to ac current, from ac voltage distortion, result solely during the 
commutation period. During the direct conduction intervals the ac side is directly connected to 
the de side, the ac side current the same as the de current. During the commutating periods the 
distorted ac side voltage, and hence commutating currents are affected. The SPSS spectrum is 
derived here while the SPT spectrum is derived in section 5.3.3. 
The 6 PSS responses for a given AC voltage distortion, (referenced iu the direction the commu­
tation current will flow due to the positive sequence fundamental voltage) are given by, 
A act-ac v3Vn ( ( ( . ) 7f 7f ) , ) uli P S'S = - - -cos nw0t - S z - 1 - + - + un ' · 2nX 3 6 ( 5. 1 7) 
where i = 1, . . .  , 6. By recognition of the patterns associated with the six commutating currents 
a general expression can be written in 3 phase form, as 
A act-ac v3Vn ( S7f , ) uI,. PSS = - X cos nw0t - s'ljJ - - + un �' 2n 6 (5.18) 
The sequence of the applied distortion is important as the converter switches positive and neg­
ative sequence in different ways. As shown, the PSS response has phase angles which are 
dependent on the sequence of the applied distortion, ie, for positive sequence s = l while for 
negative sequence s = -1 .  
To render the PSS responses correct they must be  sampled with the appropriate sampling 
function, the result being described as the SPSS. 
The SPSS in the 'ljJ phase during the commutating off periods is the negative of the SPSS in 
the phase which is commutating on. Hence, two sampling functions consisting of two pulses of 
duration 110 (equation 5.6) , are required to sample the PSS. The resulting SPSS spectrum is 
similar to equation 5.7 except now the distorting PSS responses fll,f; ,PSS are used. 
fllact-ac fllact-acw act-ac fllact-ac w act-ac ,f;,SPSS = ,f;,PSS ,j; - (,j;+2rr/3) ,PSS (,j;+2rr/3) 
The resulting Fourier series can be written in full as, 
" Jact-a.c v3µo V
n . ( S7f ) . ( 
S7f , ) u ,f; SPSS = + X 
sin - sin nw0t - s'ljJ - - + un ' n1r 3 2 
2 v3Vn � 1 . mµ0 . 7f + X L., - sin(-2-)sin( (m + s) -) n1r m 3 m 
(5.19) 
. 7f µo sin((m + n)w0t - (m + s)'ljJ - (m + s) 2 - m (  2 + O'o - r.p) + On) 
2v3Vn � 1 mJL0 7f + L., - sin(-)sin( (m - s) -) n1rX m 2 3 m 
sin((m - n)w0t - (m - s)'ljJ - (m - s) i - m ( �0 + a0 - r.p) - On) 
(5.20) 
where m = 2, 4, 6 . . .  The process of building up the spectrum for the trausfer to ac current is 
shown for phase a in figure 5.3(a) for a O.Olpu positive sequence third harmonic voltage. The 
two PSS responses are shown (fl!i�tss and -flitit�c/3) ,Pss) as dotted lines for phase a, along 
with the convolved result of equation 5.20 shown in bold. This is the total SPSS response for 
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Figure 5 . 3  Phase a ac current resulting from a small signal 1 50Hz positive sequence AC voltage distortion. 
(a) SPSS component during commutation periods c,.Jg,cSPss, (b) SPT component during commutation periods 
c,.Jg�SPT, (c) Total change in base case ac current, c,.Jgc +- a c _ 
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the transfer of ac voltage to current for phase a. 
Figure 5.3(b) shows the PT responses ( dotted liues) aud the resulting SPT spectrnrn acquired 
using the PAM spectrum. This is described later in section 5.3.3. 
The total change in ac current resulting from ac voltage distortion is the addition of both the 
SPT aud SPSS and can be written as, 
(5.21)  
and is shown for phase a in figure 5.3 (c). 
The transfer spectrum for this wave shape is compared with the time domain PS CAD /EM TDC 
program in figure 5.4 .  For this transfer the CIGRE be11cln 11ark rectifier was used with an applied 
small signal voltage distortion of 0.0lpu at the positive sequence third harmonic. 
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Figure 5.4 Time domain comparison of AC current spectrum resulting from 1 50Hz positive sequence AC volt­
age. 
The results show the returned positive and negative sequence ac currents. The 50,450,650 and 
1050Hz transfers are negative sequence while the 150,550,750 and 1 150Hz transfers are positive 
sequence. These relate to the small signal transfers a and e in Larsen's equation 4.3. 
The S PSS ac cu rrent from DC cu rrent d istort ion,  t::.1:c+-dc 
The transfer resulting from de current distortion to ac current is similar to that for ac voltage 
distortion. However, the effect of distortion now occurs over the entire fundamental switching 
cycle rather than only during the commutation periods. Hence, the PSS component of the ac 
current is present during a direct conduction period as well as a commutation period, while 
the PT only affects the commutation periods. The SPSS response is described here while the 
additional SPT response is described in section 5.3.3. 
The PSS response of the AC current due to a DC current distortion is simply either the positive 
or negative value of the de current distortion during the direct conduction periods, or half the 
value of the distortion during the commutation periods. 
Hence, the sampling spectra used for the SPSS can be described as the addition of two separate 
transfer functions. The first transfer function represents the direct conduction periods of the 
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converter (no commutation period) while the second modifies this to take into account the com­
mutation periods. This sampling functio11 has bee11 described as the addition of equations 5. 1 1  
and 5.1 2  and is written as w�c+-ac for the base case <le voltage. To save confusion with notation 
this sampling function is re-notated as w�c+-dc for this small signal transfer to ac current. 
The SPSS spectrum is found from convolution of the sampling function with the applied de side 
distortion ( equation 3.6) , ie, 
g1v111g, 
A dc+-ac L 2h ( rn1r ) (( ) ( 7r ) , ) uL. "iPSS = + - sin - sin m + k w0t - m - + a0 - c.p + 1/J + Uk '!-',,  m1r 3 2 rn 
� 2h m1r 1r -  m1r 
sin( 3 ) sin((m - k)wat - m( 2 + O'a - c.p + 'lj;) - ok) rn 
(5.22) 
� 2h m110 m1r µ0 1r -  -sin(--)sin(- )cos( (m + k)w0t - m(- + - + O'a - c.p + 1/J) + ok) m1r 2 3 2 2 m 
� 2h mµ0 m1r µ0 7r + � m1r sin (-2- ) sin( 3 ) cos ((m - k)w0t - m (  2 + 2 + a0 - c.p + 1/J) - ok) m 
(5.23) 
where m = 1 ,  5, 7, 1 1  . . .  
F igure 5.5(a) shows the resulting SPSS ac current for phase a. The applied de current distortion 
is shown as the dotted line and the resulting SPSS ac current, /J.I1�SPss , shown as the solid line 
after convolution with the sampling spectrum, w�c+-dc _ The addition of this spectrum to the SPT 
spectrum shown in figure 5.5(b) and described in section 5.3.3 gives the total transfer resulting 
from de current distortion shown in figure 5.5(c) . The transfer spectrum for this wave shape 
is compared with the time domain PS CAD /EMTDC program in figure 5.6. For this transfer 
the CIGRE benchmark rectifier was used with an applied small signal de current distortion of 
O.Olpu at the third harmonic. In this instance the frequencies of 100,400,700 and l OOOHz are 
of negative sequence while the frequencies of 200,500,800 and l lOOHz are of positive sequence, 
relating to transfers c and g in Larsen's equation 4.3. 
The SPSS ac  cu rrent from fi r ing angle d i stort ion , /J.I;c+-0: 
A switching instant change, changes only the initial conditions, not the final steady state wave­
forms. Hence, the change in the base case ac current, resulting from an applied firing angle 
distortion can be described with the SPT response. There is no SPSS response and the SPT 
effect is described in the following sections. 
5 .3 . 2  The  part ia l  tra nsient ( PT) response 
The sampled partial transients (SPT) are required to ensure that the zero current initial condi­
tions at the thyristor firing instants are satisfied. To <lo this the partial transients (PT) must 
be defined at the instant of firing. These are defined by sinusoids of the correct modulating 
frequency, magnitude and phase which are used as modulating signals in the Pulse Amplitude 
Modulated (PAM) spectrum to derive the SPT. 
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Figure 5.5 Phase a ac current resulting from a small signal 1 50Hz DC current distortion. ( a) SPSS component 
c.Ii�siss , (b) SPT component during commutation periods c.Ii�sri!f. , (c) Total change in base case ac current, 
c.]ic<-dc. 
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Figure 5 .6  Time domain comparison of  AC current spectrum resulting from 1 50Hz de  current distortion. 
The unmodified firing instants, referenced to the fundamental phase a voltage, can be written 
as, 
w0ti = (i - l)n/3 + n/6 + et - cp (5.24) 
where i = 1 ,  . . .  , 6. As the commutating current must be zero at the firing instant, the negative 
value of the PSS at the thyristor firing instant is the value of the required PT and hence SPT. 
For an ac voltage distortion, substituting the firing instants, w0ti, into equation 5.17 for w0t 
results in the value of the distorted commutation current at the instant of thyristor firing, or, 
where i = 1 ,  . . . , 6. 
J\ act--ac V3Vn ( (  ) ( ) s: ) D.]i PT = -
X 
cos n - s w0ti + s et0 - cp + un ' 2n (5.25) 
T�e PT associated with a DC current distorting source is simply the negative of its associated 
PSS at the start of the commutation period, ie, 
(5.26) 
The effect of firing angle modulation is slightly different to the previous two cases and can 
be examined graphically using current-time areas, as shown in figure 5.7. The first effect on 
the current-time area is due directly to the switching instant variation, producing a nonlinear 
triangular area as discussed and shown in chapter 4 at the beginning (and end) of commutation. 
Assuming small signal distortions, these current-time areas can be ignored. Hence, the effect 
of firing angle modulation can be modelled as an offset acting over the commutation period. 
Interestingly, this was previously described by Persson [43] in 1970. The magnitude of this offset 
requires several small signal approximations. 
The firing instant occurs when the instantaneous distorted firing angle control signal, and the 
PLO ramp reference, are equal. The first small signal approximation assumes that the firing 
instant can be accurately approximated by the value of the firing angle control signal at the 
unmodified firing instants. 
The second approximation is a linearisation around the base case ac commutating current, as 
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shown ill 5.7. The rnagnitnde of the offset is directly proportional, throngh a small sigHal 
linearisatiou, to the magnitnde of the firing angle distortion and the slope of the fundamental 
commutating cmreut sinusoid at the instant of firing. This relationship is the partial transient 
associated with the firing angle modulation. The slope of the fundamental commutating curreut 
only is 11sed, rather than the slope of the fundamental plus any small signal distortion(s) .  This is 
because when the converter is in situ within the power system the actual magnitude of the small 
signal distorting source is unknown. Iterative methods on the other hand iterate the system 
through mismatch eqnations finding the magnitude of the distorting source with ac and de 
systems attached, then linearise the system after each iteration formulating the .Jacobian. This 
is perhaps COllsidered the 'true' linearisation but can not be calculated with a direct analytic 
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Figure 5. 7 Linearisation process to find offset resulting from firing angle modulation. 
Hence, the PT resulting from firing angle modulation can be described as, 
" Jae-a vf3Vi · ( ) · (k .1: ) u i PT = - -X sin 0'.0 aksin w0ti + Uk , 2 ( 5.27) 
Unlike the change in ac current resulting from AC voltage and DC current distortions, the 
change in AC current resulting from firing angle modulation is modelled with only a SPT. 
Comparison with the time domain is shown in figure 5.8 for a small signal, l OOHz, firing angle 
modulating frequency. Once again the frequencies 50,450,650 and 1 050Hz are uegative sequence 
and 1 50,550,750 and 1 150Hz are positive sequence and these relate to the small signal transfers 
d and h in Larsen's equation 4.3. 
The partial transients are described by sinusoids that are valid at the instant of firing, w0ti . These 
sinusoids are used to define the amplitudes of the PT at the beginning of each conduction period. 
They are simply linear scaled, phase and frequency shifted versions of the original distorting 
sources. For AC current distortions the sequence of the distortion is important, altering the 
frequency of the modulating signal which is either one fundamental frequency higher for negative 
sequence distortion, or one fundamental lower for positive sequence distortion, (n  - s)w0 , where 
s is +1 for positive sequence and -1 for negative sequence. For DC current and firing angle 
distortions the partial transients are modulated at the distorting frequency. In summary the PT 
responses required for the SPT spectrum (described in section 5.3.3) are given in table 5.1. 
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Figure 5 . 8  Time domain comparison of AC current spectrum resulting from l OOHz firing angle modulation. 
Transfer Applied distortion PT modulation signal bcos (kw0t + o) Eqn. no. 
t::,. Vac - l::.f ac �1sin(nw0t - s'lj; + on) - if�'< Vn cos ( (n - s)w0t + s (a.0 - cp) + On) 
l::.ldc - l::.lac h sin(kw0t + ok) - !h cos(kwot - � + Ok) 
l::.a. - l::.lac a.ksin (kw0t + ok) - {¥''1 sin(a.0) a.ksin(kw0t + Ok) 
Table 5 . 1  Applied distortion and commutation current partial transient modulation signals. 




The partial transient modulation signals in table 5.1 correctly describe the offset required during 
the commutation periods while modelling the AC currents. These modulation signals must be 
sampled at the start of the commutation periods, and hold the magnitude of the modulation con­
stant during the commutation period. This is achieved by using a Pulse Amplitude Modulated 
(PAM) spectrum, modulated by the correct PT signals. 
The general spectrum of a PAM wave shape with pulses occurring at w0t = 2nn, of width µ0 , 
and having a modulation signal bcos (kw0t + o) is derived in appendix E and is given by, 
A ( ) 
bµo . ( 
kµo ) ( µo ) P M w0t = + -sine - cos kw0t - k - + o 21r 27T 2 
00 
b/10 L /10 /lo + 
-2 
sinc( (m + k) -)cos ((m + k)w0t - (m + k) - + o) 
7f 2n 2 
m= l 
+ 
bµo � sinc((m - k) µo )cos ( (m - k)wot - (m - k) 
µo - o) 2n L.., 21r 2 
m= l 
(5.28) 
Four PAM waveforms must be added together (one for each commutation period) to model each 
phase of the converter. Each of the four PAM waveforms are obtained by scaling and phase 
shifting the waveform described in equation 5.28 by the values given in table 5.2. The ± scalars 
are required as the partial transient modulation signal is referenced in the positive direction of 
the thyristors, alternating between the positive and negative directions of the AC current. The 
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geueral SPT can be <lescribed as, 
4 
f':lI1P ,SPT = L PAMi (wa t) (5 .29)  
i=l 
where the PAM spectra are modulated by the correct modulating sigual b, depending on the 
applied distortion as described in table 5.1. The ad<lition of the four spectra gives the fol-
Sign Phase shift 
+1 -Jr /6 - O'.a + <p - 4; 
-1 -51r/6 - 0'.0 + <p - 7/J 
-1  -71r/6 - 0'.0 + <p - '1/J 
+1 +1r/6 - O'.a + <p - 7/J 
Table 5.2 Phase shifts required for each PAl\1 spectrum. 
lowing general SPT spectrum, suitable for the SPT resulting from de current and firing angle 
modulation, 
act-de a: 2bµo '""" . m1r m1r . µo f':lI1/J SPT, = + - - L.., sm(- )cos ( - ) smc( (m + k) -) , 1r 2 6 21r m 
sin ((m + k)w0t - (m + k) �
0 
- m (  i + 0'.0 - <p + 7/J) + <5) 
2bµ0 '""" . m1r m1r . µ0 + - L.., sm(- )cos ( - )smc( (m - k) -) 1r 2 6 21r m 
sin ( (m - k)w0t - (m - k) �
0 
- m (  i + O'.a - <p + 7/J) - <5) 
where m = 1 ,  5, 7, 1 1  . . . . 
(5.30) 
For the transfers from ac voltage it is easiest to rewrite the spectrum frequency in terms of m 
and s instead of k. In order to do this, the following substitutions are made, ( m - s) -+ m, for 
the first summation and, ( m + s) -+ m, for the second summation. The values of m over which 
the summation is made now depend upon the sequence of the applied distortion. The resulting 
spectrum is, 
t- 2bµo '""" . 7r 7r µo f':ll;csPT = + - - L.., szn ( (m + s) -)cos ((m + s) -)sinc((m + n) -) ' 1r 2 6 21r 
sin( (m + n)wat - (m + n) �0 - (m + s) ( i  + O'.a - <p + 4;) + o) 
2bji,0 '""" . 7r 7r µo + - L.., szn ( (m - s) -) cos ((m - s) -) sinc( (m - n) -) 1r 2 6 21r m 
sin ( (m - n)wat - (m - n) �
0 
- (m - s) ( i  + O'.a - <p + 7/J) - o) 
(5.31) 
Figures 5.3(b) and 5.5(b) show the SPT and their associated PT modulating signals resulting 
from both ac voltage and de current distortion respectively. 
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Unlike the transfers to AC current, switching instant variation directly affects the transfers 
to DC voltage. Therefore the linearised change in the base case de voltage is calculated with 
the sum of two main effects: the transfer of the distorted waveshapes through the undistorted 
sampling functions, added to the effect of the base case waveshapes transferred through the 
distorted sampling functions. The effect of the distorted waveshapes on the distorted sampling 
functions is non-linear, of higher order and reduces to zero as distortion levels tend towards zero. 
The PT responses associated with the transfers to ac current have no effect on the transfers to 
de voltage. This is true under the assumption that the commutating impedance remains purely 
inductive. 
To model SIV, first a linearised phasor describing the SIV must be found, then a correction term 
is required in the sampling function and convolved with the base ac voltage. The correction term 
required for the SIV is modelled with the use an Amplitude Modulated Impulse Train (AMIT) 
and generates extra nonlinear and linear terms in the de voltage spectrum. The total transfers 
to de voltage are hence made from a SPSS spectrum with an additional SIV spectrum. 
This section is split into four subsections. The first describes the SPSS responses, denoted by 
6 VffWss
c and 6 Vff<j,s1c respectively. The second describes the linearisation around the base case 
commutating current, required to find the approximate SIV magnitude while the third uses the 
linearisation to derive the actual change in the DC voltage waveform resulting from the SIV. 
The final section shows the results verified against time domain PS CAD /EMTDC simulation. 
5 .4 . 1 The sampled part ia l  steady state (SPSS) 
The SPSS responses of the DC voltage due to an AC voltage distortion during the direct and 
commutation periods are described by the convolution of the sampling functions (equations 5. 1 1  
and 5. 1 2) with the ac voltage distortion, 6v,f;. The convolution of the sampling functions with 
the small signal ac voltage distortions are effectively the same as equations 5. 13  and 5. 1 4  except 
that the fundamental voltage, v1 L.<p (equation 3.4) , is replaced by the distorting voltage Vn LOn 
(equation 3.5). In symbolic form, this can is represented as, 
(5.32) 
This gives a similar result to that shown in equation 5. 16, except the fundamental parameters 
must be replaced by the distorting source parameters, this is not repeated here. 
For the D C  voltage SPSS response resulting from DC current, the commutation circuit must 
be analysed in a piece-wise linear manner for the direct conduction and commutation states. 
Figure 5.9 shows both states and the resulting PSS de voltage generated from a de current 
distortion,  6idc · These voltages are simply written as, 
L�,ydct--dc, l = -2kX 6idc PSS 




where 6idc is as described in equation 3.6. As shown the difference between the PSS voltage, " Vdct--dc 1 d . d. d . . d d  PSS  Vdct--dc 2 d . u PSS ' , urmg a ll'ect con uct1on peno an t 1e vo tage, PSS ' , urmg a commu-tation period is simply a scaling factor. This can be taken into account in the sampling transfer 
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X 
D. Vdct--dc, I r D.ictc 
X PSS 
X 
D. vdct--dc,2 r D.idc PSS 
Figure 5 .9  PSS de  ,·oltage <luring the direct comluction an<l commutating st.cltes. 
function, 'P de-de _ Hence, the total DC voltage SPSS can be written simply as, 
6.Vde-de - -,T,de-dekx bi.i SPSS - � � (5.36) 
The sampling function, w de-de is made from the addition of two Fourier series representing both 
the direct and commutation periods. The first Fourier Series representing the direct conduction 
periods is, 
d t--d 1 3µ0 � 12 mµ0 1r 'Ji c c, = - + L -sin( --)cos (mw0t - m (- + a0 - cp) )  1r m1r 2 6 m 
The second Fourier series representing the commutation periods is, 
det-de 2 3µo � 12 . mµo 7r 'Ji ' = (1  - -) - L -sm(--)cos(mw0t - m ( - + a0 - cp) )  1r mn 2 6 m 
Combining ! wdet-de, l + 2\J,det-de,2 gives the required sampling function, 
de-de 3µo) � 




This is shown in graphical form in figure 5.lO(a). The SPSS de current to de voltage transfer 
then becomes, 
6. Vf�s� = - (2 -
3µ0 )kX hcos (kwot + 8k) 7r 
L 3 m/L0 7r + - sin(--)cos ( (m + k)w0t - m( -6 + a0 - cp) + 8k) mn 2 m 
� 3 . mµo 7r + L mn sm ( -2- )cos ( (m - k)w0t - m( 6 + a0 - cp) - 8k) m 
(5.40) 
and is shown in figure 5.lO(b) where a 0.01 p.u. 150Hz de current distortion is applied to the 
converter terminals. 
Both 6. V..#<Pt!/ and bi. vf�s� show the partial steady state response assuming no switching 
instant variation. However, as shown in chapter 4, the SIV must be taken into account due to 
the step voltages occurring at the switching instants. The following section derives the required 
linearisations needed for finding the SIV. 
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Figure 5.10 SPSS DC voltage resulting from a 150Hz de current distortion. (a) Sampling function, 'Pde -de , {b) 
Resulting SPSS DC voltage, Vf'J>s1c . 
5 .4 . 2  The  switch ing i nstant variation (S IV) 
This section describes the linearisations required for predicting the resulting variation of the 
switching instants when the converter is subjected to applied waveform distortion. Although 
the exact SIV can only be found using an iterative model (such as that described in chapter 3), 
very good small signal linearisations can be made with careful observation of the commutation 
period dynamics resulting from the various applied distortions. SIV was first described by 
Wood [17] in his linearised converter model. His work is effectively repeated here, although 
described in a some what different manner. 
It should be noted that this section derives phasors that describe the actual SIV resulting from 
small signal distortions, and not the effect of the SIV has on the de voltage which is described 
in section 5 .4 .3. 
This section is split into three subsections, each defining the phasor required to describe the 
SIV resulting from ac voltage, de current and firing angle distortion separately. Linearised 
relationships are found using simple graphical analysis of the commutation period in all cases. 
Switch ing i nsta nt variation resu lting from ac voltage d istortion 
The SIV resulting from ac voltage distortion affects only the end of commutating instants, <Pi 
as the firing instants, (}i remain fixed. The true end of commutation period occurs when the 
total commutating current equals the de current and the thyristor stops conducting. W hen ac 
side voltage distortion is applied to the converter terminals the effects on the ac current are 
confined only to the commutation period as during the direct conducting periods the thyristors 
are directly connected to an undistorted de current source. 
The distorted commutation current causes the end of commutation instants to vary so that the 
conduction through the thyristor ends when the distorted commutating current equals the de 
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current. A linearisation around the base case switching instants can l>e used to approximate this 
switching instant variation, and is described as follows. At the base case end of commutation 
switching instant, a0 + µ0 , (not the actual end of commutation switching instant, a0 + µ) , 
there exists a small difference (mismatch, Y) in the current between the constant <le current on 
the de side of the base case switching instant, and the distorted commutation current on the 
commutation side of the base case switching instant. This dif ference is easily found as both the 
distorted commutating current (a combination of the PT and PSS responses) and the constant 
de current are known at the base case switching instant. Also, the slope, or gradient, of the 
fundamental commutating current is also known at the base case switching instant. Hence, to 
find the required SIV , simple trigonometry can be used as shown in figme 5 . 11 .  The rnis-match, 
y 
Base case commutation current, Ic,i · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · . · · ·  · · · ·· · · - · · · · · · · · · ·  
' : : 
"' . : . : Distorted co,mutat10r current, lc, i 
Figure 5 . 1 1  Linearisation process to  find end of commutation period variation from ac voltage. 
Y, can be written as, 
(5.41) 
where, w0ti are the firing instants. The derivative of the base case commutating current at the 
average end of commutation is, 
Hence, the commutation period modulation can be found from, 
y 
f::.µ = ---­dhc(ao +{to ) 
Table 5.3 gives the resulting SIV phasor for this transfer. 
(5.42) 
(5.43) 
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For the transfers from de current distortion the firing instants, (Bi), remain fixed and a similar 
relationship exists for the end of commutation SIV. In this case, the value of the de current 
distortion at the end of commutation period ( 0:0 + µ0 ) must be taken into account. Figure 5.1 2  
shows this. Once again, the mis-match Y can be found knowing the value of the distortion 
Distorted commutation 
current, Ic, i  
I 
I A : 
---1 L..> µ :---
/
Distorted de current ,  Idc , k  
Base case de current, Ide 
Figure 5 . 1 2  Linearisation process t o  find end o f  commutation period variation from de current. 
just after, and subtracting the value of the distorted commutation current, just before the base 
case end of commutation instant . The value just before the end of commutation comprises of 
the PSS (the de current distortion divided by two), plus the required PT needed to ensure the 
commutating current is zero at the firing instant. The value just after the commutation period 
is simply the distortion itself at 0:0 + µ0 . Hence, in the order described above. 
(5 .44) 
Which reduces to, 
(5.45) 
Equation 5.43 can then be used to find 6.JL. The result is given in table 5.3. 
Switch ing  i nstant  var iat ion result ing from fi ring a ngle d istortion 
As discussed in chapter 3, the solution of the exact firing instants is nonlinear and must be 
solved using iterative means. For ac voltage and de current distortions the firing instants remain 
fixed. For firing angle distortion however, the firing instants can be approximated by the value 
of the firing angle control signal at the unmodified switching instants, w0ti . This linearisation 
becomes exact as the distortion tends towards zero, equation 3.7. 
To find the end of commutation period SIV resulting from applied firing angle distortion, two 
separate linearisations are required. The first is the linearisation needed to find the PT offset 
resulting from the applied firing angle distortion. This has been shown previously in figure 5. 7 
and described by equation 5.27 and is the value of Y in figure 5.13. The second is the linearisation 
required to find the end of commutation SIV and is similar to those described above. Figure 5 .13 
shows the effect of a firing angle distortion on the end of commutating period instant. The 
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6.µ I 
� � 
: I · · · ·········1· · · · · · · ·(··· y : � 
: I Slope=dhc(n o+/1-o ) 
Base case de current 
Offset commutating current, Ic, i---
Base case commutating current ___ 
Figure 5 .13  Linearisation process to  find end of  commutation period variation from fam. 
commutation period variation, 6-µ , is then easily found using equation 5.43. The linearised SIV resulting form firing angle distortion, along with the resulting linearised variation from both ac 
voltage and de current is given in table 5 .3 .  
Transfer SIV Beginning (Bi ) 
6-Vac - 6Vdc 
6-ldc - 6 Vdc 
6a - 6Vdc aksin(kw0t + 8k ) 
SIV end (<Pi ) in form bcos (kw0t + 8) 2sin( 'y) V, · ( ( ) ( ) 721!:£. 8 ) - 1 . .  ( +t ) nSin n - s w0t + s  a0 - cp + 2 + n n 1 sin Oo Lo 2.Xcos(�) I . (k t � 8 )  v3I. . ( ) ksm Wo + 2 + k 11 sin l>o+/1-o sin(c,0 ) • (k  t 8 ) . ,( + ,) aksin w0 + k sin Ct'o -µo 
Table 5.3  Linearised SIV phasors (bL.o) resulting from ac voltage, de current and firing angle distortions. 
The SIV is given as a sinusoidal signal in general phasor form bcos (kw0t + 8) describing the change in the unmodified, undistorted base case firing instants, w0ti . Each signal is a linearly scaled, frequency shifted and phase shifted version of the original distorting signal. 
5 .4 .3  Effects of the S IV on the de voltage 
As shown in chapter 4 ,  SIV has a linear effect on the transfers of distortion to de voltage and 
must be modelled. Linearised phasors describing the SIV have been analytically derived in the 
previous section. 
The base case de voltage can be considered as being made from the piecewise combination of 
the partial steady state waveforms associated with only the base AC voltage v1,fJ ,  or, 
TI" � ,T,dct-ac V de = L..,, 'f' ,jJ VI ,jJ 
,jJ 
(5 .46) 
The effect of SIV changes the sampling function w�c+-ac and hence the change in de voltage associated with this ca11 be described as , 
" Vdc � " ,T,dct-ac u SIV = L..,, Ll '!' ,jJ V1,j; (5 .47) 
,jJ 
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The SIV has been derived in the previous section using phasors referenced to the base case 
switching angles. These signals are required to make an additional modulating transfer, correct­
ing the original sampling function. If the signal is negative at the original firing instant then the 
firing or commutation instant is advanced, while if the signal is positive the switching instant is 
delayed. As the signals are referenced to the base case firing instants (w0ti) the signals for the 
end of commutation period SIV must be delayed by the average commutation period, ie, phase 
shifted by µa , 
The effects of SIV on the de voltage, as described by equation 5.47, has been previously mod­
elled by Wood [17] in his analysis of the commutation period dynamics using a Pulse Duration 
Modulated (PDM) spectra. This spectrum results in first and higher order frequency terms with 
nonlinear Bessel function multipliers. For the linear small signal model it can be shown that 
these higher order terms are insignificant for small signal distortion. Hence for a linear analysis , 
only the first order terms are required. Interestingly, the spectrum of the PDM wave shape for 
only first order terms is the same as an amplitude modulated delta function spectrum (Dirac 
comb) or equivalently an Area Modulated Impulse Train (AMIT). The spectrum for the AMIT 
is derived in appendix E. The Fourier series for a set of delta functions spaced at 21r intervals 
but modulated in their effective area by, bcos (kw0t + 8) , is given as, 
b b 00 b 00 AM IT(w0t) = + - cos (kw0t + 8) + - L cos ( (m + k)w0t + 8) + - L cos ( (m - k)w0t - 8) 21r 21r 21r m=l m=l 
(5.48) 
For a single phase of the converter, the AMIT (or first order PDM spectra) is required at the 
end of the commutation period to correct the sampling function. Hence, four first order PDM 
spectra are required per phase and can be described as, 
4 
l:iw�c+---ac = L AM!Ti (w0t) (5.49) 
i=l  
For firing angle distortion, another four AMIT spectra are required at the instant of firing hence 
requiring eight first order AMIT spectra per phase, this is shown graphically in figure 5.14. 
Table 5.4 gives the angles of the AMIT required for the beginning and end of each commutation 






Scaler Angle shift beginning Angle shift end 




; - aa + <p - ?j; -5i - aa - µo + <p - VJ +t +
t -
7
; - aa + <p - VJ -7 i - aa - µo + <p - VJ 
- ?  + * - aa + <p - VJ + * - aa - µo + <p - VJ 
Table 5.4 Angle shifts required for AMIT spectra. 
phase angles and written as, 





L.., sin( 2 )cos ( 6 ) sin ( (m + k)w0t - mVJ - m (  2 + <p) - kx + 8) 
b """' m 1r m 1r 1r +
:;;: 
L.., sin( 2 )cos ( 6 )sin ( (m - k)w0t - mVJ - m( 2 + <p) + kx - 8) 
(5.50) 
where m = 1 ,  5, 7, 1 1  . . . and ip is the angle shift in the AMIT waveform and x is the angle 
shift in the modulation signal. The relative values are given in table 5.5. This spectrum is then 
multiplied by the positive sequence fundamental frequency voltage and summed over the three 
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(a) Combined Al\JJT requi red for transfers from Ide and I ;,c ,  phase a. 
µo 
(b) Combined Al\llT required for transfers from firing angle modulation , phase a.  
Figure 5 . 1 4  Combined Al'v!IT spectra for phase a 
Variable Angle beginning pulse Angle ending Pulse 
<.p CYo - <.p CYo + µo - (fJ 
X µo 
Table 5.5 Required phase angles for AMIT spectrum and modulating signal. 
phases to gain the full change in the de voltage spectrum, equation 5.4 7. 
Due to the sequence dependence on the AMIT spectra for transfers resulting from ac voltage 
distortion, two separate spectra are derived , one for the transfers associated with de current and 
firing angle distortion and the second for transfers associated with ac voltage distortion. 
The transfers resulting from de current and firing angle distortion are written as, 
dc+-dc a 3v'3Vi b 7r 
) llV51v ' = + cos ( - + cp)cos (kw0t - kx+J  2-rr 2 
3Vi b � 1r 1r 1r 
+ -2
- � sin( (m +  1 ) - )cos ( (rn +  1 ) -6 ) [cos ( (m+ k)w0t -
(m +  1 ) ( - + cp  ) - kx - cp + J) 
1r 2 2 
7r 
+ cos ( (m- k)w0t - (m +  1 ) ( 2 + cp) +kx - c.p- J) ] 
3Vi b � 1r 1r 1r 
- � � sin( (m - 1 ) 2 
)cos ( (rn - 1 )
6 
) [cos ( (m + k)w0t - (m - l ) (  2 + cp) - kx+c.p+J) 
7r 
+ cos ( (m - k)w0t - (m - 1 ) ( 2 + cp) +kx+cp-J)] 
( 5.51) 
where m = 6, 12 . . . The SIV phasors derived in section 5.4.2 and given in table 5.3 must be 
substituted into this equation for bL.6. The angles in table 5.5 must also be included. For 
firing angle distortion two spectra are required, one at the beginning and one at the end of the 
commutation period, both with the appropriate SIV phasor substitutions and angles of tables 5.3 
and 5.5. The summation of both giving the total effect of SIV on the de voltage from firing 
angle distortion. 
For the transfer from ac voltage to de voltage the first order AMIT spectrum must allow for 
the voltage sequence. Making the required frequency substitutions and summing over 3 phases 
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3Vi b � 1r 1r 1r + � 0 sin ( (m +  l + s ) 2 )cos ( (m + l + s) 6 ) cos ( (m+n)w0t - (m +  l + s) (  2 + cp) - (n - s)x- cp+o) 
3Vi b � 1r 1r 1r - � 0 sin( (m - 1 + s) 2 )cos ( (m - 1 +s) 6 ) cos ( (m+n)w0t - (m - l + s) (  2 +cp) - (n - s)x+cp+o) rn 
3V1 b � . 1r 1r 1r + � 0 szn ( (m+ l - s) 2 )cos ( (m+ 1-s )  6 ) cos ( ( m - n)w0t - (m + 1 - s ) (  2 + cp) + (n - s)x - cp - o) 
3Vi b L 7r 7r 7r - - sin( (m - 1 - s ) - )cos ( (m - 1 - .s ) -)cos ( (m- n)w0t - (m - 1- s  ) ( - + cp) + (n- s  )x+cp- o)  21r 2 6 2 
(5.52) 
where m = 6, 12  . . .  This describes the spectrum for the change in the de voltage required for 
the transfers resulting from ac voltage distortion. As with equation 5.5 1 the SIV phasors in 
table 5.3 must be substituted for bL.o as well as the angle ending pulse data in table 5.5. 
5.4.4 Va l idation of the transfers to de voltage 
To acquire the total transfers to de voltage both the SPSS voltages and the change in de voltage 
resulting from SIV are added together. The comparison between PSCAD /EMTDC and the 
algebraic model is given in figures 5.15,5.16  and 5.17  for the resulting change in the de voltage 
due to ac voltage, de current and firing angle distortions respectively. As shown, non-linear 
second order terms, not predicted by the linearised model, are seen in the time domain simulation 
results for all figures. 
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Figure 5 .15  Time domain comparison of  DC voltage spectrum resulting from 50Hz negative sequence distortion. 
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There are two parts of the resulting returned spectra when an  arbitrary distortion is applied to 
the HVDC converter; there is a set of linear first order spectra and a set of nonlinear higher order 
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Figure 5 . 1 6  Time domain comparison of DC voltage spectrum resulting from l OOHz de current distortion. 
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F igure 5 . 1 7  Time domain comparison of  DC voltage spectrum resulting from l OOHz firing angle modulation. 
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spectra. The higher order spectra change the actual base case operating point at the base case 
frequencies, a nonlinear effect. while the first order parts change the base case spectra at other 
modulating frequencies, a linearisable effect. The second and higher order spectra diminish with 
decreasing distortion, whilst the first order spectra show a linear relationship with the applied 
distortion. Hence, it is the first order spectra which must be derived in a small signal analytic 
sense. 
This chapter has described the formulation of both the base case and linearised small signal 
spectra around the HVDC converter in isolation. The derived small signal spectra are effectively 
the linearised transfers of waveform distortion through and around the converter. These transfers 
can be described as linear and periodically time-variant and describe the linearised change in 
the base case (large signal) transfers. 
Owing to the fundamental differences caused by the complicated effects of the switching instant 
variation, the formulation of these resulting small signal transfers has been described in sepa­
rate sections; the resulting ac current spectra, and the resulting de voltage spectra. Both are 
made of a sampled partial steady state (SPSS) component (except when resulting from firing 
angle distortion) and either a sampled partial transient (SPT) for the resulting ac current, or 
a Switching Instant Variation (SIV) component, for the de voltage. For ac current, the SPT 
component is derived with the use of a Pulse Amplitude Modulated (PAM) spectra, while for 
de voltage the SIV component is derived with an Amplitude Modulated Impulse Train (AMIT). 
The resulting total small signal transfer being the addition of both the SPSS and SPT parts for 
ac current, and the SPSS and SIV parts for the de voltage. The resulting spectra have been 
validated against PSCAD/EMTDC time domain simulation with excellent agreement. 
What remains to be achieved is to use these linearised time-varying transfers in an actual HVDC 
system containing linear time-invariant ac and de systems. This linearised time variant modelling 
of the HVDC converter is described in the following chapter for the single HVDC converter. 

Chapter 6 
LI N EA R I S E D  T I M E  VARIANT M O D EL L I N G  OF T H E  HVDC 
CON VERTER 
6 . 1  I NTRODUCTION 
In general the HVDC converter can be described as nonlinear and periodically time-variant, 
exhibiting characteristics such as frequency coupling and phase angle dependence. Chapter 
4, by way of numerical simulation has shown the converter to be linearisable and a complete 
small signal linearised model of the HVDC converter has been developed in chapter 5. The 
analytic model finds linearised transfers of distortion around the converter with infinite ac and 
de systems, taking the effects of the commutation period into account. However, the model does 
not account for the effects of applied system distortion while the converter is ' in situ ' within the 
power system. 
An assumption used within this thesis is based closely to that developed by Kron ?? for the 
modelling of large systems. By linearising each individual component within the system and 
then combining all linearised components, a full system can be built up easily in a piecewise 
linear manner. This is effectively what this chapter proves using the HVDC converter with its 
associated ac and de systems as a case study. 
The power system in which an HVDC link is connected can be represented using frequency 
dependent ac and de systems. These systems are in general linear and time invariant, meaning 
the impedance magnitude and phase angle are dependent on the applied frequency of distortion, 
but not dependent on the applied magnitude or phase angle of distortion. The time invariant 
nature means that any applied distortion will cause only a single returned current or voltage at 
the same applied frequency. This is not so for power electronic switching devices as their effective 
impedance, admittance or transfer of distortion is dependent not only on frequency, but also on 
magnitude and phase angle of applied distortion 1 . The periodic time variant switching nature, 
as seen in the time domain, creates returned currents and voltages at more than one frequency in 
the frequency domain. If viewed from the frequency domain the resulting time variant transfers 
from system distortion are, in some cases completely linear (as shown in chapter 4) and in all 
other cases are linearisable under the assumption the system waveform distortion remains at 
small levels. If these conditions exist, power electronic switching devices such as the HVDC 
converter can be described accurately as linearised time variant devices and can be modelled 
analytically using models such as that described in chapter 5. 
This chapter describes a novel approach to modelling the periodically time varying nature of 
the HVDC converter with associated linear frequency dependent ac and de systems in the fre­
quency domain. The method takes full advantage of the linearity of the HVDC converter and 
is applicable to other linearisable power electronic devices. To include the effect of the ac and 
1 Although PWM devices can appear time variant and frequency independent. 
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< le systems.  a sparse linear equatiou set in the form Ax = b is used. Tliis linear equatio11 set 
consists of a vector x, of n unknowns, and a vector b, of n knowns, as well as an n x n coefficient 
matrix A describing the linearised time variant and frequency cross coupling nature of the full 
system being modelled. This matrix relates different frequencies in a linearised manner and in­
cludes all associated effects of the converter control action and ac and de systems. It is hence a 
matrix of partial derivatives, and is essentially similar to the Jacobian used in nonlinear Newton 
algorithms such as that developed by Smith [27] and Bathurst [5]. 
As linearity and hence superposition are assumed, a modular approach is used to 'build' the 
frequency cross coupling coefficient matrix . Each individual component of the system is mod­
elled at the correct operating point, and then the whole system combinc<l together using the 
f1111dal l leutal laws of electrical networks (such as nodal analysis) resul ting iu the full system 
periodic time variant coefficient matrix. All elements must be represented in the same form,  
hence all elements of  the system are represented as  periodic time varying elements using fre­
quency coupling matrix (FCM) transfers. These transfers are described i11 section 6 .2  and are 
similar to those described by Fauri [2 1 ]  for modelling florescent lamps. Larsen [34] recognised 
the importance of phase sequence in the modulating characteristics of the HVDC converter and 
consequently described the converter with a compound matrix equation allowing coupling be­
tween de, positive and negative sequence2. Hence, the HVDC converter is represented using 
a compound matrix and the system coefficient matrix A will not only provide cross coupling 
between different frequencies, but will also provide coupling between different phase sequences. 
The matrix transfers for any time variant device can be acquired either from the returned spectra 
of many sets of perturbed small signal frequency distortion, or directly from a linearised model 
such as that described in chapter 5 for the HVDC converter. The result in both cases is a 
sparse matrix whose structure represents the modulating nature of the switching device. If 
the time variant transfers are acquired by perturbation, many frequency perturbations over the 
frequency range of interest are required. Hume [33] did this while modelling the HVDC link 
by perturbing both converters using time domain PSCAD/EMTDC simulations. However, such 
simulations are very slow, requiring multiple runs, large data storage and post processing of 
the time domain waveshapes, including FFT to form the frequency domain time variant matrix 
transfers (see appendix C). Though slow, the method demonstrated the fundamental techniques 
described and used in this chapter and in chapter 7. A better solution is to use fast direct 
analytic models such as that described in chapter 5. This model has the advantage of being 
very accurate, is linear and able to calculate the FCM matrix transfers almost instantaneously. 
It calculates each diagonal and off diagonal using direct analytic expressions being only limited 
by memory requirements if the number of frequencies to be modelled is large. 
The time variant compounded matrix transfers in A exhibit phase angle dependence, a result 
of the time variance. This phase angle dependence cannot be modelled with complex numbers 
alone. It can be dealt with by allowing negative frequencies [63] or the relationships between 
the real and imaginary parts of each phasor can be described separately. Usaola [24] did this, 
and Smith [25] formally described it as a tensor relationship. Tensors are used in this work and 
are described more fully in section 6.2.2. 
Once the system coefficient matrix is known, solution of the linear equation set for the unknowns 
is easy. Solution speed is dependent on the sparsity of the network, the number of frequencies 
being modelled and the size of the system being modelled, these all directly relate to the size of 
the system coefficient matrix A. 
This chapter describes the processes that are involved in modelling the single HVDC converter 
with ac and de system impedances in a direct and linear time variant manner. The results of 
2This equation is described and used throughout this thesis and is referred to as Larsen's equation. 
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fundamental frequency unbalance are compared to time domain simulation and the effects of 
time variance are demonstrated. 
6 .2 MODELL ING  THE T IME-VARIANT NATU RE  OF THE HVDC CONVERTER 
Linear steady state harmonic solutions of  networks including power electronic devices require 
that the definition of linear be extended to include time variant frequency coupling and phase 
angle dependence. As discussed in the introduction, frequency coupling implies that a single 
frequency will generate a multitude of other frequencies, a result of the time variant switching 
action of the converter. The frequency coupling nature can be modelled using frequency coupling 
matrix (FCM) transfers. Phase angle dependence is also the result of time-variance and can be 
modelled linearly using tensor elements. 
These two associated effects of time variance must be taken into account when modelling lin­
earised power electronic switching devices. The following sections describe how these time variant 
effects are modelled using FCM transfers and tensor elements. 
6 . 2 . 1  The  l i nearised FCM matrix tra nsfers 
The frequencies resulting from an applied small signal distortion on an HVDC converter, in 
isolation, can be linearly related. If the returned spectra are divided by the applied small 
signal distortion, the results are vectors of linearised transfers. These vectors are time variant 
and hence called linearised time variant transfers. They contain multiple linearised frequency 
transfers relating a single distorting frequency to a set of other frequencies. The converter 
models described in both chapters 3 and 5 are capable of producing these linearised time variant 
transfers. 
A single linearised time variant transfer is sparse; the modulating frequency of each of the re­
sulting frequency transfers ( the individual elements within the vector) indicated by their relative 
position in the linearised vector. For small signal distortion, and hence linearised transfers, the 
returned frequencies are of first order and are predicted using table 3.1 in chapter 3. These 
transfers indicate the frequency cross coupling of the converter at a single applied frequency dis­
tortion. If they are to be used within a linear equation set such as that used by Larsen [34] they 
must include the frequency cross coupling information of the converter over the entire frequency 
range of interest. This is because there is multiple frequency cross coupling when the converter 
is placed into a system containing ac and de systems. For example, a negative sequence distor­
tion will be dependent of the ac system impedance at 150Hz (3rd) , 450Hz(9th), 550Hz(l lth), 
650Hz(13th), 750Hz(15th) . . .  harmonics, hence the linearised time variant transfers at each of 
these frequencies must also be present. 
To overcome this problem the frequency coupling matrix (FCM) transfers of distortion are used. 
These matrix transfers describe the linearised frequency cross-coupling transfer of distortion over 
the required frequency range of interest. Figure 6.1 shows a linearised time variant transfer ma­
trix for the returned positive sequence voltage to current transfer. Perturbing positive sequence 
voltage distortion from lOHz to 1250Hz in lOHz perturbation steps, then recording the result­
ing currents before dividing them by the perturbed voltage effectively built this transfer. Any 
appropriate HVDC converter model can be used to acquire the FCM transfers in this manner, 
including time domain simulation. The analytic model described in chapter 5 assumes linearity, 
the output either in the form of a linearised time variant transfer at one particular frequency, 
or a full linearised FCM transfer, as shown in figure 6. 1 ,  depending on requirements. 
For 125 frequencies between lOHz and 1250Hz a 125 x 1 25 linearised FCM transfer results. If a 
50Hz perturbation was used the resulting transfer would be a smaller, 25 x 25 matrix, however, 
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Figure 6.1  Linearised FCl\1 matrix transfer a in  Larsen's equation, for a 12  pulse HVDC converter. 
This is also dependent on the system being modelled. For an HVDC link with the ac systems 
containing some distorting source, the base frequency ( and hence incremental frequency step) 
must be the lowest common denominator between both ac system frequencies and the system 
distortion frequency. In some asynchronous HVDC link cases the ac system frequencies may 
be very close ( < l Hz) and the matrix incremental perturbation step can be very small. In such 
cases sparsity routines must be used for efficient calculation and matrix inversion, or only relevant 
frequencies calculated, this is discussed further in section 7.4 when modelling asynchronous links. 
The sparsity of the transfer matrices increases with pulse number and a 12 pulse converter will 
have about half the non zero elements as a 6 pulse converter. 
The full frequency cross coupling nature of the HVDC converter can be described by using all 
the transfers in Larsen 's equation ( 6.15) in linearised time variant matrix form. These matrix 
transfers are gained by considering the four different distortions, 6 Vacp ,6  Vacn ,6Idc and 6a 
on the right side of the equation, separately, and recording the resulting positive and negative 
sequence voltage, and de current spectra for each incremental perturbation. The matrices all 
have a sparse lattice like structure similar to that shown for transfer a in figure 6.1 .  Appendix F 
shows the structure of all the matrix transfers of Larsen's equation. 
The phase angle dependence of the transfers must also be taken into account, this is achieved 
by relating the real and imaginary parts of the complex transfer using tensor elements and is 
discussed further in the follow section. 
6.2.2 The phase a ng le  dependence associated with the HVDC converter 
Phase angle dependence occurs in all switching devices and is a result of time variance. It means 
the linearised time variant transfers of distortion are also dependent upon the phase angle of the 
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applied <listortiou at the converter terminals. 
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Phase dependence is best understood by considering the modulation of a distortion by the 
device switching action, or in simple mathematical terms, as the time domain multiplication 
of a sinusoid with a set of other sinusoids describing the switching action. The result is the 
generation of both sum and difference frequencies. The relative phase angles are subjected to 
the same sum and difference process, and the summed frequencies have a phase angle directly 
related to the phase angle of the applied distortion, while the difference frequencies have an angle 
related to the negative of the phase angle of the applied distortion, or its complex conjugate. 
The resulting transfer describing the difference frequencies cannot be described with a single 
complex number multiplier due to this phase angle dependence. However, they can be related 
using either negative frequencies or tensors. A tensor is a 2 x 2 matrix relating the real and 
imaginary components of an applied distortion to the real and imaginary components of the 
resulting voltage or current being found. Tensors are easy to implement in linear algebra using 
real numbers, they do not require the use of negative frequencies, and they correctly describe 
the phase conjugation inherent in the modulation process. Tensors are described in the following 
section. 
Tensor representation 
A tensor is a 2 x 2 real number matrix that can be used to describe the direct and phase angle 
dependent terms generated by the HVDC converter. As in all the linearised time variant transfers 
associated with the converter, the returned spectrum resulting from applied distortion consists 
of sum and difference frequencies. The difference frequencies are dependent on the applied phase 
angle of distortion, or the complex conjugate of the applied voltage distortion. Figure 6.1 in the 
previous section demonstrates this showing the linearised frequency dependent matrix transfer 
a. The terms marked 'o '  are the conjugated terms and have a phase angle related to the negative 
angle of the applied distortion, or the complex conjugate. The returned current in this case, can 
be related using the equation, b. I  = y 6. V* (6.1) 
Likewise the direct part of the spectrum (marked ' + ') can be related with the equation, b.! = Y6.V (6.2) 
To be fully general the converter transfers are described by Larsen's equation 6.15. This equa­
tion consists of applied perturbations, 6. Va.cp ,6. Va.en , 6.1 de and 6.a and returned frequencies, 6.Iacp ,6.Iacn and 6. Vdc ·  Hence the transfers can be either voltage-+ current, current-+ voltage, current-+ current or voltage-+ voltage relationships. Or for firing angle distortion radians-+ current 
and radians-+ voltage. Hence, equations 6. 1 and 6.2 can be described more generally as, b.R = T6.P* (6.3) 
and b.R = T6.P (6 .4) 
for the conjugated and direct terms respectively. For the generic HVDC converter, 6.P is the 
perturbing source, while 6.R is the returned spectrum. 
Most values of applied distortion return a spectrum consisting of phase conjugated and direct 
frequencies all of which are at different returned frequencies. However, for some values of distor­
tion the direct and conjugate parts fall on one another and the resulting impedance is the sum 
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of both 6.3 and 6.4 , or, 
(6.5) 
These frequencies can be seen in the admittance matrix transfer (figure 6.1) from applied positive 
sequence voltage to positive sequence current at frequencies of 50,350,650Hz . . .  and are marked 
with an 'EB' .  
Expanding equations 6.3 and 6.4 into their respective real and imaginary parts gives, 
Rsr. = T�?P,r. + T,s P,s 
R<::s = Tc::sP3? - T3?Pc::s 
for the conjugated terms, and, 
(RIR + jRc::s) = (T3? + jTc::s) (PIR + jPc::s) 
R3? = TIRPIR - Tc::sPc::s 
Rc::s = T,sPIR + TIRPc::s 
for the direct terms. Hence, in tensor form the conjugate terms can be written as, 









Equation 6.13  is identical to a complex number multiplication and must be used for all the direct 
frequency terms and also any linear time-variant impedance or admittance, while equation 6.12 
incorporates the phase angle dependency and is required for modelling the phase conjugated 
transfers of the converter. 
When represented in tensor form, the matrix transfers can be considered as linearised and 
time variant, meaning superposition can be used to combine the linearised frequency dependent 
matrix transfers into Larsen 's equation. The analytic model described in chapter 5 calculates 
the linearised time variant matrix transfers in tensor form. 
6 .3 NODAL ANALYSIS OF THE S INGLE  HVDC CONVERTER 
The converter is best viewed as  a harmonic (or interharmonic) current source on the ac side 
and as a harmonic (or interharmonic) de voltage source on the de side, as described by Larsen 's 
equation. 
A useful way to represent the converter is in nodal form. This is achieved simply by rearranging 
Larsen's equation. In this form, the linearised time variant matrix admittance transfers can be 
placed directly in a system that not only includes linear time invariant ac and de systems, such 
as transmission lines, etc, but can also include other linearised time-variant devices such as other 
HVDC converters or linearised power electronic plant. This is required when modelling more 
complex power systems such as HVDC links or larger systems. 
In nodal form the system can be built up easily, then solved for the particular distortion(s) 
of interest. For simplicity, this section describes only the single converter ,  demonstrating the 
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time-variant nature of the converter. Chapter 7 extends the analysis to t .hc HVDC link solving 
the harmonic and interharmonic interaction around synchronous and asynchrouous links. 
The HVDC converter is a modulator and switches fundamental positive scqueuce ac voltage in 
such a way that ensures a de voltage on the de side of the couverter. The same switching pattern 
takes the de current on the de side and switches it onto the ac side phases in such a way that a 
fundamental frequency positive sequence ac current exists on the ac side. 
Hence, for a converter with or without applied distortion, it is the ac currents and de voltage 
that are unknowns and a function of distortion around the converter. 
The total ac side current and de side voltage spectra around au HVDC converter can be described 
by the following equation, 
(6.14) 
This equation splits the ac currents and de voltage into the small signal and base case quantities. 
Here, Iacp , Iacn and Vdc are frequency domain vectors (phasors) giving the total harmonic dis­
tortion on the converter. The base case harmonics are, I acpbc , I acnbc and Vdcbc and are a function 
of the converter operating point, while the harmonics and/or interhannonics resulting from an 
applied small signal distortion are b..Iacp, b.Iacn and b.. Vdc · The small signal distortions can be 
Figure 6.2 Single HVDC converter. 
described, including the effects of firing angle distortion from constant current control ( G) , by 
Larsen's equation. The equation is repeated here, 
[ 
b.Iacp l [ a b C d l [ b.. Vacp l 
b.Iacn e f 9 h b.. Vacn 
b. Vdc i J k l b..J  de 
0 O O G -1 b..a 
(6.15) 
where a ---+ l are the linearised time variant matrices described in section 6.2.1 and shown in 
appendix F. Care must be used with the sign of the transfers as this is dependent on how the 
model has been derived and whether the converter is in rectifier or inverter mode. As with 
general nodal convention, all currents are positive when flowing into the converter and negative 
when flowing out. The difference between the rectifier and inverter transfers in Larsen's equation 
is given in appendix G. Rearranging Larsen's equation in nodal form, consistent with the circuit 




Y1 1  Y1 2  Y1 3  Vi, 1 [ 
.6. 11� cp 
1 .6.Iacn Y2 1  Y22 Y23 �t Ci. 1 �en (6 .16)  !:!.Ide Y3 1  Y32 Y33 Cl. Vdc 0 Y4 1 Y42 Y43 Y44 Cl.a 
where b.. Iacp , b.. Iacn and b.Idc are the Norton equivalent currents representing independent 
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Figure 6 .3  Nodal current injections of  a single HVDC c:011\"f'rtPr. 
sources of distortion around the converter. The nodal terms Y1 1  -+ Y1,1 cau be written by 
hand as, 
Yi 1 = a - ck- 1 i + [Yacp] 
Y2 1  = e - gk- 1 i 
Y3 1 = -k- 1 i 
Yu = -Gk- 1 i 
Y1 2  = b - ck- 1 j 
Y22 = f - gk-l j + [Yacn] 
Y32 = -k- 1 j 
Y42  = -Gk- 1 j 
Y13 = ck- 1 
Y23 = gk-1 
Y33 = k- 1 - [Ydc] 
Y4 3  = -Gk- 1 
This includes the ac and de side admittances, Yacp, Yacn and Ydc · 
Vi4 = d - ck- 1 ! 
Y24 = h - gk- 1 1 
Y34 = -k- 1 l 
Y4 4 = -Gk- 1 1 - 1 




-b -d j 6.lacn -a 6.Idc 1 g -e -f -h 6. Vacp = 0  (6.17) k - i  -J 1 -l 6. Vacn G 1 
6.Vdc 
6.a 
The firing angle modulation terms (the bottom row and end column) can then be Kron reduced 
into the top left portion of the matrix, ie, 
6.lacp 
[ I c* -a* -b* 
I l 
6.lacn 
1 g* -e* -f* 6.Idc = 0  (6.18) 
k* " * " * 6. Vacp - i  -J 6. Vacn 
6.Vdc 
where the transfers x* are the same transfers in equation 6.17 except they now include the effects 
of the control action on the firing angle variation. 
This equation can then be solved in the following form, separating the 6.J and 6. V terms, ie, 
[ 1 c• ] where, A = 1 k: and B = [ -a• -b· ] -�: -r: 1 i  J 
(6. 19) 
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When solved for the 6.J terms gives, 
[ 6.f acp l [ I 6. Iacn 1 
6. Idc 
[ 6. Iacp l [ Y,; Y/2 6. Ia cn Y2*1 Yz"z 
6. Idc Y3*1 Y3*2 
c• r [ -a• 
g* -e* 




Y1*3 ] [ �v
"" l Y23 6. Vacn 
y•  6. Vdc 33 
I ] [ 
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D. Vacp l [ y"" l [ �F"" l 6.11�cn + }";,en 
Ydc 
D. Vacn 
6. Vdc 6. v�lc (6.20) 
Both these methods can be used for converting Larsen's equation into the more general nodal 
form. 
6 . 3 . 1 The K RO N  reduction 
Kron matrix reduction is used for reducing the overall admittance/transfer matrix to the required 
variables. This form of reduction does not rid any information from the original transfers, but 
reduces the information down to the required variables. In most cases, it is used to reduce the 
control transfers into the main transfer equations as in equations 6 . 1 7  and 6 .18 .  Other variables 
can be reduced as well. For example, if the effects on ac voltage are wanted from ac current 
distortion then, assuming the independent de side current injection to be zero (6.Idc = 0 ) ,  
equation 6 .21 can be  reduced, ie, 
[ A B C D ] [ (6 .21)  
reduces to, 
(6 .22) 
This admittance matrix now includes all associated effects of the de and firing angle distortion 
transfers. A similar process can be followed for other transfers around the converter. For 
example, the de impedance transfer used in the case study below and in appendix H will be of 
similar form, but written as, 
(6.23) 
The matrix inversion to solve for 6. Vdc can be slow unless a fast sparse matrix inversion routine 
is used . 
6 . 3 . 2  Solut ion of  the  l i near equation set 
The nodal and Kron matrix reduction methods described in the previous sections have been 
used to form a time varying system admittance matrix of the single converter embedded within 
the power system. This system equation is able to describe the steady state harmonics and 
interharmonics resulting from some small signal system distortion or distortions. The charac­
teristic harmonics are ignored under the assumption they are part of the system operating point 
and do not change. These can be modelled as transfers resulting from the fundamental positive 
sequence voltage, and are required to be modelled when the solution technique is expanded to 
model asynchronous HVDC links. This is demonstrated in the following chapter. 
The solution of the system depends on what is known. The nodal form described in the previous 
section provides an easy way of connecting system components together, however a solution 
requires at least one or more variables to be known. This could be a known nodal current 
injection or a known terminal voltage. For the case of the single converter, the known variables 
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of the nodal equation will most likely be a terminal voltage and all current. inject.ions at all 
frequencies ( except at the distorting frequency) which are set to zero. 
Depending on what is known, the equation set must be ordered in the appropriate mauuer to 
solve for the unknowns. This is achieved by restructuring the nodal admittance matrix into the 
known and unknown variables and requires careful indexing of the matrix elements. This form is 
termed the linear equation set and is in the form Ax = b. Where A is the reordered admittance 
matrix (no longer a complete admittance matrix) , x is a vector of n unknowns, and b a vector 
of n knowns. 
As an example, the case of an HVDC converter with some known negative seq11ence unbalance 
on the rectifier terminals is chosen. The knowns in this case are the negative sequeuce fm1da­
mental voltage distortion and all current distortions around the link (set to zero) except. the 
negative sequence fundamental. Those variables that are unknown are the negative sequence 
fundamental current injection and all other terminal voltages around the converter. Figure 6.4 
shows the structure of the system admittance matrix for the 50Hz HVDC converter described 
by equation 6.20. For clarity the perturbation step is set to 50Hz and the maximum frequency 
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Figure 6.4 Sparse nodal admittance matrix of the HVDC rectifier. 
Assuming that there is a known voltage distortion, say a 50Hz negative sequence fundamental 
distortion on the rectifier terminals, then the matrix must be re-ordered to group together the 
knowns and unknowns. In this case all nodal current injections will be known, except the negative 
sequence fundamental frequency, and all voltages around the link will be unknown, except the 
negative sequence fundamental frequency voltage distortion that is known. The highlighted row 
and column in figure 6.4 represent the individual frequency transfers associated with negative 
sequence fundamental unbalance. The linear equation set for the rearranged admittance matrix 
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can he written in the following form, 
[ bi.Iknown ] [ � 
Di.I unknown 
B ] [ D. Vunknown ] D D. Vknown 
87 
(6 .24) 
where D.hnown , D. Vknown, D. Vunknown , bi.Iunknown are vectors of the known currents and voltages 
around the converter. 




Figure 6.5 Rows and columns of known and unknown voltages and current injections around HVDC link. 
Once the admittance matrix has been reordered into the known and unknown variables it can 
then be solved for the unknowns. For example, 
[ D.hnown ] [ A - BD- 1 C BD- 1 ] [ D. Vunknown ] D. Vknown -n- 1 c D - 1 D.f unknown (6.25) 
can be inverted to give, 
[ D.
lunknown ] [ B - CA-
1 B CA- 1 ] [ D. Vknown ] D. Vunknown - A- 1 B A - 1  D.fknown (6 .26) 
This is the general method adopted for rearranging the linear matrix equation set to solve for 
the unknowns. 
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6.4 TH E S I N G L E  CONVERTER TEST SYSTEM 
To test the methods described in the previous sections a single 12  pulse HVDC converter with 
weak ac and de systems is used. The test system is based on the rectifier of the CIGRE 
benchmark model [62] and is described in appendix D. The rectifier is operating in constant 
current mode and the de set point is 2kA. The ac system, filters and de system impedance 
remain unaltered, and the fundamental positive sequence voltage is l pu or 345kV. F igure 6.6 
shows the base test system with the associated ac admittance Yac being the addition of the 
filter admittance YJilt and the system admittance Ysys · The de side impedance is also included 
and a voltage source represents the inverter. The effect of the control transfer function and 
transdncer frequency response, G, are also included on the transfers from de current to firing 
angle distort.ion. The exact operating point conditions of the system are given in table 6.1. 
G Trans 
Figure 6 .6  Case Study 1 ,  CIGRE rectifier test circuit. 
Parameter 
AC side voltage (kV, 1- 1 rms) 
AC side termina l  voltage u n ba lance (kV, 1- 1 rms) 
I nverter DC source voltage (kV) 
DC current ( kA)  
Fir ing ang le  (a0 ) 
Commutation period (µ0 ) 
Va lue 
347.41L'. - 0 . 10° 





Table 6.1 Operating conditions of the single HVDC converter case study. 
6.4. 1 The effects of negative sequence u nba l ance 
Negative sequence unbalance is the most common form of power system distortion and is treated 
the same way as any other applied uncharacteristic frequency. It is used here as an example 
around the single HVDC converter with associated ac and de system impedance. 
When the converter is subjected to an uncharacteristic ac system distortion, the modulation 
process of the converter modulates this distortion around the base case characteristic harmonics. 
The largest components of the modulation are those that are modulated around the fundamental 
and de quantities, however the applied distortion is also modulated around the other character­
istic harmonics but in smaller magnitudes. These are the returned first order frequencies and 
have been described in previous chapters. 
Of the larger first order modulations, a positive sequence distortion at frequency f dck + !Jun, 
and negative sequence distortion at frequency f dck - !Jun, are modulated to multiple !dck on the 
de side. Hence, negative sequence distortion (J dck = lOOH z) causes a large 2nd harmonic on the 
de side that in turn causes a large 3rd positive sequence harmonic distortion on the ac side. As 
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well as these, other significant first order 1111characteristic harmouic distortions are produced at 
frequencies of 450,550,650 and 750Hz and even higher frequencies of 1050, l 150,1250Hz can be 
present in sufficient magnitudes to warrant concern, however in general i t  is the lower frequency 
components which tend to escape the effects of the filters and are of the main concern. 
The frequencies on the de side resulting from any applied distortion on the ac side for a converter, 
can be written as, 
f de = 6nfJun ± f dck (6.27) 
where n = 2 for a 1 2  pulse converter and fc1ck is the equivalent de side distorting frequency. 
Likewise the ac side frequencies resulting from the de side distortion can be written as, 
facp = (6nfJun + !Jun) ± fdck (6.28) 
for the positive sequence, and, 
facn = (6nf fun - !Jun) ± fdck (6.29) 
for the negative sequence. These are the first order frequencies and can be solved in a linear 
algebraic manner using the methods outlined in chapter 5 and in this chapter. The full fre­
quency spectrum generated by some applied distortion, which contains nonlinear higher order 
frequencies is shown in table 3.1 in chapter 3 .  The magnitude of the resulting frequency terms 
can be roughly estimated by simple hand calculations which use the knowledge of the converter 
switching phenomena,  this has been described in [64]. The estimated values do not take into 
account the commutation period dynamics and lose accuracy quickly at higher frequencies. 
In this test case the CIGRE test system has a 0.015pu negative sequence fundamental voltage 
unbalance at the converter terminals. Following the method outlined in section 6.3 ,  Larsen's 
equation is converted into nodal form, rearranged for the known and unknown variables, and 
solved. In this case, the fundamental negative sequence voltage unbalance is known as well as 
all nodal current injections which are set to zero, except for the negative sequence fundamental 
distortion which is unknown and must be solved. The resulting ac side terminal voltage, the ac 
currents and the de voltage are compared to PSCAD /EMTDC and shown in figures 6. 7 and 6.8. 
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Figure 6.  7 Rectifier ac terminal voltage spectra magnitude and angle resulting from a 0 .01  ?pu ( 5 .92kV, 1-1 rms) 
negative sequence unbalance. 
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Figure 6.8 Rectifier ac terminal system current spectra magnitude and angle resulting from a 0.01 7pu (5.92kV, 
1-l rms) negative sequence unbalance. 
simulation of the rectifier with ac and de systems in PS CAD /EM TDC. In PSCAD /EM TDC 
the system was simulated with a lOµs time step and allowed to settle for 2.5 seconds before a 
0.02pu fundamental negative sequence voltage unbalance was applied to the ac source voltage. 
This corresponds to a O.Ol 7pu terminal voltage on the rectifier terminals. The system was then 
allowed to settle for a further 2.4 seconds before data was recorded and Fourier transformed 
in MATLAB. The change in the base case spectrum or the first order voltage spectrum that 
results from the applied small signal unbalance is shown. The negative sequence fundamental 
unbalance is 0.017pu (5.92kV, 1-1 rms) , and the peak negative sequence ac phase current is 
0.076kA. The analytic solution uses the negative sequence unbalance acquired from the time 
domain PSCAD /EMTDC simulation results. 
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Figure 6.9 Rectifier de terminal voltage spectra magnitude and angle resulting from a 0 .017pu (5 .92kV, 1-l rms) 
negative sequence unbalance. 
The results of figures 6.7,6.8 and 6.9 show very good agreement with time domain simulation. 
These results are significant as they prove that small signal waveform distortion within the 
power system can be modelled in a modular fashion using linearised, yet time variant transfers, 
combined with linear time invariant ac and de systems. 
Figure 6.10 shows the different current flows in the CIGRE ac system. Interestingly, the result­
ing negative sequence current flowing into the ac system is higher than that flowing from the 
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converter. 
� 0.08 ""' 
'; 0.06 
3 0.04 ·c O> 
� 0.02 
- Total ac system current including filters 
13.E] AC filter current 
D AC s stem current after filters 
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F igure 6 . 1 0  AC system currents, magnitude and angles resulting from a 0 .015pu (4. l kV) negative sequence 
distortion. 
The effect of the control on the tra nsfer of d istortion 
The results shown in the previous section include the effects of the firing angle modulation 
resulting from the transfer of waveform distortion from the de current through the PI control. 
F igures 6.1 1  and 6.12 show the difference in the resulting ac and de voltage spectra around the 
single converter test system if the effects of control are ignored. This is equivalent as ignoring 
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Figure 6. 1 1  Effect of modelling the PI control transfer function G on the resulting ac side voltage spectrum. 
As shown, a noticeable difference in the spectra occurs when the effects of the controller trans­
fer function are ignored. Hence, for accurate harmonic and interharmonic prediction, the PI 
coutroller action must be modelled. In the steady state the inverter is assumed to be operating 
with a fixed firing angle as it would with minimum gamma control. This is a fair assumption so 
long as the harmonic and interharmonic distortion in the system remains at low enough levels 
so as to not interfere with the controller. 
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Figure 6 . 12  Effect o f  modelling the PI control transfer function G on  the resulting de  side voltage spectrum.  
6.4.2 The effect of t ime variance 
This section demonstrates the effects of time variance on the returned spectra around an HVDC 
converter. The effects associated with the frequency cross-coupling and the phase angle depen­
dent nature are investigated with reference to the single HVDC converter. 
Frequency cross cou p l i ng 
In the frequency domain the main observable effect of time variant devices is that of frequency 
cross coupling or modulation. This effect is shown in the lattice structure of the matrix trans­
fers. Any applied waveform distortion on the converter is coupled to other frequencies through 
the converter switching action. The effect of the voltage and current distortion around the con­
verter is not only dependent on the values of the ac and de system impedances at the original 
distorting frequency, but also to a lesser extent on the impedances at the resulting modulated 
frequencies. As an example, the effects of a 50Hz negative sequence unbalance, as shown in 
the previous section, are dependent on the ac and de system impedances at the frequencies 
described in equations 6.28 and 6.29 and shown in figures 6. 7 to 6.9. The magnitude of the 
dependence is related to the magnitude of the transfer. Hence, for the HVDC converter the 
lower frequency transfers tend to have more effect than the higher frequencies, and a change in 
the 3rd harmonic ac system impedance will have a much larger effect 011 the resulting returned 
harmonic spectra than a change in the 1150Hz impedance. The effect of impedance on the 
harmonic and interharmonic cross-modulation around the HVDC link is investigated further 
in chapter 8. To demonstrate the frequency cross coupling, figure 6.13 shows the difference in 
the rectifier voltage spectra generated from a 4. lk V negative sequence unbalance with nominal 
CIGRE, zero, and infinite 3rd harmonic impedance values. The normal CIGRE third harmonic 
impedance is 39.5 - j65.2f2. The largest change occurs when the third harmonic impedance 
is infinite in magnitude (zero admittance). This is equivalent to a sharp parallel resonance in 
the 3rd harmonic ac system impedance and gives rise to increased harmonic voltages around 
the converter. The third harmonic volt.age rises from O to approximately 5.5kV or 0.02pu (not 
shown) and other frequencies increase by up to 100%. 
This result demonstrates the dependence on impedance at the many different frequencies pro­
duced around an HVDC link while under system waveform distortion. In particular, the de­
pendence between the lower frequencies is higher and if accurate harmonic and interharmonic 
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Figure 6 . 1 3  Difference in ac terminal Yoltage spectra magnitude and angle resulting from a 0.015pu (4. lkV) 
negative sequence distortion with altered 3rd harmonic impedance. 
modelling is required then this frequency coupling dependence must be taken into account. This 
has been achieved in this chapter using the time variant FCM transfers. 
Phase a ngle dependence 
To demonstrate the phase angle dependence the same negative sequence unbalance case is used. 
However, the phase angle of the applied negative sequence distortion is increased from O to 7f 
radians. F igure 6.14  shows the change in the resulting phase angles of the increased spectra. The 
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Figure 6 .14  Rectifier ac terminal system current spectra magnitude and angle resulting from a 0.015pu (4. lkV)  
negative sequence distortion with varying phase angles from O to  1 80 degrees. 
returned ac system frequencies that are conjugated fall at frequencies: 550Hz (11th) ,  1 150Hz 
(23rd) in positive sequence and at frequencies: 450Hz (9th) and 1 050Hz (21st) in negative 
sequence. These are the frequency transfers which require special attention and can not be 
modelled with complex numbers alone. As shown, the resulting change of phase angle on the 
returned spectrum is dependent on whether the returned frequency is at a direct or conjugated 
frequency. The conjugated frequencies show a negative change in phase angle while the direct 
frequencies change there phase angle in accordance with the applied distortion. 
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6.5 CONCLUS IONS 
This chapter has discussed several important points regardiug the modelling of  linearised time 
variant devices, and in particular the HVDC converter in the frequency domain. Of particu­
lar interest has been the inclusion of the linear ac and de systems with the linearised HVDC 
converter, forming a nodal linear equation set describing the system as a whole. Of impor­
tance in the equation set has been the associated effects of time variance and its linear analytic 
representation using FCMs and tensor elements. 
The frequency cross coupling has been modelled umler the assumption of superposition, using 
the sparse lattice structured FCMs. These matrices describe the freque11cy cross coupling char­
acteristics of the converter, and are either generated using sets of perturbed freque 11cy transfers 
to build up the main matrix transfers or directly usi11g linearised analytic HVDC converter mod­
els such as that described in chapter 5. The resulting FCM transfers are linear and sparse, with 
a lattice like structure capable of describing the frequency modulating characteristics of each 
particular transfer of sequence distortion. 
The phase angle dependence of the conjugated frequencies in the transfers is modelled using 
tensor elements. These 2 x 2 matrices have been used with good effect previously (Smith [27]) 
and have been discussed in detail and used within the linearised nodal analysis. 
Of key importance to modelling the HVDC converter is its system equation (Larsen's equation) 
relating positive and negative sequence ac side distortion and de side distortion through a cross­
coupling matrix equation. This equation, forming the description of the converter, is well known 
and relates the ac side currents and de side voltage to the ac side voltage and de side current 
for the HVDC converter in isolation. Each of the elements in the equation comprises of a lin­
earised time variant frequency cross coupling matrix. Hence, the equation is a compound matrix 
equation. The effects of the time invariant ac and de systems are included into this equation 
by rearranging the equation into nodal form and including the ac and de frequency dependent 
system admittances on the required transfer diagonals. In this form the whole system is a linear 
equation set capable of being easily solved for the required unknowns. PSCAD /EMTDC time 
domain simulations have proven validity of the proposed method for the single HVDC converter. 
Chapter 7 presents the same processes outlined in this chapter, but extends these to model the 
full HVDC link in both synchronous and asynchronous modes. 
Chapter 7 
MODELLING H ARMONIC AND INTERH ARMONIC 
CROSS-MODULATION IN HVDC LINKS 
7 . 1  INTRO DU CTION 
This chapter investigates the harmonic and interharmonic cross-modulation associated with 
HVDC links. Both operating point and distortion sourced harmonics and interharmonics are 
considered and the effectiveness of small signal linearisation is demonstrated by validation with 
PS CAD /EM TDC time domain simulation. 
The chapter is split into four main sections, the first demonstrating the basic techniques involved 
with modelling the time variant link in a direct linearised manner. This is similar to the tech­
niques shown for a single rectifier in chapter 6. Included is the general nodal analysis of the link, 
the inclusion of the base case operating point time variant transfers (required when modelling the 
operating point harmonics and interharmonics) ,  and the solution of the full linear equation set. 
The second section uses the linearised direct solution method to investigate the interharmonic 
interaction around two different links with three separate case studies. Both HVDC links are in 
back-to-back configuration with negligible de side impedance ensuring maximum harmonic and 
inter harmonic transfer. 
The first case study details the nominal 50-50Hz synchronous back-to-back link with the asso­
ciated distortion sourced harmonic cross-modulation associated with a small negative sequence 
unbalance on the rectifier terminals. The second study demonstrates the effectiveness of the 
linearised analytic method when modelling the operating point harmonics and interharmonics 
around the asynchronous link in a 50-60Hz configuration. Both cases are validated with the 
time domain PS CAD /EMTDC simulation package. The third case study uses both the 50-50Hz 
and 50-60Hz links to show the effect switching instant variation has on the transfer of waveform 
distortion through the link. 
The third section describes the linearised modelling of asynchronous links with small frequency 
differences. To model such systems it is found that the linear equation set must be reduced as 
memory requirements ber:ome too large for modern day computers. To overcome this problem, 
reduced time variant matrices are proposed. Prior knowledge of the operating conditions, such 
as the exact ac system fundamental frequencies and any distorting frequencies present are used 
to derive the returned frequency set around the link. Once these frequencies are known, the time 
variant transfers can be reduced accordingly providing a much smaller, and hence faster, linear 
equation set to be solved. This method is then used to find the operating point interharmonics 
as well as the distortion-sourced interharmonics around the back-to-back 50-51Hz link. 
Finally, a direct solution technique is discussed for general modelling of the HVDC link. 
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7 . 2  T I M E  VAR IANT MODELL ING  OF HVDC L INKS 
This section details the required methods, not previously discussed m chapter 6, which are 
involved when modelling the time variant HVDC link. 
7 . 2 . 1  Noda l  ana lysis of  HVDC l i n ks 
The nodal analysis of the HVDC link is similar to that described for the single converter in 
chapter 6. The nodal frequency cross-coupling transfers are calculated for each of the sepa­
rate converters at the correct operating points, and then rearranged to link the two converters 
together via a de system admittance. Like the single converter case, all admittance transfers 
are time-variant and use tensors to relate the phase angle conjugation inherent in the switch­
ing modulation of the converter. The nodal analysis of the standard HVDC link, as shown in 








Figure 7.1 Nodal representation of the HVDC link. 
Y1 1 r  + Ya cpr Y1 2 r  0 0 Y1 3r 
Y2 1 r  Y22r + Yacnr 0 0 Y23r 
0 0 Y1 1 i  + Yacpi Y1 2; 0 
0 0 Y21 ;  Y22; + Yacni 0 
Y3 1 ,.  Y32 ,. 0 0 YDr 
0 0 Y31 ;  Y32;  - Ys 
YDr Y33,. + Ydcr + Ydcs 
YD ; Y33; + Ydci + Ydcs 
0 6 Vacpr 
0 6 V�cnr 
Y1 3i 6 Vacpi (7. 1 )  
Y23i 6 Vacn i 
- Ys 6 Vdcr 
YDi 6Vdci 
(7.2) 
Ydcr and Ydci are the de shunt admittances and Ydcs the de side series admittance which inter­
connects the two converters. For a back-to-back scheme this series admittance is usually very 
high (low impedance) and the two shunt admittances low. 
The sparse tensor admittance matrix, relating all positive and negative sequence, and de side 
distortion around the general HVDC link is shown in figure 7.2. This matrix equation is in the 
same form as shown in equation 7 .1 . 
As with the single converter, the associated linearised effects of various HVDC link control 
schemes, PLO, etc, can be included into the equation set, prior to the nodal analysis, by simple 
matrix reduction. 
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Figure 7.2 Sparse structure of HVDC l ink tensor admittance matrix. 
7.2.2 I nc l ud ing the effects of the base case characteristic harmonics 
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Links of different operating frequencies, ie, 50-60Hz or links where both ac systems are weak 
and experience small frequency differences, such as 49-51Hz or 49.8-50.5Hz are of particular 
interest. In these cases the base case harmonics of each converter cross-modulate around the 
link to appear as operating point interharmonics. 
The linearisation around the base case operating point assumes that a small signal distortion 
is small enough that the characteristic base case harmonics remain effectively unchanged. This 
has been shown in chapter 4 using the iterative frequency domain model described in chapter 3. 
These characteristic frequencies describe the operating point and are assumed not to change or 
change only by a small amount. They are considered linear, and are calculated analytically in 
section 5.2 of chapter 5. Two methods can be used to acquire the effects of the characteristics on 
the overall harmonic and interharmonic transfers. The first is to simply multiply the vector of 
base case quantities by the inverted admittance matrix, for example, the solution, y = Ax +  b is 
solved for x, ie, x = A-1 y - A-1 b where b is the vector of characteristic harmonics. Alternatively, 
and a mathematically identical way is to convert the base case quantities to transfers by dividing 
by the fundamental quantities and including these transfers in the full admittance matrix before 
inverting. Though a little unorthodox this is the method used in this thesis. 
To acquire the transfers, the base case ac current harmonics are simply divided by the fundamen­
tal ac voltage, and the base case de voltage harmonics divided by the de current. When solving 
the linear equation set , these transfers are effectively multiplied by the fundamental ac voltage 
(magnitude and angle) and the de current to give the characteristic harmonics and, through the 
frequency cross coupling of the admittance matrix, the operating point interharmonics around 
the link. 
Figure 7.3 shows the alteration of the linearised FCM transfer a for a 50Hz 12 pulse converter. 
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Figure 7.3 Inclusion of base case characteristic harmonic transfers for transfer a. 
As shown, there now exists two 50Hz time variant transfers in the matrix, the first contains the 
linearised transfer while the second contains the base case transfer. Also, an extra row at 50Hz 
has been added, preserving the frequency cross coupling inherent in the time variant transfers. 
This row contains the same information as the original 50Hz row. Extra columns are required 
at 50Hz in both transfers e and i containing the base case transfers, ie, for transfer e,  a column 
containing the negative sequence base case transfers at 550 Hz and 1 150Hz . . . and for transfer i 
a column containing the de side base case transfers at 600Hz and 1200Hz . . .  Extra rows are also 
required in the transfers b, c and d to preserve the frequency cross-coupling. In general, these 
modifications are only required in the case of calculating the base case harmonics and operating 
point interharmonics around a converter or link. 
7 .3  TI ME  VAR IANT MODELL ING OF  THE BACK-TO-BACK HVDC L I N K  
This section uses the methods described in section 7.2 to model the harmonic and interharmonic 
cross-modulation on two separate case studies; one a 50-50Hz link with negative sequence un­
balance on the rectifier, the other is a 50-60Hz asynchronous link in normal operating mode. 
Both cases use a back-to-back configuration similar to that shown in figure 7.4 ,  and based on 
the CIGRE benchmark test system described in section D.2 . To allow maximum harmonic and 
interhannonic propagation through the link, the de system impedance has been removed pro­
viding a direct coupling of the rectifier and inverter de systems. It is noted that due to the 
negligible voltage drop on the de side, the operating points are slightly different from those of 
the standard benchmark CIGRE HVDC link . However, for the purposes of the case studies 
this is not considered important. The ac side impedances and power factor capacitors remain 
unchanged in the 50-50Hz case, while in the 50-60Hz case the 60Hz inverter ac system is scaled 
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Figure 7.4 Case Study 1 ,  Mono-polar Back-to-back HVDC test system. 
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)'..-51, 
In both case studies the time domain simulation program PSCAD /EMTDC is used to acquire 
the operating point and provide validation of the harmonic and inter harmonics resulting from the 
proposed analytic linearised solution method. While simulating in the time domain the standard 
control systems are initially operational, however after a set time threshold the inverter firing 
angle is locked. The constant current PI control of the rectifier remains, and is included in 
the analytic linearised model, while the inverter firing angle control is assumed fixed 1 . The 
simulation is allowed to settle to the steady state and the operating point is recorded. This is 
used as the operating point to be linearised about. The linearised procedure is briefly outlined 
below. 
• The operating point is acquired. This must be known to initialise the linearised model 
in order for the linearised model to linearise about. In these case studies time domain 
simulation is used. 
• The small signal linearised time variant frequency cross-coupling matrices for both rectifier 
and inverter are calculated in tensor form. The frequency range of the transfers is up to 
2500Hz. For the 50-50Hz case study 50Hz frequency steps are required and for the 50-60Hz 
case lOHz frequency steps are required. This gives transfer matrix sizes of 100 x 100 and 
500 x 500 in tensor form. 
• The base case time variant transfers are calculated and included into the small signal 
linearised time variant transfers. 
• The ac and de system admittances are calculated and converted into diagonal tensor form 
for easy inclusion into the nodal equation set. 
• Nodal equations are written and the matrix transfers concatenated into the full time variant 
linearised admittance matrix, Y. 
• The linearised nodal equation set is split into the known and unknown quantities, then 
solved for the unknowns. 
7.3.1 Case Study 1 :  The synchronous 50-50Hz back-to-back l i nk  with negative sequence 
u n ba l a nce 
This case study is used to investigate the effects of negative sequence on the HVDC link, and to 
validate the linearised algorithm against PSCAD/EMTDC time domain simulation. Table 7.1 
gives the operating point conditions for the 50-50Hz link. Figures 7.5 to 7.8 show the resulting 
characteristic and distortion sourced harmonics resulting from a 5.3kV (approximate 0.018pu) 
1 It should be noted that in both cases switching instant variation still exists at the end of commutation. 
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Parameter { Hz) 
AC side voltage ( RMS)  
AC side u n ba l ance ( RMS)  
F i r ing ang le  (a0 ) 
Commutation period (tto ) 
Send i ng end Rectifier  ( Hz) Receivi ng end Inverter 
314.32L - 1 . 14° 230.38L'. - 2 .77° 
6.53L'.51 ° 




Table 7 .1  Operating parameters of  the  50-50Hz HVDC case study. 
negative sequence unbalance. Two figures exist for both the rectifier and inverter, showiug the 
positive and negative sequence harmonics respectively. This is because a uegative sequence 
unbalance causes positive sequence 550Hz (11th) ,  1050Hz (23rd) . . .  harmouics aud uegative 
sequence 650Hz ( 13th) and 1250Hz (25th) . . . . These frequencies fall at the characteristic 
frequencies but are in opposite phase sequence. The main associated frequencies falling on both 
the rectifier and inverter ac terminals are: 150Hz (3rd), 550Hz (ll th) ,750Hz (15th) , 1150Hz 
(23rd) . . .  in positive sequence and 50Hz (1st), 450Hz (9th) , 650Hz (13th) , 1050Hz (21st) . . .  
in negative sequence. These correspond to a lOOHz (2nd) , 500Hz (10th), 700Hz (14th), 1300Hz 
(26th) . . .  on the de side (not shown). Of the returned distortion sourced harmonics, both the 
positive sequence 150Hz (3rd) harmonic and the actual transfer of negative sequence unbalance 
through the link are the largest cause for concern. Problems have occurred in the past from other 
frequencies resulting from negative sequence unbalance. Of these, the 450Hz (9th) harmonic 
instability associated with the New Zealand HVDC bi-polar scheme [11] is of interest. This 
problem was cured with the addition of a extra ninth harmonic filter at the inverter terminal 
bus. For the test case the magnitude of the returned positive sequence 3rd harmonic on the 
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Figure 7.5 Returned rectifier positive sequence voltage spectrum resulting from 50Hz negative sequence distor­
tion at rectifier - constant current control at rectifier. 
inverter bus is higher than that at the rectifier bus. The rectifier has a 1.6k V (0.006pu) voltage 
magnitude while the inverter has a 2.4kV (0.013pu) 3rd harmonic voltage magnitude. Also, 
the 5.3kV (0.018pu) negative sequence unbalance has been transferred to a 2.2kV ( 0.0115pu) 
negative sequence unbalance at the inverter terminals. 
7 .3 .2  Case Study 2 :  The  asynchronous 50-60Hz back-to-back l i nk  
This case study shows the results of modelling the interharmonic cross-modulation present on 
the asynchronous back-to-back 50-60Hz HVDC link. The configuration of the link is identical 
to figure 7.4 except the inverter ac system is at 60Hz and all filters and the ac system are scaled 
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Figure 7.6 Returned rectifier negative sequence voltage spectrum resulting from 50Hz negative sequence dis­
tortion at rectifier - constant current control at rectifier. 
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Figure 7. 7 Returned inverter pos1t1ve sequence voltage spectrum resulting from 50Hz negative sequence dis­
tortion at rectifier - constant current control at rectifier. 
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Figure 7.8 Returned inverter negative sequence voltage spectrum resulting from 50Hz negative sequence dis­
tortion at rectifier - constant current control at rectifier. 
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accordiugly. As with the 50-50Hz case, the de side impedance is assnmcd uegligiblc allowing 
maximum interharmonic cross-modulation between both ac systems. 
Both the operating point interharmonics, resulting from normal link operation, and the effects 
of negative sequence unbalance on both the rectifier and inverter ac systems are investigated. 
Table 7.2 gives the operating point conditions of the link. 
Para m eter ( Hz )  
AC s ide  voltage ( R M S )  
A C  side u n ba l ance ( R MS) 
F i ri ng  a ngle (n0 ) 
Comm utation period (110 ) 
Send i ng end Rectifier ( Hz) Receivi ng end Inverter 
307.68L0.20° 230.38L'. - 0.43° 
7.25L'.30.07° 





Table 7.2 Operat ing parameters of the 50-60Hz HVDC case study. 
The operating point i nterharmonics on  a 50-60Hz back-to-back l i n k  
Figure 7.9 shows the comparison between time domain simulation and the linearised analytic 
model for the de side voltage of the 50-60Hz link in normal operation. Agreement is excellent. 
The main returned frequencies are at the 12 pulse characteristic de side frequencies for both the 
50Hz rectifier and 60Hz inverter. Other smaller components are present at 120Hz intervals and 
these are also matched well, as indicated by the excellent phase angle match. 
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Figure 7.9 Returned de side rnltage spectrum on a 50-60Hz back-to-back HVDC link. 
Figure 7. 1 0  shows the returned voltages present on the rectifier side of the HVDC link. The char­
acteristic harmonic voltages are present at about the same levels as those seen in figures 7.5-7.8 
for the 50-50Hz link, however operating point inter harmonics resulting from the cross-modulation 
with the inverter de side characteristic harmonics are also present. Of these the major frequencies 
are: 1 70Hz, 290Hz, 770Hz in positive sequence and at 70Hz, 190Hz, 310Hz, 670Hz in negative 
sequence. The 670Hz and 770Hz distortions are the result of the inverter 12th (720Hz) harmonic 
on the de side. Once agaiu validation with time domain simulation is excellent. 
Figures 7.1 1  and 7.1 2  show the inverter side terminal voltage in positive aud negative sequence 
respect ively. In this case the main extra returned frequencies, a result of the rectifier de side char­
acteristics, are a negative sequence 540Hz and 1 140Hz and positive sequence 1 80Hz distortions. 
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Figure 7 .10  
at rectifier. 
Returned rectifier voltage operating point interharmonics for 50-60Hz link - constant current control 
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F igure 7 . 1 1  Returned positive sequence inverter operating point interharmonics for 50-60Hz link. 
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F igure 7 . 1 2  Returned negative sequence inverter operating point interharmonics for 50-60Hz link . 
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The following section looks at the effects associated with negative sequence unbalance 011 the 
50-60Hz back-to-back HVDC link. 
The negative seq uence distortion sourced i nterharmon ics on the 50-60 Hz back-to-back l i n k  
The results of negative sequence unbalance at both the 50Hz rectifier and the 60Hz inverter are 
shown here. Figure 7.13 shows the de side voltage spectrum resulting from negative sequence 
unbalance on the rectifier while figure 7.14  shows the de side voltage spectrum resulting from 
negative sequence unbalance on the inverter. 
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Figure 7 .13 DC side voltage on 50-60Hz link with a 0.024pu negative sequence unbalance on the rectifier. 
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Figure 7.14 DC side voltage on 50-60Hz link with a 0.01 ?pu negative sequence unbalance on the im·erter. 
As shown, addition harmonics are present at the 2nd, 1 0th, 14th, 22nd . . . for both cases. Of 
these, the 2nd harmonics are the largest. Appendix I. l shows the results of negative sequence 
unbalance at the rectifier and appendix I.2 for the inverter. The returned negative sequence 
spectrum on the opposite side of the link, (ie, the converter without applied distortion) is the 
most interesting as this represents the cross-modulation from one system to the other. 
Figure 7.15  shows the negative sequence unbalance on the 60Hz inverter resulting from the recti­
fier 50Hz unbalance. As shown a major returned distortion is the negative sequence 40Hz. This 
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frequency is one that may modulate to subsyuchronous frequencies on the rotor of a generator. 
However, in this instance it is not a cause for concern as the generator modulates in the same 
way as a converter, causing the negative sequence 40Hz to modulate to the de side rotor at a 
frequency of l OOHz, well away from the subsynchronous torsional modes of generator shafts. 
Figure 7.1 6  shows the negative sequence unbalance on the 50Hz rectifier resulting from an 
inverter 60Hz unbalance. As shown the major returned distortion is the negative sequence 70Hz. 
This will modulate onto any electrically close rotor shafts at a frequency of 120Hz, also well away 
from the subsynchronous torsional modes of generator shafts. The effects of the interharmonics 
on the SSR on turbine-generator rotor shafts are discussed in more detail in section 7.5. 
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Figure 7 .15 Resulting negative sequence spectrum on inverter due to 0.024pu negative sequence unbalance on 
rectifier. 
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Figure 7 . 1 6  Resulting negative sequence spectrum o n  rectifier due t o  O .Ol  7pu negative sequence unbalance on 
inverter. 
The results so far have shown excellent agreement with PS CAD /EMTDC time domain simula­
tion. The following section shows the effects associated with the switching instant variation and 
how, why and when it is important to model this phenomena while modelling the transfer of 
distortion through an HVDC link. 
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7 .3 . 3  Case Study 3 :  The  effects of S IV on the  tra nsfers on  d i stortion t h rough a l i n k  
This section discusses the effects of SIV on modelling the harmonic and interhannouic distortion 
around the HVDC link. In particular , the effects of SIV on the two previous case studies, 
described in sections 7.3.1 and 7.3.2 are discussed. 
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Figure 7. 17  Effect of SIV on returned rectifier voltage spectrum resulting from 50Hz negative sequence distor­
tion at rectifier, 50-50Hz back-to-back HVDC link. 
Many models ignore the effects of switching instant variation (SIV) when modelling the HVDC 
converter or link. Chapter 4 showed how the effects of SIV are important when modelling the 
effects of distortion on the de side voltage and chapter 5 has modelled this phenomenon using 
the area modulated impulse train (AMIT) . 
To demonstrate the effects of SIV , figures 7.17  and 7.18  show the returned harmonic voltages, 
resulting from negative sequence unbalance on the rectifier, around the 50-50Hz back-to-back 
link test system used in section 7.3. l .  Both figures omit the characteristic harmonics which, 
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Figure 7.1 8  Effect of SIV on returned inverter Yoltage spectrum resulting from 50Hz negative sequence distor­
tion at rectifier, 50-50Hz back-to-back HVDC link. 
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The effect of SIV on these distortion sourred voltages is noticeable, the difference between the 
artnal time domain spectrum and the analytic spectrum is about 25% or worse in the case of the 
rectifier. The effect of the harmonic cross-modulation through the link on the returned inverter 
spectrum is even more noticeable. 
Figure 7.19 shows the de side voltage spectrum for the 50-60Hz HVDC link with an applied 
negative sequence unbalance. The de side voltage spectrum consists of the characteristic de side 
frequencies resulting from the rectifier and inverter ( which cause the operating point interhar­
monics) and the distortion sourced harmonics associated with the negative sequence unbalance 
on the rectifier. The results show the effects of modelling with and without SIV. The effect SIV 
has on the operating point inter harmonics ( 600Hz, 720Hz) occurring in an asynchronous link is 
negligible, while in general a significant effect on the returned distortion sourced intcrharmon­
ics (100,500,620, 700,820Hz . . . ) caused by the negative sequence unbalance can be seen. The 
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Figure 7 .19  Effect of SIV on returned inverter voltage spectrum resulting from 50Hz negative sequence distor­
tion at rectifier, 50-60Hz back-to-back HVDC link. 
characteristic frequency transfers are independent of SIV, but require the accurate modelling 
of the commutation period (see chapter 5). There is no associated effect with the switching 
instant variation, and good results using the method depicted in section 7.2 can be achieved 
using accurate HVDC converter models which model the effect of the commutation period but 
do not model the effects of SIV. Hence, the operating point interharmonics around asynchronous 
links are generally not dependent on the SIV. 
The distortion sourced interharmonics shown in figures 7.1 8  and 7.19 for both the 50-50Hz and 
50-60Hz HVDC links with negative sequence unbalance are dependent on SIV. In both cases 
the cross-modulation effects of SIV are very noticeable. This is because of the switching instant 
dependence associated with the de side transfers of distortion ( see chapters 4 and 5). However, 
it should be noted that the effect of the SIV is generally more dominant at the higher frequency 
transfers. This can be seen in figure 7.19 for the lOOHz de side distortion. 
The results in various papers by Hu, notably [65] [66] and [40] confirm these observations. Hu fails 
to model SIV but gets very good results for the returned operating point interharmonics around 
an asynchronous HVDC link [40]. In  [65] and [66] the results of low order returned frequencies 
are good but progressively get worse at higher frequencies. This is due to lack of SIV modelling 
in Hu's HVDC converter model. If accurate predictions of harmonic and interharmonic currents 
and/or voltages are required, then these distortion sourced interharmonics must be modelled with 
HVDC converter models capable of modelling the effects of SIV, such as the models described 
in chapter 3 and 5. 
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The following section looks at modelling the asynchronous HVDC liuk with smaller frequency 
differences in both ac systems. These cases provide a challenge for the method described thus 
far as computational memory requirements for the time variant matrices become large due to 
the small frequency steps required in the FCM transfers. 
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The previous methods have demonstrated the capabilities of a direct linearised approach for 
solving harmcmic and interhannonic cross-modulation around HVDC links. The techniques 
presented so far have included all harmonic aud interharmonic coupling via the FCM transfers. 
Often asynchronous HVDC links, operating iu weak ac systems experience small frequency shifts 
in their associated ac systems. When modelling a link in these conditions using the approach 
described so far, the frequency steps required for the matrix transfers become very small and the 
memory requirements large (even though t hey are sparse). For example, if a 50-50. l Hz HVDC 
link is to be modelled then the frequency step required becomes O. l Hz. If the frequency range of 
interest is 0-1250Hz, then the FCM size of each transfer is 12500 x 12500. In tensor form this is 
a matrix with 625 million elements. Even at 96% sparsity this represents a matrix containing 25 
million elements. In this case the admittance matrix size would be 1 50000 x 150000 and contain 
approximately 450 million non-zero elements. Bathurst [6] recognised that this was prohibitive 
in his Newton solution of the HVDC link and developed an adaptive frequency selection method. 
Alternatively, if the HVDC link is of small enough frequency difference then it may be possible 
to model the link as a 50-50Hz or 50-60Hz with slowly varying phase shifts applied to one, or 
both terminals of the converters. This is the same as a small frequency difference. In terms 
of modelling, the returned harmonics will be at different frequencies and hence the effect of 
different ac system impedance at these frequencies will cause error in the returned results. This 
will be particularly pronounced if the ac systems have any high Q resonances. The point when 
this method may become feasible is unknown and would vary from case to case. Hence, this 
method is not covered in this thesis. 
The following section concentrates of the former method, assuming that all frequencies are 
modelled correctly and further investigates methods for reducing the computational memory 
requirement of the matrix transfers. This is achieved by observing the main frequency couplings 
associated with an asynchronous HVDC link both with and without applied system distortion. 
7 . 4 . 1  The  reduction of t h e  FCM transfers 
A clear understanding of the frequency cross coupling occurring in asynchronous HVDC links 
can be gained by observing the returned frequency spectra around a link. For a single rectifier or 
inverter, frequencies are easily predicted using simple modulation theory. Table 3.1 in chapter 
3 shows the modulating relationships of the single HVDC converter with a de side distortion 
f dck · This section shows the main frequencies involved in the frequency cross-modulation of the 
general asynchronous HVDC link leading to two forms of reduced time variant transfers. One 
effect that is unaccounted for is the effect of asymmetries causing sequence coupling at all higher 
frequencies. If sequence coupling magnitude is high then more harmonic and interharmonic 
frequencies will be involved and it may become difficult to predict those frequencies which are 
most important. However, in general the inter-sequence coupling at higher frequencies is likely 
to remain small, hence it is ignored in this work. 
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The red uced t ra nsfers 
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The common system in an HVDC link is the de system. Hence, reducing the admittance transfer 
matrix of a full HVDC link to the de side variables shows all possible frequencies that result 
from an arbitrary de side distortion f dck · Figure 7.20 (a) shows the reduced de side time variant 
impedance transfer for a 50-51Hz HVDC link, while figure 7.20 (b) shows the inversion of this 
matrix, or the time variant admittance transfer matrix. Plotting a vertical line, corresponding 
to a de side voltage distortion, f dck, on the admittance matrix gives the returned de side currents 
at frequencies where the line intersects the light grey grid. The dark grey grid shows the largest 
frequency transfers aft.er a tolerance of le-6 is applied2. These results can be used to predict 
both distortion sourced interharmonic frequencies, by relating any applied distortion to its <le 
side equivalent fdck , or operating point sourced interharmonic frequencies by simply looking 
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( a )  Reduced de side impedance transfer. ( b) Inverted de side (admittance) transfer. 
Figure 7.20 The reduced de side transfers for a 50-51Hz HVDC link. 
To show the returned operating point sourced interharmonic frequencies for the 50-51Hz asyn­
chronous HVDC link, the vertical lines in figure 7.20 (b) are plotted at the characteristic 12th de 
side voltage frequencies for the rectifier fdck,r (600Hz) and inverter f dck,i (612Hz) 3 • The returned 
de side frequencies, resulting from both of the characteristic distortions fall at the same frequen­
cies. The resulting operating point interharmonics are at frequencies where these lines intersect 
with the light grey grid and it is these frequencies and their equivalent ac side frequencies that 
are all that is needed in a full linearised solution of an asynchronous HVDC link. In all different 
instances the interharmonic frequencies resulting from the rectifier and inverter characteristics 
fall at the same frequencies. In this case, the operating point interharmonic frequencies fall at 
frequencies of: 1 2,24,36,48,60,72Hz . . .  or at 12Hz intervals. Once these de side frequencies are 
2Similar grid lattices are shown in appendix J, where one converter is always 50Hz and the other varies from 
51Hz through to 60Hz in lHz intervals. 
3If the matrix was extended to include the characteristic 24th de side voltage harmonics then the returned 
currents would be at the same frequencies. 
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known, it is easy to find the eq11ivalcnt positive and negative sequence ac side frequencies for 
each converter. Knowing the freq11encies associate<l with the converter in asynchronous oper­
ation allows each admittance transfer to be rednce<l accordingly. Assuming no applied system 
distortion, all transfers will have a ( 6n9 )
2 reduction in their memory requirements, where n
9 
is 
the n11mber of series connected six pulse groups. 
A simple equation can be written for the returned first order frequencies on the de side of the 
asynchronous HVDC link. This equation describes returned frequencies on the light grey grid 
of figure 7.20 (b) , for some de side distortion .fdck , 
(7.3) 
.fcomm is the cmmuou frequency between the two operating frequencies of the 1 2  pulse HVDC 
link and is effectively the common multiple between both the rectifier and inverter fundamental 
frequencies. If both the rectifier and inverter fundamental frequency are divided by the common 
frequency, the result will be an integer multiplier in both cases. Table 7.3 shows the difference 
in the ac side frequencies (6..J),  the common frequencies Ucomm) and the required grid lattice 
frequency (!grid) for various asynchronous HVDC schemes. 
Converter! Converter 2 c.f Common Frequency !comm Grid l attice frequency /grid 
50.0 50.0 0 50.0 600 
50.0 51 .0  1 .0 1 . 0  1 2  
50.0 52.0 2.0 2 .0  24 
50.0 53.0 3.0 1 . 0  1 2  
50.0 54.0 4.0 2.0 24 
50.0 55 .0 5 .0  5 .0  60 
50.0 56.0 6 .0 2.0 24 
50.0 57.0 7.0 1 .0  12 
50.0 58.0 8 .0 2.0 24 
50.0 59 .0 9 .0  1 .0  1 2  
50.0 60.0 10.0 10 .0 120 
50.0 50 .1  0 . 1  0 . 1  1 .2  
50.1 60.0 9.9 0 .1  1 .2 
50.5 60.6 10 .1  10 .1  121 . 2  
49.9 50 .1  0 .2  0 .1  1 . 2  
48.0 52.0 4.0 4.0 48 
48.0 56.0 8.0 8.0 96 
Table 7.3 Common frequencies between different 12 pu lse asynchronous HVDC l i nks. 





6ngn(Jcomm) ± f dck + !baser 
6ngn(Jcomm) ± f dck - !baser 
6ngn(Jcomm) ± f dck + fbasei 





where, J acpr and !acnr indicate the returned rectifier positive and negative sequence frequen­
cies and likewise, J acpi and J acni indicate the returned inverter positive and negative sequence 
frequencies for a 6n9 pulse link. These sets of frequencies can be used to reduce all the FCM 
transfers of Larson's equation. 
As an example, figures 7.2l (a) (b) (d) (e) show the full and reduced transfers for transfer a in 
Larsen's equation that would be required for the 50-51Hz asynchronous link with and without 
negative sequence unbalance at the rectifier terminals, or !dck = lOOHz. Figure 7.2l (a) and (d) 
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show the full transfer originally required, while figures 7.21 (b) and (e) show the reduced form 
of this transfer using the 12Hz grid depicted by the light grey grid in figure 7.20(b) and using 
equation 7 .4. 
Figures 7.2 l (g) (h) and (i) show the full admittance matrix transfers, first the full transfer, then 
the reduced and tolerance reduced transfers for normal asynchronous operation without any 
additional system distortion. The following section describes the tolerance reduced transfers 
shown in figures 7.2l (c) (f) and (i). 
The tolera nce red uced transfers 
The darker tolerance grid shown in figure 7.20(b) and in the figures in appendix J show the 
further redundancy in the full matrix transfers when some small tolerance is applied to the cross 
coupling transfers in each of the time variant de side transfers. 
Further observation of the tolerance grid in figure 7.20(b) and in appendix J provides evidence 
that the major returned frequencies in any asynchronous link are effectively "banded" around 
the de side impedance lattice before it is inverted, as shown in figure 7.20(a). Also, the observed 
difference between the "banding" frequencies is simply the frequency difference in the two HVDC 
converters multiplied by the lowest pulse number of the link, ie Uband = 6n9 x 8..f). Hence, the 
major resulting de side frequencies resulting from the rectifier can be written as, 
(7.8 )  
and from the inverter as, 
(7.9) 
where, nb is an integer from O to the number of bands required on either side of the main un­
inverted lattice. A larger value of nb gives greater accuracy in the resultant spectrum. In the 
case shown in figure 7 .20(b) for a tolerance of l e-6 , nb = [O, 1 ,  2, 3] has been used. A tolerance 
of le-3 gives about ±1 to 2 bands while a tolerance of l e-9 gives ±4 to 5 bands which is more 
than adequate. 
The resulting ac side frequencies can be written as, 
facpr (6ngn (fbaser) ± ndband) ± fdck + !baser (7.10) 
facnr (6ngn (fbaser) ± nbfband) ± fdck - !baser (7.11) 
facpi (6ngn(fbasei) ± nbfband) ± f dck + fbasei (7.12) 
facni (6ngn(fbasei) ± nbfband) ± f dck - fbasei (7.13) 
Figure 7.21 (b) shows the reduced transfer a in Larsen's equation, required if there is no external 
ac or de side distortion. This transfer will give the exact same results as the full transfer shown 
in figure 7.2l (a) and the required frequencies are found in equation 7.4. Figure 7.21 (c) on 
the other hand shows the same transfer with the required frequencies found using the reduced 
tolerance equation (equation 7.10) with nb = [O, 1 ,  2, 3]. This transfer does not model all first 
order frequency cross coupling, however it models the main frequency couplings in the transfers 
and its size is dependent on nb. 
If there is some applied distortion in the one or both ac systems the reduction in memory 
requirements will still be significant, however in general each additional distortion will cause 
twice as many frequencies again as the normal undistorted asynchronous case. This assumes 
each additional distortion causes extra frequencies from those already present. This is illustrated 
in figures 7.2l (c) where there is no applied distortion, compared with figure 7.21 (f) where there 
exists a negative sequence unbalance on one of the ac systems. 
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( a )  Full 1 H z  grid, normal 
asynchronous operation. 
( d)  Full 1 Hz grid, negative 
sequence distortion (fdck 
l OOHz).  
(g) Full admittance transfer. 
( b) Reduced 12Hz grid, normal 
asynchronous operation. 
( e) Reduced 12Hz grid, 
negative sequence distortion 
( fdck = l OOHz) .  
( h )  Reduced admittance trans­
fer. 
( c) Reduced tolerance grid 
(nb = 3), normal asynchro­
nous operation. 
(f) Reduced tolerance grid 
(nb = 3), negative sequence 
distortion (f dck = lOOH z) .  
( i )  Reduced admittance trans­
fer (nb = 3) .  
Figure 7 .21 Effect of  reducing transfers, in this case Transfer a and the full admittance transfer. 
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The memory reduction of the reduced tra nsfers 
1 1 3  
Assuming no  applied system distortion, and using the reduced frequency transfers, the memory 
requirements will be (6n9 )
2 , or for the 12  pulse HVDC link, a 144-fold reduction in what was 
previous required for all the FCM transfers. If some arbitrary distortion is present in the HVDC 
system, and is not at a frequency falling at the equivalent de side frequencies described by 
equations 7.3,7.8 or 7.9, then more frequencies are required. Table 7.4 gives an example of the 
memory reduction gained in the matrix transfers required for the 50-51Hz HVDC link, both 
with no applied distortion and with one and two applied distortions. It is assumed that the 
applied distortions cause extra frequencies, hence the assumption that these distortions are at 
non-multiples of 12Hz4 . The size, number of non-zero elements and sparsity of the transfers are 
shown, as well as the reduced size of the full and sparse transfer matrices. The reduced sizes 
of the sparse matrices are calculated as the reduction in non-zero elements. Column 2 shows 
details for the full transfers, with a 1 Hz spacing while column 3 shows the reduced transfers 
and colmnn 4 the tolerance reduced transfers with nb = [O, 1 ,  2, 3] . 
Norma l  asynchronous operati ng cond itions, no appl ied distortion .  
Fu l l  Reduced Reduced (nb = 3) 
Size 2500 x 2500 208 X 208 34 x 34 
Number of non-zero elements 20952 1712 260 
Sparsity 99.6% 96.0% 78% 
Reduced size (fu l l ) - 144 5400 
Reduced size ( non-zero elements) - 12 79 
With one appl ied distortion at  non-mu lt i p le of 12Hz 
Size 2500 x 2500 624 x624 lOO x 100 
Number of non-zero elements 20952 5200 780 
Sparsity 99.6% 98.7% 92% 
Reduced size (fu l l ) - 16 625 
Reduced size ( non-zero elements) - 4 27 
With two appl ied distortions each at non-mu lt i p les of 12Hz 
Size 2500x 2500 1040 x l040 167 x  167 
Number of non-zero e lements 20952 8667 1240 
Sparsity 99.6% 99.2% 96% 
Reduced size (fu l l )  - 5 .7  226 
Reduced size ( non-zero elements) - 2 .4 16 .9 
Table 7.4 Size of transfers with reduced gr ids and with one or two app l ied d istortions for the 50-51Hz HVDC l i nk . 
As shown the reduction in memory requirements is large when using the reduced transfers and 
even larger when using the tolerance reduced transfers. In general, the more distortions in the 
system, the bigger the reduced transfers must be and the reduction in the size of the transfers 
reduced. The reduction in memory for the reduced transfers does not lose any information in 
the cross-coupling time variant matrices but reduces the original matrices down to the required 
transfer frequencies, while a loss of information is present in the reduced tolerance transfers, 
dependent on the value of nb. 
7 .4 .2 Case study: The modified C IGRE 50-51Hz back-to-back HVDC l i nk  
This section uses the above-described methods to  model a modified CIGRE benchmark HVDC 
link with the rectifier at 50Hz and the inverter at 51Hz. Such a case can arise in 50-50Hz systems 
4 A distortion that produces a multiple of 1 2Hz on the de side will not add additional transfers to the reduced 
and tolerance reduced transfers for normal asynchronous operation. Likewise, if two distortions are applied to one 
of the ac systems at 12Hz multiples no additional transfers will be required. 
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where one or both ends of the link are weak. The link is modelled in a back-to-back configuration 
with negligible de system impedance allowing maximum hannouic and interharmonic propaga­
tion through and around the link. Two cases are studied; the first shows the resulting operating 
point interharmonics around the HVDC link, while the second shows the resulting distortion 
sourced interharmonics resulting from negative sequence unbalance on both rectifier and inverter 
ac systems. The results are validated with PS CAD /EMTDC time domain simulation. Table 7.5 
gives the operating point conditions of the link. 
Para meter ( Hz) 
AC side voltage ( R M S )  
A C  s i d e  u n ba lance ( RM S )  
F i r ing  a ngle (Qo ) 
Comm utation period (µ,0 ) 
Send i ng end Rectifier ( Hz) Rece iv ing end Inverter 
31 0.7L - 0.2° 229.0L - 0.2° 




17 . 1  ° 
Table 7.5 Operat ing para meters of the 50-51Hz HVDC case study. 
Norm a l  asynchronous operation 
In PSCAD /EMTDC the HVDC link is simulated for 24 seconds allowing any transients asso­
ciated with start up to decay. Data is then recorded for one second, including both ac system 
and de system voltages and the firing angles of each of the converters. This time domain data is 
1 1  columns by 50000 elements (with a 2011s print step) giving a total data file size of 9 Mbytes. 
A Fourier transform is applied to this data in MATLAB providing frequency domain data for 
comparison. To give the best results possible, the average firing angles, fundamental voltages 
and de current on both the rectifier and inverter are recorded and then used as the operating 
point for the frequency domain analysis. Under normal asynchronous operation the main re-
Vdc ( Hz) Va cpr ( Hz) Vacnr  ( Hz) Vacpi ( Hz) Vacni  ( Hz )  
1 2  1176 14 674 514 1162 15 675 5 1 3  1 161 
24 1 188 26 686 526 1 174 27 687 525 1 173 
36 1200 38 698 538 1 186 39 699 537 1 1 85 
564 1212 50 1214 550 1198 51 1215  549 1 1 97 
576 1224 62 1226 562 1210  63 1227 561 1209 
588 1236 74 1238 574 75 1239 573 
600 1248 86 1 250 586 87 1251 585 
612 1260 614 1262 598 615 1263 197 
624 626 1274 1 1 14  627 1275 1 1 13 
636 638 1286 1126 639 1287 1 1 25 
648 650 1298 1138 651 1299 1 137 
1 164 662 1310 1 150 663 1311  1 149 
Table 7.6 Returned frequencies from 12  pu lse asynchronous 50-51Hz HVDC l i nk .  
suiting frequencies on the de side of the HVDC link are described using equations 7.8 and 7.9 
where in this case, !band = l2H z and nb = [O, 1 ,  2, 3]. Table 7.6 shows these main resulting 
frequencies where the frequencies in bold represent the individual characteristic harmonics of 
each converter. 
Figure 7.22 shows the resulting de side voltage on the HVDC link. The black bars are the result 
of frequency domain analysis while the white bars are the time domain comparison. As shown 
the agreement is excellent. Of importance are the low frequency distortions of 1 2Hz and 24Hz, 
these propagate around the fundamental onto the ac sides at: 26Hz,38Hz,62Hz and 7 4Hz on the 
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Figure 7.22 DC side comparison for 50-5 1Hz back-to-back HVDC link. Black - Frequency domain, White -
Time domain. 
rectifier side and at frequencies of: 27Hz,39Hz,63Hz and 75Hz on the inverter side. A noticeable 
difference occurs at 12Hz. This is caused by the lack of PLO modelling in the frequency domain 
analysis. To demonstrate the effects the PLO has on the de side voltage spectrum the time 
domain simulation was re-run with the effective PLO gain reduced to zero. F igure 7.23 shows 
the new frequency domain comparison with the time domain, without the associated effects of the 
PLO. As shown, the comparison of the de voltage at 12Hz is improved. The best way to overcome 
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Figure 7.23 DC side comparison for 50-51Hz back-to-back HVDC link, with no PLO in time domain simulation. 
Black - Frequency domain,  White - Time domain.  
this problem is to linearise the effects of the PLO. This will be important in control situations 
where accurate low frequency modelling is required. However, for harmonic and interharmonic 
analysis the effects of the PLO are not significant. This is justified as the difference for most 
frequencies, other than those low frequencies below the fundamental, are negligible. 
Figures 7.24 and 7.25 show the main returned ac side voltages at the terminals of both the 
rectifier and inverter for the 50-51Hz HVDC link. 
Once again agreement with time domain simulation is excellent. Of importance in these figures 
are the low frequency positive sequence interharmonics around the fundamental. The largest in 
the case of the 50-51Hz HVDC link are the 38Hz distortion on the rectifier side and the 63Hz 
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Figure 7 .24 Rectifier side comparison for 50-51Hz back-to-back HVDC link. Black - Frequency domain, White 
- Time domain. 
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Figure 7.25 Im·erter side comparison for 50-51Hz back-to-back HVDC link. Black - Frequency domain, White 
- Time domain. 
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distortion on the inverter side. These frequencies modulate onto a generator rotor at subsyn­
chronous frequencies, and may interact with turbine-generators causing torsional interact.ions. 
Section 7.5 discusses these effects in more detail. 
In a weak power system, or if the HVDC link is in a power system with untransposed transmission 
lines, then negative sequence unbalance will be a very common occurrence. The following section 
describes the distortion-sourced interharmonics resulting from negative sequence unbalance on 
the 50-51Hz HVDC link. 
The negative sequence distortion sourced i nterharmonics on the 50-51Hz back-to-back HVDC l i n k  
I f  a 50-50Hz HVDC link is operating in a weak ac system then, not only are the frequencies on 
either side of the link likely to differ, but also more than likely there will be negative sequence 
unbalance on both ac systems. Sections 7.3.1 and 7.3.2 have shown the effect of negative sequence 
unbalance on the 50-50Hz and 50-60Hz HVDC links, this section shows the result of negative 
sequence unbalance on the 50-51 Hz HVDC link. 
The extra returned frequencies on the de side of the link, resulting from negative sequence 
unbalance on the 50Hz rectifier can be derived using equations 7.8 and 7.9 with J dck = lOOHz. 
Likewise, if negative sequence unbalance is present on the inverter ac system then returned 
frequencies can be derived with f dck = 102Hz. The main extra returned frequencies are shown 
in tables 7. 7 and 7 .8 for the negative sequence unbalance at the 50Hz rectifier and 60Hz inverter 
respectively. 
Vdc ( Hz) Vacpr ( Hz) Vacnr ( Hz)  Vacpi ( Hz)  Vacni ( Hz) 
100 150 50 151 49 
500 550 450 551 449 
700 750 650 751 649 
1 100 1 1 50 1050 1151 1049 
1300 1250 1250 1351 1249 
Table 7.7 Returned frequencies from 12 pu lse asynch ronous 50-51 H z  HVDC l i nk  with negative sequence unba l ance 
at the rectifier bus. 




1 122 1173 
1324 1275 










1 172 1072 
1 374 1274 
Table 7.8 Returned freq uencies from 12 pu lse asynch ronous 50-51 H z  HVDC l i nk  with negative seq uence u n ba l ance 
at the i nverter bus. 
Appendix I.3 shows the results for a 0.018pu negative sequence unbalance on the rectifier ter­
minals and appendix I.4 shows the results for a 0.015pu negative sequence unbalance on the 
inverter terminals. F igures 7.26 and 7.27 show the de side spectrum for negative sequence un­
balance on the rectifier and then on the inverter, respectively. The extra returned frequencies 
shown are the 2nd ( lOOHz, 102Hz) and the 1 0th (500Hz, 510Hz) harmonics. 
Figure 7.28 shows the return negative sequence spectrum on the 5 1Hz inverter terminals resulting 
from the 0.018pu negative sequence unbalance on the 50Hz rectifier terminals. As shown, a major 
O.Ol 15pu 49Hz distortion is produced. 
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Figure 7.26 DC side comparison for 50-51Hz back-to-back HVDC link with 0 .018pu negative sequence voltage 
distortion on rectifier terminals. Black - Frequency domain, White - Time domain .  
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Figure 7.27 DC side comparison for 50-51Hz back-to-back HVDC link with 0 .01 5pu negative sequence voltage 
distortion on inverter terminals. Black - Frequency domain, White - Time domain .  
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Figure 7.28 Inverter side negative sequence voltage comparison for 50-51Hz back-to-back HVDC link with 
0 .018pu negative sequence voltage distortion on rectifier terminals. Black - Frequency domain, White - Time 
domain. 
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Likewise, when the negative sequence unbalance is on the 51Hz inverter system a 52Hz negative 
sequence distortion appears on the 50Hz rectifier. Figure 7.29 shows the resulting negative 
sequence voltages developed on the rectifier. 
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Figure 7.29 Rectifier side negative sequence voltage comparison for 50-51Hz back-to-back HVDC link with 
0.015pu negative sequence voltage distortion on inverter terminals. Black - Frequency domain ,  White - Time 
domain. 
From observations made in section 7.3.2 and in this section it is obvious that the effects of 
unbalance on such links can be a major source of inter harmonic distortion. The following section 
discusses the effects of interharmonic distortion on likely subsynchronous resonance problems 
associated with turbine-generator rotor shafts. 
7 .5  EFFECTS O F  I NTERHARMONICS WITH RESPECT TO SSR ON 
TU RB I NE-GENERATOR ROTOR SHAFTS 
The results of sections 7.3.1,7.3.2 and 7.4.2 have shown the returned operating point and dis­
tortion sourced interharmonics generated when HVDC links are operating in both balanced and 
unbalanced ac systems. Several authors have discussed the possibility of returned inter harmonics 
at subsynchronous frequencies causing turbine-generator rotor shaft oscillation. However, these 
authors neglect the phase sequence of the returned interharmonics, incorrectly assuming that 
modulation with a generator will cause subsynchronous resonant frequencies, when in fact, the 
resulting frequencies will be modulated the opposite way. For example, the 50-60Hz link has a 
returned 70Hz component on the rectifier side. This is a negative sequence distortion and will 
modulate onto any electrically close turbine generator rotor shaft at a frequency of 120Hz, not 
20Hz as indicated by Yacamini [67] and used in SSR analysis by Hammons [68] [69]. 
Problems may be encountered when low frequency positive sequence frequencies are present on 
the ac sides of the converter. This happens in asynchronous HVDC links of low frequency differ­
ences as shown by the returned low frequencies around the 50-51Hz HVDC link in section 7.4.2. 
Here, a positive sequence 38Hz and a positive sequence 63Hz are present in reasonable magni­
tudes on the rectifier and inverter terminals respectively (see figures 7.24 and 7.25) , these will 
modulate onto and electrically close rotor shafts at frequencies of 12Hz. The largest low fre­
quency positive sequence interharmonics occurring around asynchronous HVDC links, with no 
ac system distortion are given in equations 7.10-7.13 with n9 = 2,nb = l ,n = 0 and !dck = OHz. 
For the 50-51Hz link !band = 12Hz and the rectifier ac side frequencies can be described as a 
positive sequence frequency of f acpr = 62Hz and a negative sequence of !acnr = -38H z ,  which 
is the same as a positive sequence frequency of 38Hz. Likewise, on the inverter side these equate 
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to positive sequence frequencies of 39Hz an<l 63Hz. These returned frequencies modulate onto 
any turbine-generator rotor shafts at the frequency !band or equivalently the dif
ference in the 
fundamental frequencies (,6.f) multiplied by the pulse nm11ber of the link, (6n9 ,6.f). 
Iu general, the phase sequence of the returned interharmonics around asynchronous HVDC links 
is important, especially if possible subsynchronous situations are to be investigated. This is 
because, like a switching converter, a generator modulates both positive and negative sequence 
in opposite ways. Situations that result in low frequency positive sequence distortion are cause 
for concern. In these instances investigation into the subsynchronous operating mode frequencies 
of nearby turbine-generator shafts may warrant further investigation. 
7 .6  S U M M ARY OF THE GEN E RA L  D I RECT SOLUTION ALGOR IT H M  
This section provides a general procedure for solving the harmonic and interharmonic distortion 
around general HVDC links. Figure 7.30 is used to illustrate the steps involved, providing 
reference to equations and sections of the previous chapters where necessary. 
There are three general steps required in the analytic algorithm; initialisation, component mod­
elling and the system modelling and solution. These are all discussed in further detail below. 
Initia lisation : The maximum frequency required, the known fundamental frequencies of the both 
rectifier and inverter, as well as any known distorting frequencies are used to calculate the 
returned frequencies around the link. The operating point of the system is then found, 
either from a single-phase AC/DC load.flow, time domain simulation, or just as likely from 
an actual physical system. The operating point data required are the converter ac system 
terminal voltages and phase angles, the average de current, and the firing angles of both 
the converters5 . This data is then used to find the average commutating periods of both 
converters. 
Component modell ing: Once the operating point and required frequencies around the HVDC 
link are known, the analytic model described in chapter 5 is used to calculate the converter 
small signal frequency coupling matrix transfers at those frequencies considered of interest. 
I t  is also used to calculate the characteristic ac currents and de voltage that are used for 
the base case transfers. It is noted that the calculation of these transfers can be achieved 
from any accurate HVDC converter model, but must include the phase angle dependence 
associated with the HVDC converter either using tensor elements or negative frequencies. 
For example, the iterative model described in chapter 3 can be used or a set of time domain 
simulations with small signal perturbations used. Though, for all practical purposes, time 
domain simulation is very slow, hence either iterative or analytic methods are preferred. 
For calculation of the characteristic harmonics and operating point sourced inter harmonics 
the three transfers a,e and i (in Larsen's equation) are altered to include the characteristic 
transfers as described earlier in section 7.2.2. Both ac system impedances, and the de 
system impedance must be calculated at the correct frequencies and transformed into a 
diagonal tensor matrix for easy inclusion into the nodal admittance matrix. 
System modelling and solution : All calculated transfers from the rectifier and inverter are re­
arranged from Larson's equation into the more general nodal form. The ac and de system 
admittances are added, as described and shown in section 6.3 and the system admittance 
matrix formed. If the effects of firing angle modulation, acting through the control transfer 
function are wanted, then these are reduced into the existing transfers. The known and 
50ther data such as the reactance on the transformers and transformer tap ratio are also required. 
7 .6  S U M MARY O F  T H E  GENERAL D IRECT SOLUTION ALGOR ITH M 
Step 1 
Input maximum frequency of interest. 
Input rectifier and inverter fundamental frequencies. 
Input any known distorting frequencies on ac or de systems. 
Step 2 
Calculate required frequencies on ac and de sides of HVDC link using 
equa1 ions 7.3 to 7 . 13  for the reduced or tolerance reduced 
transfers. 
Step 3 
Input rectifier operating point, Vr 1 , 1 de , o r . 
Input inverter operating point, \/1 1 ,  J de , o i . 
Step 4 Step 5 
Calculate the required FCM transfers for the rectifier at the 
correct operating point using the frequencies calculated in 
Step 2. Include the base case transfers. 
Calculate the required FCM transfers for the inverter at the 
correct operating point using the frequencies calculated in 
Step 2. Include the base case transfers. 
Step 6 
Calculate the required time invariant matrix transfers for the ac 
and de systems at the frequencies calculated in Step 2. 
Step 7 
Write system nodal equations for HVDC link to form linearised 
tensor admittance matrix of whole HVDC system. 
Step 8 
Reconstruct the tensor admittance matrix into the known and unknown 
frequencies. 
Step 9 
Solve the linear equation set for the unknowns. 
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Figure 7.30 Flow diagram showing the general procedure for solving the harmonic and interharmonic cross­
modulation around a genera.I HVDC link. 
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u11k11own variables of the uodal solutiou are identified. These are then rearrauged and the 
uew system matrix is solved for the unknowns. 
7 .7  CONCLUS IONS 
This chapter has presented a powerful method for predicting the harmonic and interharmonic 
voltages and currents around the general HVDC link. The technique described uses the fast , 
accurate linearised frequency domain model, combined with the time variant FCM transfers 
and simple nodal analysis, to predict both operating point and distortion sourced harmonics 
and interharmonics with accuracy. Excellent validation with time domain simulation has been 
shown, and case studies have been used to demonstrate the harmonic aud interharmonic cross­
modulation through HVDC links. 
Several important aspects of direct linearised time variant modelling have been addressed, these 
include; the significance of an accurate HVDC converter model, and the importance of prior 
knowledge of the frequencies involved in the modulation process of the link. 
A small signal HVDC converter model capable of modelling the effects of switching instant vari­
ation is essential for accurate distortion sourced harmonic and interharmonic cross-modulation, 
while a model which ignores the effect of SIV is still applicable in some asynchronous cases where 
operating point sourced harmonics and interharmonics are all that are present or required. If 
distortion sourced harmonic and interharmonics are required then the effects of SIV on the de 
side transfers of the HVDC converter must be taken into account. This is particularly impor­
tant for the cross-modulation of harmonic and interharmonic distortion from one ac system to 
another. 
Examination of the modulating nature of the HVDC link has led to the reduction of the FCMs 
to a set of transfers at the required ( or wanted) frequencies only. This makes these transfers 
smaller in size and the calculation time significantly faster. This pre-selection of the required 
frequencies has been shown to be particularly important when modelling asynchronous links 
with small frequency differences in one or both ac systems. Two frequency selection methods 
have been described and used, the first giving the exact result and the second using only certain 
"banded" frequencies about the characteristics. 
The effect of subsynchronous interharmonics on the mechanical oscillations of turbine-generator 
rotor shafts and the importance of the returned phase sequence of the harmonic and inter­
harmonic spectra has been discussed. 
The following chapter, using the methods outlined in this chapter, investigates possible con­
ditions that may exacerbate the effects of harmonic and interharmonic distortion through and 
around HVDC links. 
Chapter 8 
CR IT ICAL  CON D IT IONS FOR HAR M O N IC A N D  
I NT E R H AR M O N IC CROSS- MODU LAT ION 
8 . 1  I NTRODUCTION 
The coupling between both ac systems of an HVDC link and the individual harmonic and 
interharmonic currents and voltages are dependent on the HVDC link operating point and ac 
system impedances at certain frequencies. The larger these couplings, the larger the cross­
modulation and the more likely associated problems may occur within the power system. This 
chapter investigates the conditions required to likely exacerbate harmonic and/or interharmonic 
cross-modulation problems around the HVDC link. 
Central to this problem are the analysis techniques required. Simplified methods provide infor­
mation and insight, though may lack accuracy. Complex techniques on the other hand, though 
accurate can tend to lack insight. It is advantageous to be able to approximately predict worst­
case operating conditions efficiently. This chapter uses both approaches, focusing on a simplified 
approach that is then compared with the full linearised solution developed in the previous chap­
ters. 
The main variables thought to influence the magnitude of harmonic and interharmonic cross­
modulation are the system impedances and the converter operating point. As shown in sec­
tion 6.4.2, the time variant frequency coupling nature of the converter and link mean the mag­
nitude and angles of all returned voltages and currents are dependent on any single impedance 
at any one frequency. The operating point on the other hand affects the average commutation 
period. This alters the spectra of all the switching transfers and hence the resulting magnitudes 
of the harmonic and interharmonic distortion. This dependence is not as large as that caused 
by system impedance, but is certainly still cause for concern. 
Although all modulated frequencies are involved, the main frequencies are the 3-port frequencies. 
It is these frequencies that are considered when using a simplified analytic analysis. For the 
HVDC link the de system is the common system between rectifier and inverter. For the 3-
port frequencies this de side is represented as a single frequency kw0 that modulates to both 
ac sides at frequencies ( k + l )w0 and ( k - l )w0 in positive and negative sequence respectively. 
Hence, this chapter proposes a simplified analytic analysis using the equivalent 3-port de side 
impedance of both the rectifier and inverter to find the worst-case harmonic and inter harmonic 
cross-modulation. An implicit assumption is that high currents and voltages at these frequencies 
will lead to high currents and voltages at higher order frequencies as well. 
Section 8.2 first discusses the de side impedance representation of the HVDC link. This is then 
followed by section 8.3 which discusses modelling techniques, concentrating on the simplified 
approach by formulating analytic equations using Larsen's HVDC converter equation and the 
ac and de system equations for the equivalent de side impedance of each converter. 
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One advantage of the proposed simplified analysis is that it  is attained from the exact small signal 
model described in chapter 5. The effects of the comm11tatio11 period and its dymunics remain 
intact, and the simplifications in this particular instance are the neglect of higher frequency 
transfers and the effects of control. As described in section 8.3, the equivalent de side impedance 
is then simplified further as the average commutation is set to zero. This form of simplification, 
starting from the exact small signal model, to a simplified analytic equation is by far the best 
process for deriving simplified analysis techniques. It allows each approximation to be examined, 
helping determine whether assumptions are valid or not. 
The simplified method is used in both sections 8.4 and 8.5 for the analysis of the worst-case 
cross-modulation resulting from a fundamental negative sequence unbalance on the rectifier 
ac terminals. These sections look at the effect of ac system impedance and operating point 
respectively and both use the simplified approach. The loss of accmacy in simplified techniques 
may provide cause for concern. Hence, throughout this chapter both a simplified technique, 
using the equivalent de side impedance derived with the 3-port transfers, and the full linearised 
solution method are used and compared against one another. For the case studies in sections 8 .4  
the link is  the same as that used in section 7.3.1 with negative sequence unbalance on the rectifier 
ac side terminals. 
A general discussion and conclusions follow using the results of both modelling techniques to 
give some general 'rules of thumb' on situations that may cause likely worst-case harmonic and 
interharmonic cross-modulation. 
8 . 2  EQU IVALENT DC S IDE  I M PEDANCE REPRESENTATION 
The de  system of  an  HVDC link provides coupling between the two interconnecting ac systems. If 
no de system exists, such as in some back-to-back schemes, then the equivalent de side impedance 
is the series combination of that seen looking into the de terminals of each converter. It therefore 
makes sense to provide an analysis based on the equivalent total de side impedance of each of 
the combined HVDC converters. 
From the de side the HVDC converter is best viewed as a voltage source behind an equivalent 
Thevenin impedance. This impedance performs the same function as a de side smoothing reac­
tor in that it limits the harmonic and interharmonic coupling between the rectifier and inverter. 
The impedance is a combination of transformer reactance, ac system impedance, and includes 
the effects of the commutation period and control. Depending on the accuracy of the analysis 
required, the de side impedances can be represented as a full time variant impedance transfer 
using a FCM, or, for a simplified analysis only the main 3-port frequencies can be used. Solution 
methods for the equivalent de side impedance are discussed in more detail in section 8.3. Fig­
ure 8. l (a) shows the back-to-back HVDC link with a negative sequence distorting source,Va�;� 
on the rectifier ac system. The equivalent de side circuit is shown in figure 8.1 (b) with the 
equivalent rectifier distortion transferred to the de side, Vd�r and the rectifier and inverter repre­
sented in terms of the equivalent de side impedances, Zc�cr and Zc�ci · For finding the worst-case 
cross-modulation it is the values of the equivalent de side impedances which are important, the 
value of the equivalent de side voltage distortion being scaled by a constant, in this case transfer 
j of Larsen's equation. 
In its simplest form only the 3-port frequencies are considered and the equivalent de side im­
pedances can be represented with simple complex numbers in time-invariant form. In this case, 
a distortion, kw0 on the de side will cause a positive sequence frequency ( k + l)w0 and a negative 
sequence frequency ( k  - l)w0 to be produced on the ac sides. Hence, the equivalent de side 
impedance at kw0 is dependent on the combination of the ac side (and transformer) impedances 
at ( k + l )w0 and ( k - l )w0 frequencies. If the equivalent de side impedance at kw0 is small or near 
a series resonance point, then the de currents resulting from either a positive sequence (k + l)w0 
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(a) 
(b) 
F igure 8 .1  Equivalent circuit for back-to-back HVDC link. 
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distortion or a negative sequence (k - l)w0 distortion will be high, and the cross-modulation 
also high. 
Referring to figure 8.1 (b) ,  there are two different types of series resonant conditions likely to 
be encountered. The first is when each individual converter de side impedance encounters a 
minimum series resonant condition, the second is when the two combined de side impedances 
form a series resonant circuit. In both instances it is likely that the harmonic and interharmonic 
cross-modulation will be high. When considering the combined impedance approach, the total 
equivalent de side impedance will set the de side current. However, it is likely that the actual 
individual impedance magnitudes will set voltage levels and if the combined impedance is small 
but each individual impedance relatively high then this may be cause for concern. Hence, it is 
likely that this combined series resonant condition will constitute the worst-case situation for 
harmonic and interharmonic distortion. 
The following section investigates the various solution methods for calculating the equivalent de 
side impedances around the HVDC link. This is then used in sections 8.4 and 8.5 to investigate 
the effect of both ac system impedance and operating point variation on the magnitude of the 
resulting harmonic and interharmonic cross-modulation. 
8 .3  CALCULATI N G  THE EQU IVALENT DC S IDE I M P EDANCES 
The techniques outlined in the previous two chapters have shown the validity and accuracy of 
the full linearised solution method for calculating the steady state harmonic and interharmonic 
distortion around HVDC links. This solution is direct and computationally fast allowing many 
sets of perturbations to be used to find worst-case scenarios. The full solution technique used 
in this chapter makes use of the memory reduction techniques outlined in section 7.4.1 by 
considering only the frequencies of interest in the FCMs. This increases computational speed 
greatly, even for the 50-50Hz system. 
The full linearised method is relatively complex, modelling the full frequency interaction and 
coupling with time-variant FCMs. This fails to provide much insight or 'rules of thumb' for 
the power system engineer. One simplified technique used frequently in the past has been 
the use of the main diagonal frequency transfers of the full FCMs used previously in Larsen's 
equation [l 7] [47] [49]. These diagonals are time- invariant and are by far the largest transfers 
of distortion having been used for various control situations. These have been discussed in the 
previous section and are termed the 3-port transfers. Using these, this section concentrates on 
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the formulation of simplified analytical equations for the equivalent de side impedance that can 
be used to help find approximate worse-case scenarios and provide useful insight . 
There arc various methods used for calculating the equivalent de side impedance around an 
HVDC link. Appendix H shows two of these, the first derives the impedance from the full 
system admittance matrix. This includes the effects of all frequencies and the effects of control 
and SIV using the full FCMs. The result is a time variant matrix transfer in FCM form. The 
second assumes the 3-port frequeucies only and derives the de side impedance analytically. 
The equivalent de side impedance, as calculated in equation H.10,  is repeated here. 
where, 
k = Ade + Ede _ 1; Zc,1,. 
C r. 1 - de 
. C a cp g acp acn [ Z1.-+1 b z1.-+ 1 zk- 1 ] 
i 1 + aZ�}j} 
-
( 1  + aZ�J1} ) ( 1  + f Z!�n1 ) [ gzk- 1 eczk+l zk-1 
l · acn acp acn J k - 1  - k+l k - 1  1 + f Zacn ( 1  + aZacp ) ( 1  + f Zacn ) 
bezk+l zk- l ncp acn 
(8 . 1 )  
This impedance is dependent o n  the transfers a -t k derived i n  appendix K and the ac side 
impedances Z!�1 and Z!;;/. The effects of control, and hence transfers d, h, l, m, n and o, are 
ignored as, although this has a significant effect below 75Hz it has only a small effect above this 
on the equivalent de side impedance (as shown in figure 8.3). 
For a constant operating point the transfers a -t k stay constant. However, these transfers 
have been derived in terms of the positive pole rectifier with the de voltage positive and the de 
current positive when flowing out of the converter. Hence, as described in appendix G the signs 
of transfers c,g and k must be negative for the rectifier and likewise i ,j and k for the inverter. 
The comparison of this simplified analytic de side impedance for the CIGRE rectifier is shown in 
figure 8.2 for frequencies up to 800Hz with the effects of control included. This figure compares 
the 3-port frequencies only and the full solution method has additional frequencies that are not 
shown. The comparison between the two methods is very close. Hence, for a reduced solution 
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Figure 8 .2  Comparison of  solution techniques for the CIGRE rectifier equivalent de  side i111peda11ce. 
800 
of the main frequency interactions around a link, it is thought that the time-invariant 3-port 
transfers can be used with confidence. 
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The full analytic equatio11 for the de side impedance (equation 8.1) is still relatively complex, 
including the effects of SIV and the commutation period but ignoring the effects of control. The 
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Figure 8.3 The effects of control and SIV on the equivalent de side impedance of the CIGRE rectifier. 
effects are generally small, differing only around parallel resonance points and at frequencies 
below 300Hz. However, the effects of the PI control are quite noticeable as the frequency tends 
towards zero. The dominance of the integrator in the constant current controller is the cause 
of this and at the lowest frequencies means that if less than the ordered current is flowing the 
error is integrated to alter the firing angle and hence de voltage. Thus, as shown the controller 
gives the converter a predominantly capacitive impedance at the lowest frequencies. 
From these results it is clear that the equivalent de side impedance can be approximated above 
75Hz using the analytic 3-port transfers and ignoring the effects of control, SIV, and the higher 
frequency transfers. 
Perhaps an easier way to demonstrate the effects of the ac system impedance is to further simplify 
equation 8. 1 .  To obtain insight into the effects of the ac side and transformer impedances it is 
useful to consider the equation describing the de side impedance as the average commutation 
period µ0 tends towards zero. This results in a significant simplification of the 3-port transfers 
described in appendix K. As µ0 approaches zero the equivalent de side impedance for the six 
pulse converter simplifies to, 
zck l ''o -'>0 de icz
k+ l  + J·gczk- l - k acp acn 
9 k+i  k - 1  . k 3X 1 
2 (Zacp + Zacn ) + J 2X + --n n ( 8.2 )  
where, z::;/ and z:;;1 are the ac system impedances and xk and X 1 the transformer reactances, 
all referred to the valve (or secondary side) of the converter transformer. For the 1 2  pulse 
converter, with six pulse converters in parallel on the ac side and in series on the de side the 
equivalent de side equation becomes, 
(8.3) 
The equivalent de side impedance of the CIGRE rectifier and inverter is shown in figure 8.4 for 
three values of commutation period. As seen the resonant frequencies are almost completely 
independent of the commutation period and are accurately predicted by the simplified equa­
tion 8.3 when µ0 = 0 in both cases. This is certainly not the case for the damping of the parallel 
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Figure 8.4 Effect of commutation period on equivalent de side impedance of rectifier (a) , and inverter (b) using 
equation 8 . 1 .  
resonant frequencies which vary significantly with average commutation period. The two parallel 
resonant impedance peaks become more damped as µ0 is increased while the damping of the 
series impedance trough remains approximately unchanged. This is described in more detail in 
section 8.5 which investigates the effects of operating point variation on the cross-modulation of 
distortion. 
There is always a parallel resonance between the ac system and the harmonic filters, usually 
somewhere above the second harmonic. A single parallel resonance on the ac side results in two 
parallel resonances on the de side with an associated series resonance between the two. This 
is caused by the frequency conversion process of the converter. For the CIGRE benchmark 
rectifier an ac system parallel resonance close to the second harmonic results in de side parallel 
resonances close to the first and third harmonics, with the series resonance near to the second 
harmonic. For the higher frequency range, the transformer leakage reactance dominates, and 
the converter impedance is inductive. For the CIGRE HVDC converters, this is equivalent to 
approximately 0.15 Henries, which interestingly is significant compared to the likely value of a 
smoothing inductor. 
The ac system impedances cause the equivalent de side impedance to vary between inductive, 
capacitive and resistive. Figure 8.5 shows the components of the de side impedance of the 
CIGRE rectifier and inverter with µ0 = 0. In both cases the total de impedance magnitude 
stays reasonably close to, or larger than, the contribution of the transformer leakage reactances, 
although there are two frequency bands where the impedance may be reduced; one near the 
second harmonic, and the other from the 4'th to around the 12'th harmonic. 
This section has derived a simplified approximation to the equivalent de side impedance. First, 
the full de side impedance was compared with the analytic 3-port de side impedance with 
favourable results. The effects of control, SIV and the average commutation period were then 
all investigated and a further simplification of the de side impedance has been derived in equa­
tions 8.2 and 8.3 ignoring all of these for the six and twelve pulse converters respectively. These 
simplified equations are only approximate, however, it is hoped they will help provide insight 
into any likely harmonic and interharmonic cross-modulation problems. 
The following section, using these simplified methods investigates the effects of ac system im­
pedance on the magnitude of the harmonic and interharmonic cross-modulation using both the 
simplified equivalent de side impedance analysis described in this section and the full solution 
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Figure 8 .5  Components of  the CIGRE rectifier (a) 1 and inverter (b) de  side impedance at  µ0 = 0 .  
algorithm derived in the previous chapters. 




The effects of ac system impedance on the resulting harmonic and inter harmonic cross-modulation 
is investigated in this section. Both the simplified de side impedance analysis and the full solu­
tion algorithm are used to predict the worst-case interharmonic cross-modulation. A case study 
consisting of the back-to-back HVDC link with unbalance on the rectifier terminals is chosen to 
demonstrate the effectiveness of the simplified prediction method that is compared with the full 
solution method. 
If negative sequence fundamental unbalance is present within the system, then a resulting second 
harmonic is produced on the de side. The equivalent de side impedances of the rectifier and 
inverter at the second harmonic are what must be investigated in this instance. If these equivalent 
de side impedances are found to be small or near a series resonance, then the resulting de currents 
will be high and the cross-modulation also high. This section investigates the effects of the third 
harmonic ac side impedance on the equivalent second harmonic de side impedance. 
8 . 4 . 1  S impl ified ana lysis 
Referring to figure 8. l (b) the worst situation occurs when the summation of Zc�cr and Zcti is at 
a minimum. This can occur when each of the individual impedance magnitudes are at a minimum 
or when the summation of the two is at a minimum. This section, assuming unbalance on the 
rectifier terminals, calculates the worst-case third harmonic impedances for both the individual 
rectifier and inverter impedances as well as the combined de side impedance using the simplified 
de side equivalent described in section 8.2. 
The individual worst-case third harmonic impedances are easily calculated using equations 8.2 
and 8.3 with the correct values of ac system and transformer impedances. Table 8.1 gives values 
of the ac side impedances and transformer impedances around the CIGRE benchmark link at 
the fundamental and third harmonics. Note that these impedances are referred to the valve ( or 
secondary) side of the converter transformer. 
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I m peda nce Freq uency Rectifier I n verter 
z3 acp 3w0 14.8 - j24.5 19.3 - j20.2 
z�cn Wo 3.4 + j23.6 8.2 + j22.0 
x2 2w0 26.90 26.90 
xi Wo 13.45 1 3.45 
Table 8 . 1  3-port impedances around the C I G R E  l i nk  for negative sequence u n ba l a nce, referred to the valve side of 
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Figure 8 .6  Equivalent lOOHz de  side impedance of  rectifier and inverter while varying the  imaginary part of 
Z�w 
Assuming that the transformer and the fundamental impedances stay constant, then the worst­
case third harmonic impedance for an equivalent second harmonic de side series resonance can be 
approximated using equation 8.3 for the 12  pulse CIGRE converters. Using the CIGRE values of 
X2, X 1 and Z�cn in table 8.1 the worst-case third harmonic impedances (Z�cp) for the individual 
rectifier and inverter will be ones that. cancel the imaginary part, causing the equivalent de side 
impedance to be at a minimum and resistive. This very simple approach equates to a third 
harmonic capacitive impedance of -j14H1 for the rectifier and for the inverter a third harmonic 
capacitive impedance of -j600, both referred back to the ac system (or primary) side of the 
converter transformers. 
The same analysis is repeated using equation 8.1, including the effects of SIV and the average 
commutation period. Figure 8.6 shows the values of the equivalent de side impedance for both 
the rectifier and inverter while varying the complex part of the third harmonic impedance for 
each. In this instance the minimum rectifier de side impedance occurs when the rectifier third 
harmonic impedance is -j1200 and the inverter third harmonic impedance is -j560, both 
referred to the ac system side of the converter transformers. 
The above results indicate the value of the third harmonic impedances that produce individ­
ual minimum de side impedances in both the rectifier and inverter. When the equivalent de 
side impedances are combined the results differ in that it is now the combination of the two 
impedances that must be at a minimum. This resonant. condition is the most important for 
cross-modulation as it is the effective total impedance between both ac systems. In principle, 
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the larger the individual converter impedances, the larger the transferred voltages . For example, 
the de side induced voltage would be small when the individual rectifier am! inverter <le side 
impedances are minimum. However, if there is a combined series resonance where the overall de 
side impedance is small, but the rectifier is inductive and the inverter capacitive, then the de 
side voltages will be larger. 
With this train of thought the total equivalent de side impedance will set the harmonic current 
flows, and then actual impedance magnitudes will set voltage levels. Figure 8. 7 shows a contour 
plot of the imaginary part of the total de side impedance, Zcc1ct , as the imaginary parts of the 
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Figure 8. 7 Contour plot of the imaginary part of the equivalent total de side impedance Zcdct at lOOHz using 
equation 8 . 1  while varying the rectifier and inverter third harmonic impedance. The minimum imaginary parts 
are shown in bold for both equation 8 . 1  and the simplified equation 8.3. Contours are those described using 
equation 8 . 1  and are spaced by j25n. 
resonant conditions using the simplified equations 8.1 (without control but including SIV and 
µ0 ) and 8.3 (without control, SIV, and assuming µ0 = 0). It is these conditions, where the 
imaginary part of the total de side impedance is zero, that cross-modulation problems are likely. 
The contours are obtained using the simplified de side impedance equation (equation 8.1) which 
includes and effects of SIV, µ0 but excludes the effects of control. As shown the peaks of -j775D. 
and j lOOOD. indicate the peak capacitive and inductive equivalent total lOOHz de side impedance 
respectively. Notably these occur when the third harmonic impedances are both either capacitive 
or inductive. 
As discussed above, maximum cross-modulation is likely to occur when the total combined de 
side impedance is small, setting the de current magnitude, and each equivalent de side impedance 
high, setting the voltage magnitudes. Figure 8.7 shows the cases where the imaginary part of 
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the total de side impedance is zero. One possible worst-case representation of this case is  shown 
in figure 8.8. The curves Z cdcr and Z cdci show the equivalent rectifier and inverter de side 
impedances as the imaginary part of the rectifier and inverter third harmonic impedance arc 
varied. The curve Z C<1ct is just one possible combination of these two impedances and has 
been chosen as it represents the worst-case condition when using the full solution algorithm, 
described in the following section. As shown, the values Zc;J��n and ZcTct show the rectifier and 
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Figure 8 .8  Vector addition of equivalent rectifier and inverter lOOHz de side impedances giving a near worst-case 
situation with individual high impedance magnitudes but low combined impedance. 
inverter equivalent de side impedances that combine to give a near minimum de side impedance. 
Although this does not give the minimum total de side impedance, it gives a total de side 
impedance close to the minimum and one where the individual impedance values ZcTc�n and 
ZcTcr are relatively high. In this case the rectifier is capacitive and inverter inductive as shown. 
These values relate to the worst-case capacitive third harmonic impedances found using the full 
solution method in section 8.4.2 of approximately -j18H1 on the rectifier and -j29D on the 
inverter. 
8.4 .2  Ful l  ana lysis 
The full linearised solution algorithm is used in this section to calculate the voltages around the 
link while varying the third harmonic impedances in both the rectifier and inverter ac systems. 
In this instance the effects of control, SIV and all returned frequencies are modelled. The case 
study is the same as that used in the previous section and in section 7.3.1 ,  with unbalance on the 
rectifier terminals. The operating point is assumed to stay constant, so the impedance values at 
50Hz and the negative sequence voltage magnitude are also considered to remain constant. The 
link is modelled in full, using the reduced frequency set to improve memory and solution time. 
This method is more accurate, but lacks the insight provided by the simplified analysis. 
Figure 8.9 shows the voltage transfers about the HVDC link while varying the imaginary parts 
of the third harmonic impedances on the rectifier and inverter. It is assumed that the resistive 
parts of the third harmonic system impedances are zero. To generate these figures the full 
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Figure 8 .9  Magnitude of rnltage transfers around back-to-back link while varying the imaginary parts of both 
the rectifier Z!�ir and inverter Z��i; impedance, with no resistive component. 
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algorithm was run 1012 = 10201 times while varying tlw rectifier impedance from -j3000 to 
on and the inverter impedance from -j150n to j150D , both in j3D perturbations. 
In figure 8 .9, the magnitude of the transfers of distortion can be quite high. For the transfer to 
the DC side lOOHz voltage this is fourteen times the unbalance, while the transfers through the 
link to the inverter terminal voltage are close to five times the magnitude for the third harmonic 
and four times for the transfer of unbalance. This transfer of unbalance is ten times the normal 
value with the standard CIGRE third harmonic impedances. The third harmonic impedances 
that match the resonance peaks and the magnitude of these peaks are given in table 8.2. These 
Voltage tra nsfer Rectifier Zacp I nverter Zacp n·ansfer magnitude 
Rectif ier V 150 
DC side v1cto de 
Inve rter V}c� 













Table 8 .2  \Vorst-case third harmonic impedances around the CIGRE link for different 3-port voltage transfers 
resulting from negative sequence unbalance on the rectifier terminals . 
results are all in approximately the same region for each of the different voltage transfers, the 
average being -j181D for the rectifier and -j290 for the invert.er. These third harmonic im­
pedances fall on the series resonant lines shown in figure 8. 7 using the simplified equations 8.1 
and 8 .3. Table 8.3 compares the simplified individual and combined de side impedance approach 
of the previous section with the average of the full solution method above. Both simplified re-
Prediction method 
Ind iv idua l  converters simp l ified eqn (8 .1)  
Ind iv idua l  converters simp l ified eqn (8.3) 
Combined converters s impl ified eqn (8. 1 )  
Combined converters simp l ified eqn  (8.3) 
Fu l l  solution method 
Rectifier Za cp I nverter Zacp 
-j120 -j56 
-j141 -j60 
See figure 8. 7 
See figure 8. 7 
-j181 -j29 
Table 8.3 Worst-case third harmonic impedances around the CIGRE l ink for negative sequence unbalance. 
sults compare reasonably well with the full solution method. However, the individual converter 
impedance resonance conditions give only 'ball-park' results while the combined converter im­
pedance technique, dependent on two variables, gives the correct region (as indicated by the bold 
lines in figure 8.7) but is unable to predict the exact worst-case condition. This indicates that 
simplified methods, and in particular the combined equivalent de side impedance, are valuable 
tools for the fast prediction of approximate worst-case conditions. 
As an aside, figures 8. l O(a) and (b) show the effect that third harmonic impedance plays on 
the negative sequence ninth harmonic voltage magnitudes about the link. The maximum third 
harmonic impedances that give the maximum ninth harmonic voltages are described in table 8 .4 .  
These results correlate with those in table 8.2 for the main 3-port frequencies. This is particularly 
seen by the similar values of the third harmonic impedance required for the inverter voltage 
t . • v5o d v45o Ians1ers acn an acn . 
Figures 8.11 and 8.12 show the comparison of the HVDC link terminal voltages for the back-to­
back CIGRE link with normal and worst-case third harmonic impedance values. In this case the 
third harmonic impedances on the rectifier and inverter are -j18 H1 and -j29D respectively and 
a 0.015pu (5.33kV, 1-g) fundamental negative sequence voltage unbalance exists on the rectifier 
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Figure 8 . 10 Magnitude of ninth harmonic voltage transfers around back-to-back l ink while varying the imagi­
nary parts of both the rectifier Z��i, and inverter Z��i; impedance, with no resistive component. 
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Figure 8 . 1 1  Difference in rectifier terminal voltage spectra resulting from a 0 .015pu (5.33kV, 1-g) fundamental 
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Figure 8 . 1 2  Difference in inverter terminal voltage spectra resulting from a 0.015pu ( 5 .33kV, 1-g) fundamental 
unbalance on the rectifier terminals. 
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Voltage transfer Rectifier Z11cp I nverter Zacp Transfer rnagui t ude 
Rectifier V450 acn 
I nverter V450 acn 
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Table 8.4 \Vorst-case third harmonic impedances a.round the CIGRE link for the ninth h armonic rnltage traIIS­
fers resulting from negative sequence unbalance on the rectifier terminals. 
terminals. As shown, there is a large difference in the two results. The fundamental voltage 
unbalance and third harmonic voltages 011 the inverter terminals are now approximately 10  times 
larger while the rectifier third harmonic is 31.5 times its original magnitude. 
In this instance, the cross-modulation is also dependent on the impedance at 50Hz or the short 
circuit ratio of both ac systems. In this study the impedance of the CIG RE ac systems at 
50Hz are relatively weak, the short circuit ratio being 2.5L - 84 for the rectifier and 2.5L - 7 4 
for the inverter as indicated by the CIGRE benchmark model [62] . This is effectively per unit 
admittance. The effects of these admittances will be similar to the third harmonic impedances 
as, using simplified equation 8.3 they add together with the third harmonic impedances. Several 
key points are discussed below; 
• If the system is weak (low SCR) , the likelihood of unbalance is generally higher than a 
strong (high SCR) system. 
• The effect of the reactive compensation capacitors (including the filters) must be taken 
into account. These can cause significant parallel resonances that can significantly increase 
the effective ac system impedance at 50Hz, hence lowering the effective system strength. 
Weak ac systems mean high impedance and this will generally add to the equivalent total 
de side impedance. 
• Very strong ac systems may be candidates for the cross-modulation of harmonic currents 
from connecting weak ac systems. 
• The resistive damping of the ac systems at fundamental frequency is very important. The 
lower the resistive component the more the likelihood of cross-modulation problems. 
The following section, using both the techniques in this section and in section 8.4. 1 ,  takes into 
account the effects of operating point on the transfers of distortion around the link and hence 
the magnitude of the harmonic cross-modulation.  
8 .5  THE  EFFECTS OF OPERATING PO INT ON CROSS-MODULAT ION 
It has been shown that the effects of impedance can cause large differences i n  the returned 
voltages and currents around the HVDC link. This section follows section 8.4 by investigating 
the effects that operating point has on the transfers, and hence the resulting cross-modulation 
magnitude around the link. Once again, the case study is the same as that used in the previous 
section and in section 7.3.1 . 
8 .5 . 1  The effects o f  operat ing point o n  the 3-port transfers 
The operating point has been defined clearly in section 4.3 and is dependent on the fundamental 
voltage magnitude and angle, Vi L'fJ, the firing angle, 0:0 , and the average commutation period, 
µ0 • The effect of operating point on each individual 3-port transfer can be seen in their analytic 
representation, as shown in appendix K. 
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Table 8.5 lists ea('.h of the 3-port trausfers with there associated operating point dependences. As 
Transfer Magn itude dependence Angle dependence 
a /lo /lo b Jlo /lo ,  <Yo , <p 
C Jl,o µo,  <Yo, <p 
d Jl0 ,  Vi , O'o /lo , <Yo, <p 
e Jl·u µo , ao ,  <p 
f /1.u /lo 
g l"o Po, D'o, <p 
h /J,o , V, · O'o /lo, D'o , <p 
i /lo µo , <Yo, <p 
J /l·o µo, ao , <p 
k /lo µo 
O'o µo 
Table 8.5 Operati ng point dependence on  the 3-port tra nsfers. 
shown, all transfers are dependent on the average commutation period µ0 and all are magnitude 
dependent on the commutation period except l which is magnitude dependent on the average 
firing angle a0 • There also exists angle dependence with the fundamental voltage angle <p, the 
commutation period and the firing angle. The major effect on these transfers, and hence on 
the magnitude of the harmonic and interharmonic cross-modulation is the effect of the average 
commutation period. 
The average commutation period is defined by the well known equation, 
(8.4) 
To keep the investigation as realistic as possible only values between O and 30 degrees are in­
vestigated by varying the value of the de current from OkA to 2.4kA. The firing angles and 
fundamental voltage and commutating reactance are assumed to remain constant. In this in­
stance the ac system remains unchanged, although realistically the parallel resonance effects of 
the power factor correction capacitors and the change in transfer tap ratios will alter the system 
impedance. This is a little unrealistic but shows the general effect of the commutation period 
on the transfer of distortion. Figure 8.1 3  shows the change in the average commutation period 
for both the rectifier and inverter for different de current operating points. 
F igure 8.1 4  shows the effects of the average commutation period on the transfers from ac volt­
age to ac current when k = 2. As shown, these transfers are fully dependent on the average 
commutation period, being zero when µ0 = 0. 
These transfers are by far the most dependent of the transfers in Larsen's equation but their 
magnitude remains small compared to the other transfers. Figures 8.15  and 8.16  show the 
transfers from de current to ac current and ac voltage to de voltage, for both the rectifier and 
inverter. 
Unlike figure 8.1 4, both the current to current and voltage to voltage transfers of figures 8.15  
and 8.1 6  show only slight dependence on the average commutation period varying only by up 
to 10% of their magnitude over the range of commutation periods. Both transfers are also 
significantly larger in magnitude than the ac -+ ac transfers and are hence more dominant. 
Figure 8.1 7  shows the variation of the de current to de voltage transfer k with average com­
mutation period for both the rectifier and inverter. As shown in equations 8.2 and 8.3 this 
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transfer is  dominated by the reactance of  the converter transformers but is scaled by the average 
commutation period. The magnitude of transfer k varies by up to over 20% as the commutation 
periods increase up to over 25°. This dependence is more significant than either of the transfers 
in figures 8.15 or 8.16. These results reinforce the simplified equivalent de side impedance equa-
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Figure 8 . 1 7  3-port de -t de transfer magnitudes with varying average commutation period for both the rectifier 
and inverter, for k = 2 .  
tions 8.2 and 8.3 where the effects of the average commutation period are ignored. However, in 
this section, it is the effects of average commutation period on the equivalent de side impedance 
that are required and hence these simplified equations are no longer of any use. 
8 .5 . 2  F ind ing worst-case operating poi nt for cross-modu lation resu lt ing from negative se-
q uence unba lance 
Unlike the variation of ac system impedance, the operating point variation generally causes 
only comparatively small changes in the resulting cross-modulation magnitudes. This has been 
seen by the variation of the transfers in figures 8.14 to 8.17 and with the reasonable results in 
section 8.3 for the de side impedance ignoring the effects of the commutation period. 
Figure 8.4 shows the effect of the 3-port equivalent de side impedance of the rectifier and inverter 
for three different values of average commutation period /t0 . The effect of increasing commutation 
period on the equivalent de side impedance is an increase in the damping of the resonant peaks. 
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However, the effect of the commntatiou period ou the equivaleut de side impedance at k = 2 is 
very small .  This section uses the same simplified approach as that used in section 8.4 to look 
at the effect of operating point on the equivalent de side impedance for the cross-modulation 
resulting from negative sequence unbalance. However, as equations 8 . 2  and 8 . 3 assume µ0 = 0 they are no longer of any use and only equation 8. 1 is valid. Once again the results of this 
section are compared with the results gained using the full solution method. 
S i m pl ified a n a lysis 
Following the approach taken in section 8.4 figme 8 . 18  shows the equivalent de side impedance 
of both the rectifier, inverter and their combined equivalent de side impedauce at lOOHz as the 
de current varies from O to 2 .4kA au<l the average commutation periods vary as indicated in 
figure 8 . 1 3 . 
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This lOOHz impedance is calculated for the same operating point as used in the previous sections. Figures 8 . 1 8 (a) and (b) show the difference in the de side equivalent impedances of the single 
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rectifier and inverter using both the simplified 3-port analytic technique ( equation 8 . 1 )  and 
the ful l  solution technique using equation H .3  in appendix H ,  with and without the effects of 
control on the rectifier side. As shown agreement is good, though the effects of control do have 
a noticeable effect on the rectifier impedance. 
Figure 8 . 18 (a) indicates that the resulting distortion on the rectifier will be large at low de 
currents but wil l  steadily decrease as the de current and equivalent de side impedance increase. 
Likewise, figure 8 . 18 (b)  indicates that higher values of de current will cause higher distortion 
on the inverter side as the de side impedance decreases. Figure 8 . 1 8 (c)  however, indicates that 
the worst-case combined de side impedance is likely to be around the normal operating point 
for the standard HVDC link , ie, when the de current is between 0.9- 1 .3pu. 
As seen in figure 8 .4  the effect of the commutation period will cause larger associated effects if 
the equivalent de side distorting frequency falls on a parallel resonant frequency. The effect of 
the commutation period on these frequencies is quite considerable and, though cross-modulation 
problems would be unlikely at these frequencies (due to the high de side impedance) , the differ­
ence in the returned cross-modulation spectra will be large over the range of different operating 
values. The following section verifies these results using the full solution algorithm. 
Full a n a lysis 
Figures 8 . 1 9  (a) and (b) show the effect of different de side currents on the transfers from 
negative sequence voltage at the rectifier to different voltage transfers around the link. The first 
figure shows the 3-port frequencies only while the second figure shows the transfers to higher 
frequencies. Both figures are the result of the full solution technique. 
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Figure 8 . 19  Negath·e sequence voltage t o  voltage transfers.  
As shown, the predicted increase in the inverter 3-port voltages is seen in figure 8 . 1 9(a) for both 
the transfer of unbalance and the positive sequence third harmonic .  Likewise, figure 8 . 19(a) 
shows the decrease in the rectifier positive sequence third harmonic. Figure 8 . 19 (b) shows the 
effects of the operating point on the returned higher frequencies. The simplified analysis can not 
predict these, and if higher frequencies are problematic then the full solution algorithm must be 
used. 
The effects of the power factor correction capacitors and transformer tap ratio have been ignored. 
These play an important role by varying the parallel resonant points of the ac system and hence 
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equivalent <le side impedance. The lOOHz < le side impedance is dependent 01 1  both the 50Hz 
aud 1 50Hz ac side impedances and the effect of increased capacitance at higher firing angles will 
decrease the parallel resonant frequency. This will simply increase the effective impedance of 
the rectifier 50Hz ac system and more than likely will result in reduced cross-modulation. 
The results of this section have indicated that the effects of operating point variation are generally 
smaller than the ef fects of impedance variation. However, all links will vary their de current in 
accordance with the required power transfer and the harmonic cross-modulation will differ as a 
result. The following section provides a discussion of the results obtained within this chapter 
and attempts to provide some 'rules of thumb' for likely worst-case operating conditions. 
8 .6  D ISCUSS ION 
The results of  sections 8.4 and 8.5 indicate that under certain operating conditions harmonic and 
interharmonic cross-modulation will be high. The simplified analysis described in section 8.3 
has given insight into the likely conditions required to cause harmonic and interharmonic cross­
modulation problems based on the equivalent de side impedance. Both individual converter de 
side impedances and the de side combined impedance have been investigated. It  is clear that 
the combined impedance gives better results for overall cross-modulation problems. Section 8.4 
has investigated the effect of ac side impedance while section 8.5 has investigated the effects 
of operating point on these equivalent de side impedances. The results are discussed here and 
simple 'rules of thumb' are formulated. 
8 . 6 . 1  The effects o f  ac system impedance 
The effect of the ac system impedance on the harmonic and interharmonic cross-modulation 
has been demonstrated using fundamental unbalance on the rectifier terminals as a case study. 
This results in the main transfer of both fundamental negative sequence unbalance and positive 
sequence third harmonics around the link. It is hence the variation of impedance at these 
frequencies that must be taken into account. 
The results indicate that capacitive third harmonic impedances and a strong ESCR are required, 
both with minimal resistive damping. However, if the ESCR is strong, unbalance on the terminals 
will be minimal. This indicates that links connecting a strong ac system to a weak unbalanced 
ac system may be likely candidates for associated cross-modulation problems from the weak to 
the strong system. For example if the rectifier ac system is weak it is more likely there will be 
a substantial unbalance on the rectifier terminals. If the inverter ac system is strong with little 
resistive damping then this would indicate a good case for the transfer of unbalance through the 
link to the inverter terminals. 
Both prediction methods lead to some approximate 'rules of thumb' for worst-case harmonic 
and interharmonic distortion; 
• If the combined equivalent de side impedance of the link is small and falls on a series 
resonant condition at a problem frequency, then cross-modulation problems are likely. This 
will be particularly pronounced if each individual converter de side impedance is high, but 
the combined impedance low. This has been seen in figure 8.8. Perhaps a good indicator, 
in similar stance with the SCR, ESCR, etc, could be written as, CM F = lj'7dcr l:lffcdcjl , Cdcr Cdc1 
where CMF stands for Cross-Modulation Factor. Here a low cross-modulation would be 
close to 1 ,  never below, while a high cross-modulation, such as that in figure 8.8 would 
indicate a value uear 3. 
• Resistive damping is very important. The lower the resistance, the larger the cross­
modulation. In such circumstances the CMF would also be larger, indicating increased 
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cross-mo<lulatiou. As discussed previously, low resistance strong ac systems tend to have 
minimal unbalance and this must be taken into account. Hence, it is likely that a strong 
ac system connected to a weak one may be a candidate for problems. 
• Most problem situations, such as the negative sequence case, will require capacitive ac sys­
tem impedances at the returned 3-port problem frequencies. This is required to cancel the 
reactive nature of the converter transformers. Problems are unlikely at higher frequencies 
where the converter reactance dominates. 
The simplified approach used within this chapter should not be underestimated, it is relatively 
straight forward to use and has given the same approximate results as shown by the full solution 
method for predicting the worst-case impedance combinations around the HVDC link. In general 
the approximate 'rules of thumb' for looking for possible worst-case harmonic and interharmonic 
distortion could be stated simply as; 
• Capacitive ac system impedances at the 3-port frequencies. 
• Low resistance ac system impedances at the 3-port frequencies. 
If these conditions exist then further investigation, such as calculating the equivalent de side 
impedances and possible cross-modulation factor is warranted. 
8 .6 . 2  The  effects of  operating point 
The operating point has been investigated by varying the de current, keeping the firing angles, 
transformer tap ratios and power factor correction capacitors constant. Though the firing angles 
are likely to remain approximately constant it is certain the transformer tap ratios and power 
factor correction capacitors will change with differing operating point. These changes result in 
ac side parallel resonances moving and alter the ac side impedance viewed from the converter 
terminals. It is recognised that the methods in both section 8.4 and 8.5 must ultimately be used 
in conjunction with one another. However, for the purposes of the work described within this 
chapter the effects of the de current and hence average commutation have been considered in 
isolation from the effects of varying ac system impedance. 
The results show that though operating point change does play a role, its effect is not as strong 
as that of the ac system impedance. The effects of the operating point on the individual transfers 
of distortion around the link have been shown in figures 8. 1 4  to 8. 17  and the resulting effects 
on the de side impedance in figure 8.18  for negative sequence unbalance. These results compare 
approximately with the results of the full solution in figure 8.19(a) .  
One important observation of the effects of the commutation period on the equivalent de side 
impedance can be seen in figure 8.4 when looking at the effects of the average commutation 
period. It can be seen that increasing commutation period gives more damping in the resonant 
peaks. Hence, although the effect of operating point was small in the unbalanced case, the effect 
of operating point may be significant at other frequencies. However, it is likely to be significant 
when the impedance is high and hence cross-modulation problems unlikely. As discussed in the 
previous section the cross-modulation factor ( CMF) could also be used as an indicator. 
8 .7  CONCLUS IONS 
The conditions that effect the magnitude of harmonic and interharmonic cross-modulation 
around the HVDC link are largely associated with the impedance of the connecting ac sys­
tems, and lesser so with the operating point. Resonant conditions in both rectifier and inverter 
ac systems can effect the transfer of waveform distortion through and around an HVDC link. 
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This chapter has used au HVDC link iu back-to-back coufiguration with fumlarneutal unbalance 
on the rectifier termiuals as a case study. Two methods have been used to predict the worst­
case ac system impedance conditions, a simplified approach based on the equivalent de side 
impedance of each converter, and the full solution technique described in the previous chapters. 
The simplified approach has derived a simple equation for the equivalent de side impedance, 
using this to predict the likely worst-case ac system impedance and operating point conditions 
when a series resonant condition is encountered. This in general requires one converter to look 
inductive and the other capacitive. Due to the high inductive nature of the equivalent de side 
impedance this will generally require capacitive impedances on both ac sides, cancelling much of 
the effect of the transformer reactauces. A possible factor, the cross-modulation factor (CMF ) 
has been discussed for indicating the worst-case cross-modulation. 
Chapter 9 
CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK 
9 . 1  CONC L U S IONS 
Many tools and techniques are widely available to investigate the steady state power quality 
around HVDC links. However, of these, none are capable of modelling the HVDC link quickly 
and accurately for steady state waveform distortion. Time domain methods are accurate but 
slow, the reverse being true for most linearised frequency domain methods. Numerical iterative 
frequency domain methods have shown promise with reasonably fast and accurate results, but 
due to their complexity have failed to provide much insight into waveform distortion interactions. 
With this in mind, an investigation into the linearity of the HVDC converter in the frequency 
domain, using a simple and accurate numerical frequency domain model has been performed. 
The results have revealed not only the sensitivity of the device to small signal distortion, but have 
also helped aid in the understanding of the complicated effects during the commutation period. 
In  particular, the effects of Switching Instant Variation (SIV) on the transfers of distortion 
around the converter have proved a pivotal role. These results have lead to the development of 
an improved accurate small signal HVDC model in the frequency domain. 
The small signal frequency domain analysis of the HVDC converter is achieved by writing ana­
lytic equations describing the returned spectra from some applied small signal distortion. These 
spectra consist of both linear first order and non-linear higher order parts. The linear first or­
der parts are identified, and it is these spectra that are derived in the small signal sense. The 
linearised spectra are described using sampled Partial Steady State (PSS) and Partial Tran­
sient (PT) responses to a linear circuit describing the switching state. The Fourier series of 
these spectra are then added giving the total resulting steady state response to the small signal 
distortion. 
The time varying nature of the converter results in frequency coupling. This is including using 
Frequency Coupling Matrices (FCMs) which, assuming linearity and superposition are built from 
a series of small signal spectra at different distorting frequencies. A system equation (Larsen's 
equation) describes the coupling of phase sequence voltage and de current distortion to phase 
sequence current and de voltage around the current sourced HVDC converter. The FCMs are 
used within this system equation resulting in a concatenated matrix equation fully describing 
the frequency modulating nature of the single converter system. Inclusion of ac and de systems 
are achieved by converting the system equation to nodal form and the system then easily solved 
for the unknown variables. 
The extension of the single converter system to a full H VDC link is simple and the full nodal 
system equation has been written and solved for several different case studies. The effects of the 
most common form of power system distortion, fundamental negative sequence unbalance, have 
been modelled on both the 50-50Hz and 50-60Hz link and the validity of the method proven with 
excellent correlation with time domain PSCAD/EMTDC simulation. The effect of SIV on the 
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harmonic cross-modulation on the 50-50Hz back-to-back HVDC lillk is shown. being particularly 
pronounced for the transfers to de voltage and hence the cross-modulation of distortion through 
the link. 
Asynchronous links with small frequency differences cause problems. The system equation and 
FCMs become very large as many different frequencies are involved. This has lead to the develop­
ment of a reduced frequency set for memory reduction in the FCMs. The memory requirements 
and speed of matrix inversion are presented by comparing the full frequency method with two 
different frequency reduced methods. Both reduced frequency methods give accurate results 
with greatly improved computational memory and modelling speed . Using these reduced fre­
quency methods, both operating point and distortion sourced interharmonics are investigated 
on a 50-51Hz back-to-back link. Resulting positive sequence frequencies in the subsyncl1ronous 
range are identified for possible rotor torque problems alld a sirnple equatiou, simply the dif­
ference in ac system frequencies multiplied by the HVDC link pulse number is used to predict 
these frequencies. 
Finally, possible worst-case scenarios for harmonic and interharmonic distortion are investigated. 
A simplified analysis is formulated based on the equivalent 3-port de side impedance. This is 
used to predict possible worst-case harmonic and interharmonic cross-modulation scenarios for 
the effects of different ac system impedance and operating points. The results indicate that ac 
system impedance at the '3-port' frequencies are very important in the transfer of distortion 
through and around the link. Validation of the simplified technique agaiust the full solution 
method is achieved and good 'rules of thumb' proposed for the worst-case transfers of distortion. 
9 .2  FUTU RE WORK 
The future of electric power is assured. As non-renewable energy supplies are exhausted alter­
native energy resources must be found. Many solutions to these problems are dependent on the 
use of power electronic switching devices for the efficient and reliable transfer of power. One 
such example is the increasing awareness of the efficiency of having small power generation close 
to the load. Another example is the use of electric power in the transportation industry. Many 
of these devices require power electronic switching devices to convert electric energy in one form 
into a more usable form. 
Though this thesis has been based on the modelling of the HVDC converter and link, much 
work remains on the small signal modelling of other power electronic devices. Small signal 
linearised modelling is very powerful and can be used for not only the analysis of harmonic and 
inter harmonic problems, but also for the modelling of transient control and small signal stability 
problems. As far as steady state waveform distortion is concerned, this thesis has given a good 
framework for the linearised steady state time-variant modelling for such devices. This includes 
the use of tensors, FCMs and the nodal analysis. These techniques can be easily applied to other 
situations such as that found in distributed generation and in the transportation industry. The 
following sections discuss some possible future developments of the work carried out within this 
thesis. 
9 . 2 . 1  Sma l l  signa l  power e lectronic device model l i ng 
With the exception of  the capacitor commutated converter, the HVDC converter is  perhaps 
one of the hardest power electronic devices to model in the small signal sense. The reason is 
the commutation period and the effect distortion plays on this. Before developing small signal 
linearised models, investigation into the suitability of the device to be modelled is required. For 
the HVDC converter this was achieved using an iterative frequency domain model assuming the 
converter was non-linear. The effects of distortion on the commutation period dynamics were 
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investigated and much insight gained. This non-linear analysis is required for all power electronic 
switching devices, determining their linearity, or sensitivity, of the operating point to applied 
distortion. Once this sensitivity is known, the accuracy of a linearised small signal model will 
also be known and confidence can be gained for further linearised development. 
As an example, it is known that single and three phase voltage sourced diode rectifiers can be 
linearised about a base operating point [? ] ,  however, how sensitive are the operating points? 
The sensitivity and hence accuracy of such small signal models must be determined. 
Another example is that of voltage sourced converters utilising GTO switches and PWM technol­
ogy such as ABB's 'HVDC light'. These devices are becoming increasingly popular on offshore 
wind farms, oil platforms and distributed generation gas/steam turbines. Converters using this 
switching topology are thought to be almost completely linear due to the controlled nature of 
the tum on and turn off switching instants. Similar techniques to those used within this thesis 
could be further developed for such situations. 
The increasing use of small generators on the power system, combined with devices such as 
gas/steam turbines may create an interesting area for the analysis of steady state waveform 
distortion. Harmonic and interharmonic currents generated by the switching devices may inter­
act with the high speed rotor shaft assemblies causing unwanted vibration and possible early 
mechanical fatigue. Furthermore a combination of these devices may result in low frequency 
oscillations, such as subsynchronous resonance and also possible inter-area oscillations may also 
result. These are more likely the result of control problems but can be analysed using small 
signal stability techniques. Further investigation is required into such problems, not only for 
gas turbines, but also for the various wind turbines and other small generation schemes now 
becoming widely available. Small signal models of these machines combined with small signal 
models of the switching plant are required. 
9 . 2 . 2  Genera l ised frequency domain ana lysis 
A generalised modular framework for the analysis of multiple power electronic devices and the 
power transmission networks in which they are connected is required. The generalised analysis 
is a two-step process involving firstly a single or perhaps three phase AC /DC load flow to obtain 
the operating point, then a linearised analysis of the system similar to that described within this 
thesis. Software will be required that ties the load flow and full nodal analysis using the FCMs 
together forming the overall system admittance matrix for the harmonic and interharmonic 
analysis, or a state matrix for eigenvalue small signal stability type analysis. 
Once achieved , full solutions of power systems containing multiple power electronic switching 
devices can be solved quickly and accurately. This could be especially useful in systems where 
distributed or embedded generation are to be used or simply where many different power elec­
tronic devices are connected to the network. 
9 . 2 . 3  S impl if ied ana lysis 
The simplified analysis described in chapter 8 has been used with success to determine ap­
proximate 'rules of thumb' for finding worst-case cross-modulation conditions. The use of such 
methods is important when considering a multitude of operating points and could be extremely 
valuable in the design and analysis stages of filter installation or power system network changes. 
The simplified 3-port equations can be simplified further, calculated at de, and used for small 
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MULTI- PERTURBATION S IMU LATIONS IN THE TIME DOMAIN 
PROGRAM PSCAD/EMTDC 
This appendix describes the methods used for the time domain PS CAD /EMTDC validation 
of the analytic transfers and ac/dc side impedances. To validate the frequency dependent 
transfers in the time domain either an automatic time variable distorting source is required 
or multiple time domain simulations must be run at each distortion frequency. The later is 
very time consuming, hence the former has been chosen, but requires an additional automated 
PS CAD /EMTDC component. A specialised component called 'autogain' has been created in 
the pseudo PS CAD /FORTRAN scripting language used for such components. This has allowed 
a normal gain component to change its gain after linear time intervals and has also allowed data 
output of the chosen variables to be written to file at the required specified time intervals. 
Most of the time domain simulations used within this thesis have been perturbed from 10 
to 1250Hz in l OHz steps with a suitably small signal distortion for the required transfer or 
impedance to be validated. In most cases this was achieved by applying distortion to the system 
every 0.5 seconds giving a total simulation time in PSCAD/EMTDC of 5 + 125 x 0.5 = 67.5 
seconds. After applying each distorting frequency the system was allowed to settle for 0.4 seconds 
before the time domain data (3 phase ac currents and de voltage) was written to an output file 
for the remaining 0.1 seconds. This was achieved simply by adjusting the PRINT step to 2 x 10-5 
accordingly. The resulting data files are very large being 5000 rows of data points for each 0.1 
second of recorded data. Hence, a data file with x variables (columns) of recorded data would 
use approximately 125 x 5000 x (x + 1) x 16 = lO(x + 1)  Megabytes of disk space, the (x + 1) 
used as the time vector is  recorded in the first column. 
These data files were then loaded into MATLAB using a specialised MATLAB function called 
PSCADdata. This function requires both the main perturbed time domain data file for input 
as well as a base case ( unperturbed) input data file. As well as this the function requires the 
column position of each variable so it can identify the three phase ac currents and de voltage 
or other variable to be FFT'd. The output is the returned small signal frequency domain data 
(minus the base case spectrum) in a frequency cross-coupling matrix form. Two transfers are 
given for the ac current in both positive and negative sequence. 
The MATLAB file splits the time domain PSCAD/EMTDC data into 125 different matrices 
by finding the discontinuity in the time vector (column one of the data file). Phase sequence 
transformation on the ac currents followed by the FFT on each column follows. The results are 
then placed into the appropriate column of the appropriate matrix. These matrices can then be 
used for validation against the small signal analytic model. 

Appendix D 
HVDC TEST SYSTEMS 
D . 1  THE  STA N DARD C IGRE  HVDC BENCH MARK MODEL  
The CIGRE HVDC benchmark model [62] has been designed to give a simple, yet operationally 
difficult test system for encouraging comparisons of performance between different computer 
models. The primary reason for such a test system is for the analysis of different control strate­
gies, while a secondary purpose is to provide a reference for various simulating programs. The 
system is shown in figure D. l below with the main parameters given in table D. l .  Figure D.2 
(a) and (b) show the individual CIGRE rectifier and inverter test systems with the same ac and 
de systems and parameters used in table D . l .  In these cases a constant de voltage source is 
used to represent the opposite converter. Figure D.3(a) shows the rectifier ac system impedance 
magnitude and phase angle (Zacr) , while figures D.3(b) and (c) show the inverter ac system 
(Zacd ,  and de system (Zdc) respectively. The individual components making up these systems, 
including the filters and Thevenin equivalent impedances can be found in [62]. 
\ ·,· I 
Parameter 
AC source voltage (RMS) ,  Vs ( r , i )  
Pr imary side transformer termina l  voltage ( RMS) ,  Vi ( r , i )  
Secondary s ide transformer terminal voltage (RMS) ,  Vz ( r , i )  
Transformer MVA rating 
Transformer turns ratio 
Base system impedance {lOOOMW base) 
Base t ransformer impedance, secondary side 
Base t ransformer impedance, primary side 
Per unit  transformer leakage reactance ( primary side base) 
Transformer reactance on secondary side base 
Average fi r ing angle , Oo ( r,i ) 
Average commuta't1on period, µ0 ( ,· , i) 
DC, de side current, Ide 
Rectifier 
375 .36L'.22. 1 8° 
345L'.0° 






0. 1 8  
13 .450 
15 .0° 
23 . 19° 
2kA 
Inverter 
215 .05L'. - 23 . 14° 
230L'.0° 






0. 1 8  
13 .450 
1 4 1 .8 1  ° 
23 . 19° 
2kA 
Table D .1  Operating parameters of the  C I G R E  50-50Hz HVDC benchmark model .  
Zacr 
Zt r 
v,. V; Zaci - - - - - - ' \/;1 
zti 
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _  / 
/ / 
Figure D . 1  Full CIGRE benchmark test system. 
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Zr1c - - - - - - - - - - ..... 
Zacr 
Ztr 
- - - - - - - - - - / 
O:r 
, _ _ _ _ _ _  / 
(a )  CIGRE rectifier benchmark test system. 
Zdc vd· ,· - - - - - - - - - - ..... 
Zdcr Zdci 
HVDC T EST SYSTE M S  
V l
Zaci  -- - - - - - ..... Vj 1 
Zt; 
, _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _  / 
O:; 
, _ _ _ _ _ _  .I 
( b) CIGRE inverter benchmark test system. 
Figure D.2 CIGRE rectifier and inverter benchmarks. 
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(a )  CIGRE rectifier ac system impedance, Zacr · 
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( b) CIGRE inverter ac system impedance, Zaci · 
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(c) CIGRE de system impedance, Zdc · 
Figure D.3 CIGRE rectifier and inverter benchmarks. 
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D . 2  T H E  BACK-TO- BACK HVDC BENCHMARK  MODEL 
The back-to-back schemes used within this thesis are simply the CIGRE system without the de 
system, as shown in figure D.4. The load flow condi t ions chaHge due to the voltage drop across 
the de system being zero. For simplicity the ac alld de systems remain the same as those depicted 
in figure D.3 except when the link is operated in asynchronous p ower transfer mode connecting 
two different system frequencies such as the 50-60Hz back-to-back link shown in chapter 7. In 
this case the 60Hz system has been scaled accordingly. Leaving the impedances the same as the 
CIGRE model presents a non-i<leal power load flow condition. However, for the purposes of this 




\ / \ 
Figure D.4 rvlodified back-to-back CIGRE HVDC link. 
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Appendix E 
P D M ,  AM IT  AND PAM 
This appendix describes the derivation of the Area Modulated Impulse 'I\·ain (AMIT) from 
Schwartz's Pulse Duration Modulated (PDM) spectrum [70] , then uses this spectrum to derive 
the Pulse Amplitude Modulated (PAM) spectrum. Both the AMIT and PAM spectra are re­
quired in the derivation of the algebraic converter model described in chapter 5. The AMIT 
spectrum is a first order linearisation of Schwartz's PDM spectrum. It is used to model the lin­
earised effects of the SIV on the transfers associated with de voltage. Wood [3] used Schwartz's 
full PDM spectrum, showing all higher order frequencies generated by the SIV for the HVDC 
converter, this work is repeated here. The first order AMIT spectrum is then derived from the 
full PDM spectrum and is shown to be equivalent to an area or amplitude modulated impulse 
train. 
E . 1  SCHWARTZ 'S  PULSE DU RATION M O D U LATED (PDM)  SPECT R U M  
In Schwartz's analysis the PDM waveform is generated by adding the modulating signal to a 
steady state sawtooth sweep voltage. The pulse is initiated at the beginning of each voltage 
sweep, and is terminated when the sweep crosses a preset threshold. The unmodulated sweep 








Figure E .1  Unmodulated PDM wave shapes 
Letting the sweep be as shown in figure E. l ,  the modulation signal Qcos (qt) , and the pulse 
height h, Schwartz calculates the resulting frequency spectrum, 
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E(t) 1_::_ _ hQ ros (qt) + I_!_ �  [( - l )m _ J ( rmrQ ) ]  sin(mpt) 2 2P , 1r L., 0 P m m= l 
00 00 J ( rmrQ ) h n -----r,- n 7r ; L L m sin [ (mp + nq)t + 2] 
m = l  n= l 
oo oo J (m1rQ ) h · 11 ----V- n1r _:. L L sin [(mp - nq)t + -] 1r m 2 
rn = l n = l  
where p is the angular sweep frequency, which will now be known as w0 • 
(E. 1 )  
Redefining the PDM in terms of the pulse angular posit.ion (radians) as bcos (kw0t + 8k) ,  results 
in the substitutions, Q = -:;IJ and q = kw0 • Also, h = l. The frequency spectrum then becomes, 
1 � � J11 (mb) 
[ 
n1r
] - L., L., sin (rn + nk)w0t + n8k - -1r m 2 
1n= l  n = I  
1 � � J11 (mb) [ n1r ] - L., L., sin (m - nk)w0t + n8k - -1r m 2 ni= l  n= l 
(E .2)  
When modelling the SIV , only the change in the PDM spectrum that results from an existing 
wave being modulated needs to be considered. The spectrum of the unmodulated pulse train is 
therefore subtracted from the modulated pulse train to define the harmonic contribution of the 
modulation. 
The unmodulated pulse train has the spectrum, 
E( ) _ 1 1 L
oo 
[ (  )m ] 
sin(rnw0 t) Wot - - + - - l  - 1 ----2 1r m 
m= l 
Thus the contribution of modulation to the harmonic spectrum is, 
b l L
oo sin (mw0t) -cos (kw0t + 8k) + - [ l  - J0 (mb) ] ----21r 1r m m= l 
(E.3) 
(E.4) 
As shown, higher order frequencies are present in the PDM spectrum with non-linear nth order 
Bessel function multipliers. In the linearised model the switching instant modulation magnitude 
and angle, bL8, are acquired through small signal linearisation techniques as shown in chapter 5 
and given in table 5.3. These signals themselves are small and as bL.8 -+ 0 the non-linear Bessel 
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function multipliers can Le effectively linearised. F igme E.2 shows the non-linear variation in 
the Bessel function multipliers for the 01h and 1 8 1  order terms. In this instance, J0 ( mb) l b-10 -t 1 ,  
, o, �- - � - - - - - -- - �  
0 95 
0 9  
0 7  
0.65 
0.6'--- - � - � - -'-- - � - �  
O 1 0  1 5  20 25 








10 1 5  
(b)  1 st  order Bessel functions, J, �:ib) and lin­
earised approximation, % - dotted 
F igure E.2 Effect of frequency m and b at 0 .01  ° , 1 ° , 2° and 3° on Bessel function multipliers 
25 
Ji �b) l b-,O -t % and all higher order Bessel functions Jn;:b) l b-,O -t 0. Hence, in the small signal 
linearised sense, equation E.4 can be rewritten as, 
b b 00 b 00 PDM(w0t ) l b-10 = + - cos(kw0t + J) + - L cos ( (m + k)w0t + J) + - L cos ( (m - k)w0t - J) 21r 21r 21r m=l m=l 
(E.5) 
This is  mathematically the same as a sampled Dirac comb or area modulated impulse train , 
AMIT. The following section derives the AMIT spectrum from the ideal sampling function. 
E . 2  THE A REA M O D U LATED I M PU LSE T RA I N ,  A M IT SPECT R U M  
Figure E . 3  shows the ideal sampling function, or Dirac comb, with its time and frequency do­
main representations. Part (a) and (b) show the conversion from seconds to radians, 21r being 
the fundamental period. The area modulated impulse train can be found from time domain 
multiplication of the wave shape in figure E.3 with is required modulating signal. Equation E.6 
shows the relationship from the delta function to positive frequency sinusoidal form. 
(E.6) 
The modulating signal is simply a sinusoidal frequency, bcos (kw0 t + J) and when multiplied in the 
time domain with equation E.6 gives the required AMIT spectrum required for the de voltage 
transfers. This process is shown in figure E.4. The area modulated delta functions are presented 
as amplitude modulated functions which are mathematically identical. The multiplication gives 
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(a) Alv11T Time Domain Waveshape 
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(b) AMIT Frequency Domain Spectrum 
Figure E.4 Time and frequency domain representation of AMIT waYe shape. 
E .3  T H E  P U LSE A M PL ITUDE M O DU LATED, PAM S P ECTRUM 
the required AMIT spectra, ie, 
171  
b b 00 b 00 AM IT(w0t )  = + - cos (kw0t + J) + - � cos ( (m + k)w0t + J) + - L cos ( (rn - k)w0t - J) 21r 2n 2n m=l m=l (E.7) 
This is the area modulated delta function required for the small signal transfers to de voltage. 
It is identical to equation E .5 .  
E .3 THE  P U LSE A M PL ITUDE MODU LATED,  PAM SPECTRUM 
The PAM spectrum i s  required i n  the calculation of the transfers t o  ac current. Fortunately 
the effect of calculated by couvolving the A MIT spectrum with a rectangular pulse of width /!:Q. 
Wo seconds, time shifted by 2µ0 seconds. This is shown in figure E.5 (a) and (b) respectively. The Wo Fourier transform for a rectangular pulse centred on the origin is, 
RP(k) 
../!:.Q_ ! 2wo e-j2nkft dt 
_ -1!:.Q_  2w0 
l µo 
kf 
sin( nkf -) 
7r Wo 
µo . (kf µo ) -sine -
Wo Wo 
(E.8)  
A time shift of i!:.2_2'0 must by applied to this transform before convolution with the AMIT spectra. Wo This is given as , 
RP(k) = /Lo sinc(kf µ0 ) .e-jk� 
Wo Wo 
(E. 9) 









Figure E.5 Representation of rectangular pulse, ( a) - centred at zero, (b) - t ime shifted by f.:;';;-
shifted rectangular pulse ( equation E.9)  gives the PAM spectrum required for the transfers to 
ac current. This is shown in figure E.6 and derived in equation E . 1 0  below. 
bµo kJJ,o µo PAM (w0t )  = + -sinc( - )cos(kw0t - k-
2 
+ J) 2n 21r 
+ bµo f sinc((rn + k) µo )cos ((m + k)wat - (m + k) µ0 + o) 2n 21r 2 
m= l 
+ btto f sinc((m - k) µ0 ) cos ((rn - k)w0t - (rn - k) µ0 - o) 2n 21r 2 
m = l  
(E . 10) 
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1 07f l 27f 
----bcos(kwo t + J) 
(a) PA!\ !  Time Domain Waveshape 
Figure E.6  Ti111f' domain representation PAI\! waYc shape. 
Appendix F 
THE S PARSE MATRIX TRANS FERS 
This appendix shows sparsity plots of the frequency cross coupling matrix transfers used through­
out this thesis. The '+ ' signs indicate the direct terms while the '@ '  signs indicate the conjugated 
terms. The light grey terms indicate the additional transfers required for the 6-pulse converter 
while the black transfers indicate the transfers required for the 12-pulse converter only. 
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Figure F .2 CIGRE rectifier Ide -+ lac transfers. 
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Figure F .3 CIGRE rectifier et -+ lac transfers. 
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CON F IGURATION OF TRANSFERS IN LARSEN 'S EQ U ATION 
There are two important considerations that must be considered when modelling the rectifier 
and inverter using Larsen's equation. These are the direction of all the currents into and out of 
the converter and the orientation of the de side voltage. 
The frequency dependent cross coupling transfers of Larsen's equation are derived in both the 
analytic and iterative frequency domain models as viewing positive distorting ac currents into 
the converter and the positive de current out of the converter. This convention was used as it 
is the same as the power flow at fundamental and de. The models were derived in the rectifier 
sense and hence the de voltage is orientated in the positive direction. The orientation of the 
currents and voltages in the derived models is shown in figure G. l (a). 
Figures G. l (b) and G. l (c) show the converter and the direction of the currents and voltages 
around the converter for rectification (b), and for inversion ( c) respectively. In both instances 

























Hence, when the converter transfers are derived with all current sources into the converter as in 
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figure G .1 (b) , Larsen 's equation for the rectifier becomes, [ 6. I acp l [ a b 
6-lacn _ e J 6. Vdc - i J 
0 0 0 
and for the inverter becomes, 
=; � l 
-k l 
-G  1 
C g h 6. Vacn d l [ 6. Vr,rp l 
- k  -l 6.I,1c G 1 ,6.a 
( G . 1 )  
( G .2 )  
Appendix H 
THE H VDC CONVERTER IMPEDANCE 
This appendix uses Larsen's equation [34] to derive the ac side phase sequence and de side 
impedances around the CIGRE test system rectifier and inverter. Presented are the 3-port 
impedances which are the most dominate terms of the impedance transfers. The effects of the 
control transfer function, the switching instant variation (SIV) and a comparison between the 
two solution techniques described in this appendix are shown. 
In chapter 6, equations 6.15 to 6.20 demonstrate the conversion of Larsen's equation into the 
more general nodal form, including the ac and de side system admittances. In this form the 
positive, negative and de side admittance/impedance transfers can be found by partitioning the 
matrix accordingly, then solving for the required variables associated with the wanted impedance. 
H . 1  F U L L  MATRIX SOLUTION OF  CONVERTER IM PEDANCES 
The following equations give the positive ( Z Cacp), negative ( Z Cacn) and de ( Z cdc) side small 
signal impedance viewed while looking into both the ac and de terminals of the HVDC converter 
respectively. The full matrix solution uses the full FCMs and includes the all associated effects 
resulting from higher frequency cross modulation and control. 
The positive sequence impedance of the converter can be described in matrix form as: 
The negative sequence impedance of the converter can be described similarly as, 
and the de side impedance as, 
where, A = [ Yti;_:acp y• Y+
1?, ] , B = [ �::_1,:33 ] , C = [ Yi1 Y:i2 ] and D = [Y3\ + Ydc ] 21  22 0.C1l  
(H. l )  
(H.2) 
(H.3) 
These matrix equations solve for the impedance around the converter and include all frequency 
cross-coupling associated in the transfers as well as the associated converter control action if 
required. SIV can be included or excluded in the individual transfers as required, showing its 
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co11tribution on the converter impeda11ce. The followi11g section describes the analytic derivation 
of the 3-port impedances around the converter. 
H . 2  ANALYTI C  SOLUTION U S I NG 3-P O RT TRANSFERS 
If only the 3-port frequencies are required or needed then the impedance transfers can be written 
in analytic form straight from Larsen's equation and the associated ac and de system equations. 
r Mk+ l 1 acp 




6 Vk+ 1  aep 
6 Vk- l aen 
U. b C f g ] k n 0 
- f:iJjcZ1c 
- t:iJk+l zk+1 aep aep 
- t:iik-1  zk- 1 aen aen 




The inputs to Larsen's equation are 6 Va�t1 and 6 Va�-;;: 1 , the posit ive and negative sequence 
applied voltage distortions, and 6Jjc and 6a
k the DC current and firing angle distortions. The 
outputs are the resulting ac side currents t:iI!;:/ and 61!�1 and de side voltage, 6 Vd� ·  The 
transfers a -+ l are the linearised 3-port transfers given in appendix K while transfers m,n and 
o represent the effect of feedback through the firing angle control system. In order to model 
the converter in positive pole rectifier and inverter configurations the sign of a number of the 
transfers must be changed, as described in appendix G. Note the symbol k is used to represent 
both a transfer and the de side frequency divided by the fundamental frequency on the converter, 
ie, k = f1cf ]bas e ·  
For the positive sequence admittance looking into the converter, Larsen's equation H.4 and the 
systems equations H.5 to H .7  are solved giving, 
( H.8) 
bzk- 1 bzk- 1 . zk-1 . zk- 1  where A = a - e a'it B = C - g acn C = i - JC acn and D = k - Jg acn . Likewise, ' P l +  f Za:n1 ' P l +  f Z�;n1 ' P l +  f Z�;n1 P l +  f Z�;:,,1 
the negative sequence admittance looking into the converter can be written as, 
( H.9) 
l A _ f ebZ�;!:/ B _ _ ecZ
�;!:/ C _ . _ ibZacp d D _ k ieZ�i},
1 
d } w 1ere, n - - k+I ' n - g l +azk+I ) n - J l +aZacp an n - - k+I ) an t 1e 1 +aZacp acp 1 +aZacp 
de side impedance written as, 
Z k _ 
Ade + Ede _ k cdc - C 1 - de 
9 acp acn B = · g acn b Z
k+1 zk- 1 
] [ 
zk- 1 
( l+aZ�,:IJ,1 ) ( l+JZ�;nl ) ' de J l +JZ�;nl 
( l +az�·.:1;,1 ) ( l +  f z�;n1 ) . 
( H. 10) 
ec acp acn C = Z
k+I zk- 1 ] ( l+aZ�.:i;,1 ) ( i+JZ�;:,,1 ) ' de 
These equations show the small signal impedance around the HVDC converter. Though they 
calculate only the main 3-port frequencies they are useful for gaining insight into likely problems 
and the used in chapter 8 to help identify worst-case operating conditions for harmonic and 
inter harmonic cross-modulation. 
- - -- ---- - - - - - - - --- ---
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H . 3  C IGRE  RECT IF I ER  IM PEDANCE 
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This section uses the above equations to show the effective 3-port impedance for both positive, 
negative and de side impedances around the CIGRE rectifier. Figure H. l shows the comparison 
between the impedances calculated using the full matrix reduction and 3-port solution techniques 
described in sections H.l and H.2 respectively. The operating point is that of the standard 
CIGRE benchmark model described in appendix D. Figure H.2 shows the effect of including the 
standard PI control transfer function and figure H.3 shows the effect of the SIV on the 3-port 
impedances of the rectifier. 
H .4 C I G R E  I NVERTER IMPEDANCE 
This section uses the above equations to show the effective 3-port impedance for both positive, 
negative and de side impedances around the CIGRE inverter at the operating point described in 
appendix D. Similar to the rectifier, figure H.4 shows the comparison between the impedances 
calculated using the full matrix reduction and 3-port solution techniques described in sections H. l 
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(a )  CIGRE rectifier positive sequence impedance. 
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(b)  CIGRE rectifier negative sequence impedance. 
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(c)  CIGRE rectifier de side impedance. 
Figure H.l  Comparison solution techniques for the impedances around the  CIGRE rectifier. 
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(c)  CIGRE rectifier de side impedance. 
Figure H.3 Effect of SIV on 3-port impedance around the CIGRE rectifier. 
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( c) CIGRE inverter de side impedance. 
Figure H.5  Effect o f  S IV on  3-port impedance around the CIGRE inverter. 
Appendix I 
I NT E R H A R M O N IC RESULTS AROU N D  BACK-TO-BAC K  HVDC 
L I N KS 
1 . 1  T H E  50-60HZ BAC K-TO-BACK L I N K  WITH U N BALANCE AT T H E  RECT IF IER  
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Figure I .3  Resulting negative sequence spectrum on rectifier terminals with a 0 .024pu unbalance on rectifier 
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Figure 1.5 Resulting negative sequence spectrum on im·erter terminals with a 0 .024pu unbalance on rectifier 
terminals. 
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Figure 1 . 1 1  DC side comparison for 50-51Hz back-to-back HVDC link with 0.018pu voltage unbalance on the 
rectifier terminals. Black-Frequency Domain, White-Time Domain. 
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Figure 1 . 12  Rectifier side positive sequence voltage comparison for 50-51Hz back-to-back HVDC link with 
0.018pu voltage unbalance on rectifier terminals. Black-Frequency Domain, White-Time Domain. 
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Figure 1 . 13  Rectifier side negative sequence voltage comparison for 50-5 1Hz back-to-back HVDC link with 
0.018pu voltage unbalance on rectifier terminals. Black-Frequency Domain, White-Time Domain. 
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Figure 1 . 14  Inverter side positive sequence voltage comparison for 50-51 Hz back-to-back HVDC link with 
0 .018pu voltage unbalance on rectifier terminals. Black-Frequency Domain, White-Time Domain.  
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Figure 1 . 15  Inverter side negative sequence rnltage comparison for 50-51Hz back-to-back HVDC link with 
0 .018pu voltage unbalance on rectifier terminals. Black-Frequency Domain, White-Time Domain. 
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Figure I . 16  DC side comparison for 50-51Hz back-to-back HVDC link with 0 .015pu voltage unbalance on 
inverter terminals. Black-Frequency Domain, White-Time Domain. 
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Figure I . 1 7  Rectifier side pos1t1ve sequence voltage comparison for 50-51Hz back-to-back HVDC link with 
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Figure 1 .18  Rectifier side negative sequence voltage comparison for 50-51Hz back-to-back HVDC link with 
0.015pu voltage unbalance on inverter terminals. Black-Frequency Domain, White-Time Domain. 
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Figure 1 .19  Inverter side positive sequence voltage comparison for 50-5 1Hz back-to-back HVDC link with 
0 .015pu voltage unbalance on inverter terminals. Black-Frequency Domain, White-Time Domain. 
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Figure 1.20 Inverter side negative sequence voltage comparison for 50-51Hz back-to-back HVDC link with 
0.01 5pu voltage unbalance on inverter terminals. Black-Frequency Domain, White-Time Domain.  
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Figure J .1 Reduced DC side admittance transfers for asynchronous links. Shown are the reduced grid pattern 
(light grey) ,  and tolerance reduced grid pattern (black) which indicate the required frequency transfers for both 
a full and partial linearised solution. 
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Figure J .2 Reduced DC side admittance transfers for asynchronous links. Shown are the reduced grid pattern 
(light grey ) ,  and tolerance reduced grid pattern (black) which indicate the required frequency transfers for both 
a full and partial linearised solution. 

Appendix K 
THE 3- PORT FREQ UENCY TRANS FERS 
This appendix analytically describes the time- invariant 3-port frequency cross-coupling trans­
fers associated with the HVDC converter. Larsen [34] recognised the modulating relationships 
between the different phase sequences and described the 3-port method for the specific case of 
negative sequence unbalance. However, the 3-port transfers extend over the frequency range of 
interest and can be described as the main diagonal terms in the frequency cross-coupling matri­
ces described in appendix F. Only 3 frequencies are ever considered in the modulation process of 
the converter, these being at frequency kw0 on the de side and frequencies (k - l)w0 in negative 
sequence and (k + l)w0 in positive sequence on the ac side. These are the frequencies in the first 
row of table 3.1 .  All other frequency cross modulation is ignored under the assumption that the 
3-port transfers remain the dominant frequency cross-coupling transfers. Larsen's equation is 
given below in equation K.1 and equations K.3 to K.14 analytically describe the direct parts of 
the 3-port transfers. 
(K.1) 
The inputs to Larsen 's equation are 6.Vakct 1 and 6.V:C; 1 , the positive and negative sequence 
applied voltage distortions, and 6.11c and 6.ak the DC current and firing angle distortions. The 
outputs are the resulting ac side currents 6.I!J/ and 6.I!;;;/ and de side voltage, 6. Vd�· The 
transfers a -t l are the linearised 3-port transfers given in the appendix while transfers m,n and o represent the effect of feedback through the firing angle control system. In order to model 
the converter in positive pole rectifier and inverter configurations the sign of a number of the 
transfers must be changed, as described in appendix G. Note the symbol k is used to represent 
both a transfer and the de side frequency divided by the fundamental frequency on the converter, 
ie, k = fjc/ !base ·  
Figure K.1 shows the sparse matrix structure of the 3-port transfers. The 'direct' parts of the 
3-port analytic transfers are derived using the full time-variant small signal transfers described 
in chapter 5 and are given below. 
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Figure K . 1  Sparse structure of equation K . 1  showing the ' 3-port ' transfers in  bold. 
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( K.2)  
( K .3) 
( K .4) 
( K .5) 
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( K . 7) 
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( K .9) 
( K . 1 0) 
( K . 1 1 ) 
( K . 12) 
( K . 1 3) 
where the AC side variables are written in terms of their equivalent de side frequencies. All 
ac side variables are referred to the valve side of the converter transformer. To model higher 
pulse converters it is necessary to scale the transfers in accordance with the series and parallel 
connections on the ac and de sides. This means all transfers are scaled by the number of six 
pulse groups (n9) and either the transformer ratio squared N
2 or just the transformer ratio N. 
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For the 12  pulse series couuected converter the transfers a,b,e and f are scaled by N2 transferred 
to the secondary side. The transfers c,g,d,h,i and j are transfers from voltage ---* voltage and 
current ---* current through the converter and are scaled by the transformer ratio N .  
K . 2  C O M PA R ISON BETWEEN ANALYTIC  AND T I M E  DOMA I N  3-PORT T RA NSFERS 
This section shows the comparisons made between the derived analytic model and the PS CAD/­
EMTDC time domain simulation for the direct 3-port frequency transfers. The test system is 
the CIGRE rectifier and inverter with the operating conditions given in appendix D with strong 
( effectively no impedance) ac and de system systems. The analytic model has been solved with 
all direct and conjugated frequency cross coupling transfers in place. The direct 3-port transfers 
have then been plotted and are identical to those described by the above equations except for 
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Figure K.2 CIGRE rectifier Vac -+ lac transfers. 
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Figure K.  7 CIGRE inverter Vac ---+ lac transfers. 
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